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 Message from the Chair
As I sit in New York in early 

March writing this message, the 
news is fi lled with reports of 
violence and turmoil in Libya and 
protests in Bahrain following the 
fall of governments in both Tuni-
sia and Egypt. One result of the 
uncertainty associated with this 
turmoil is the rapid increase in oil 
prices, which threatens the fragile 
economic recovery.

The recent earthquake in New Zealand has caused 
billions of dollars in damages less than six months after 
NYSBA International held our successful Sydney Seasonal 
Meeting in the region.

And today’s New York Times reports on the lessons 
U.S. cities are learning from the implementation of bus 

Andre R. Jaglom

rapid transit in places like Bogota, Mexico City, Jakarta, 
Sao Paolo and Beijing to reduce commuting time, costs 
and pollution while providing businesses with access to a 
broader labor pool.

All of these stories highlight the interconnectedness of 
our world and demonstrate the importance of the connec-
tions formed through NYSBA International to shrink the 
planet further and enable us, as lawyers, to help our cli-
ents navigate international regulatory and cultural shoals 
so that they can thrive in the global economy.

It will be my honor to assume the position of Chair 
of the International Section on June 1 and attempt to fol-
low in the footsteps of the leaders who have brought the 
Section to its current position of success since its found-
ing nearly 25 years ago. I am particularly grateful to our 
current Chair, Carl-Olof Bouveng, who graciously agreed 
to take offi ce unexpectedly, months earlier than planned. 
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Our Committees could be more effective with the 
participation of members from each of our Chapters 
bringing to bear their knowledge of the Committee’s sub-
stantive legal area as applied in their own country. And 
our Chapters would benefi t from the substantive legal 
expertise of our Committees when planning local events 
in an area covered by one or more Committees or when 
seeking international resources in a particular substantive 
fi eld. By working together, our Chapters and Committees 
can, I believe, better foster the three missions of our Sec-
tion established under the leadership of Immediate Past 
Chair Michael Galligan: (1) Custodian of New York Law 
as an International Standard; (2) Guardian of the New 
York Convention on the Enforcement and Recognition of 
Arbitral Awards and the international arbitration process; 
and (3) Monitor of International Law Development in the 
United Nations System. 

It is my hope, during my term as Section Chair, to 
foster a closer collaboration between our Chapters and 
our Committees, thereby strengthening both. There will 
be many opportunities to accomplish this through Sec-
tion activities such as the Global Law Week in New York 
May 10-13, 2011, happening just before I take offi ce, at 
our annual Seasonal Meeting in Panama September 21-24, 
2011 and at the many events being planned by Chapters 
and Committees for the coming year.I very much look 
forward to working with all of you more closely during 
my term as Chair to continue our Section’s success and 
expand our ever-growing activities.

Andre R. Jaglom
Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse & Hirschtritt LLP

New York, NY
jaglom@thsh.com

Carl-Olof has maintained the momentum of the Section 
while creating a broader participation of the Section lead-
ership in all aspects of our work, thus providing a strong 
base of experience for our current Executive Vice-Chair 
and soon-to-be Chair-Elect Andrew Otis, our current Sec-
retary and soon-to-be Executive Vice Chair, Glenn Fox, as 
well as for me. I greatly look forward to continuing that 
approach and to working with Carl-Olof as Immediate 
Past Chair, Andrew, Glenn and newly elected offi cers 
Secretary Neil Quartaro and First-Vice Chair Thomas 
Pieper, as well as long-time Treasurer Larry Shoenthal. 
We are all lucky to have the continued guidance of our 
rock of stability and experience, NYSBA Staff Liaison 
Linda Castilla for one last year before she moves on to a 
well-deserved retirement. 

Our Section operates largely through two extraordi-
nary sets of groups, our Chapters and our Committees. 
Our Chapters form a remarkable network of superb 
lawyers around the globe—a truly incredible resource, as 
those of us who have sought counsel in far-fl ung corners 
of the world know well. The Chapters have presented 
many remarkable programs in their countries and re-
gions, as well as at our most recent Annual Meeting in 
New York, on a variety of important legal topics, and 
have helped bring together international practitioners 
from their nations and from New York.

Our Committees cover a myriad of substantive areas 
of the law and have issued valuable reports on legal de-
velopments, conducted CLE programs and offered an op-
portunity for lawyers to meet with and learn from other 
international lawyers in their substantive areas.

What has happened less than it might, however, 
is the integration of the work of our Chapters and 
Committees. 

International SectionInternational Section

Visit on the Web at Visit on the Web at www.nysba.org/intlwww.nysba.org/intl
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the new leader in India to organize and coordinate our 
activities there. Upon a visit to Delhi and Mumbi in April, 
I met with Sudhir and several other Indian lawyers who 
are interested in becoming involved in leadership roles 
for our India Chapter. I look forward to continuing a 
broad collaboration with lawyers in India under Sudhir’s 
leadership. 

We have also reactivated our Chapters in Denmark, 
Korea, Luxembourg and Poland by appointing new 
Chapter Chairs. In addition, we have also appointed a 
Chapter Chair in Alberta, Canada, as a complement to 
our current Chapter Chairs in Canada.

Many of our longstanding Chapters are thriving and 
have recently organized events. In March of this year we 
held our fi rst Regional European Meeting in London with 
participation from many of our European Chapters as 
well as our Tunisian and Algerian Chapters. 

To further facilitate and increase the exchange be-
tween members in our Chapters and members in New 
York, we are seeking to activate committees to focus on 
certain countries or regions. I am therefore also glad that 
Drew Jaglom during his term intends to foster a closer 
collaboration between the Chapters abroad and the Com-
mittees in New York.

Finally, I would like to mention a couple of very im-
portant and exciting projects in New York. First of all, we 
have the Task Force on New York Law and International 
Matters, which was appointed by the Association’s Presi-
dent Stephen Younger upon the Section’s initiative and 
request and largely through the efforts of Michael Gal-
ligan. The Task Force presented its report in April and 
the report contains a number of important proposals to 
further the status and knowledge about New York Law in 
an international framework. It is available at www.nysba.
org/InternationalReport. The Section also appointed its 
own New York Law Study Group, which under the chair-
manship of John Hanna is in the process of developing 
a summary of characteristics of New York law. Both the 
summary and the report by the Task Force will be valu-
able tools not only for those practicing in New York but 
also for us who practice elsewhere. 

I look forward to continuing to work with the Section 
as a past Chair for many years to come. 

Carl-Olof Bouveng
Stockholm, Sweden

Advokatfi rman Lindahl KB
carl-olof.bouveng@lindahl.se

As I sit down to re-write this 
message, having just handed over 
the baton to Drew Jaglom, my 
Chair successor, I would like to 
take this opportunity to refl ect 
a little bit on my year as Chair. 
Although I took offi ce somewhat 
prematurely, I got a running start 
thanks to the many initiatives 
and visions that Michael Galligan 
spearheaded during his year as 
Chair. 

One of the more exciting developments in the past 
year was the creation of our Chapter in Bahrain, in addi-
tion to the recently established Chapters in Algeria and 
Tunisia. Only a couple of weeks ago we also created a 
Chapter in Egypt, and will need to develop our ties with 
Egypt in the near future. Hopefully, we will soon also 
have a Chapter in Morocco. The Chapters in Algeria and 
Tunisia, as well as many other Chapters in Africa, were 
established mostly thanks to the efforts of Calvin Hamil-
ton and, with regard to Bahrain, Mike Pisani. In the past, 
the Section’s activities in Africa and the Middle East have 
been limited. With the recent uprisings of the people 
against the regimes in power, our increased activities in 
the region have become very timely. Our Chapter Chairs 
in Algeria, Bahrain and Tunisia, being Karim Khoukhi, 
Aymen Almoayed and Mohamed Zaanouni, have actively 
participated in our activities during the year and pro-
vided us with valuable insight into the background of the 
current situation. Our thoughts have been, and continue 
to be, with them through these diffi cult times in the re-
gion. I encourage you to read the contributions by Karim, 
Aymen, and Mohamed in this issue of the Chapter News.

The ultimate results of the uprisings in Algeria, 
Bahrain, Egypt, Liberia, and Tunisia remain to be seen. 
Through our Chapters in the region, we are in a better po-
sition to support respect for human rights and the rule of 
law. As more open societies develop, contacts at all levels 
of civil and commercial life will increase. Consequently, 
there is also a need for close contacts and good networks 
among lawyers who specialize in the many fi elds of pri-
vate international law that support commercial, family 
and personal life. 

In India we have had an active Chapter for several 
years. Kaviraj Singh had been leading the Chapter but 
due to strict New York lobbying rules, Kaviraj had to 
resign when he became the trade representative of New 
York State. We have now appointed Sudhir Mishra as 

 Message from the Past Chair
Prepared on June 1, 2011

Carl-Olof Bouveng
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A Word from the Editor
 As we head into summer 

in North America and I fi nally 
pull together this edition of the 
Section’s Chapter News, I want 
to extend a special thank you 
to all of our contributors for 
their interesting and insightful 
contributions, as well as their 
patience. In that regard, I have 
to confess that editing this edi-
tion of the Chapter News took 
much longer than anticipated. 
Given the time lag, as you will note, some of our contri-
butions were drafted in February and March. While they 
have been updated where required, please keep this in 
mind when reading the more personal contributions, such 
as the Word from our New Chair, as well as the updates 
from Algeria, Bahrain and Tunisia. The updates provided 
from our Chapters in the Middle East and Northern 
Africa underline the global reach that our Section has and 
the important role that we can, and do, play in bringing 
together a global legal community. In that regard, this 
edition of the Chapter News also contains a very special 

section that was compiled by Chryssa Valletta and David 
E. Miller. Chryssa and David have coordinated overviews 
and updates on the New York Convention on the Recog-
nition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the 
“New York Convention”) from 33 of our Chapters. We 
hope to include a Chapter-wide update on the New York 
Convention on an annual basis. If you have any interest in 
participating in the next endeavour, please let us know. 

It is through initiatives such as this month’s special 
section on the New York Convention that we are able to 
satisfy the curiosity and broad substantive focus that an 
international legal practice often encompasses. If you 
have any ideas for a special section or focus for a future 
edition of Chapter News, please do not hesitate to contact 
me to discuss. I welcome all suggestions on how we can 
improve the Chapter News to ensure its relevance to our 
membership. Of course, I also welcome, and look forward 
to, your contributions.

Dunniela Kaufman
Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP

dunniela.kaufman@fmc-law.com

Dunniela Kaufman

Request for Contributions

www.nysba.org/IntlChapterNews

Contributions to the New York International 
Chapter News are welcomed and greatly 
appreciated. Please let us know about your 
recent publications, speeches, future events, 
fi rm news, country news, and member news.

Dunniela Kaufman
Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP
77 King Street West, Suite 400
Toronto-Dominion Centre
Toronto, ON M5K 0A1 CANADA
dunniela.kaufman@fmc-law.com

Contributions should be submitted in electronic document format 
(pdfs are NOT acceptable).
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rules found in the New York Convention concerning the 
supporting documents required to prove the existence 
of foreign arbitral awards are incorporated in Articles 
1051-1061 of the Algerian Code of Civil and Administra-
tive Procedure (the “Code”). The Code does not provide 
any specifi c rules concerning the enforcement of foreign 
arbitral awards, but simply refers to applicable general 
principles of law. 

A decision refusing to recognize or enforce a foreign 
arbitral award may be appealed on numerous grounds. 
In contrast, Article 1056 of the Code provides that deci-
sions recognizing or ordering the enforcement of a foreign 
arbitral award may be appealed only on certain, limited 
grounds, namely: (1) if the arbitral tribunal issues an 
award in the absence of an arbitration agreement or on 
the basis of a void or expired agreement; (2) if the arbitral 
tribunal is irregularly organized or if a sole arbitrator is 
irregularly appointed; (3) if the arbitral tribunal issues 
an award that falls outside the boundaries of the dispute 
before it; (4) if the parties are not allowed to effectively 
present their case; (5) if the arbitral tribunal fails to state 
its reasons for the award or if the reasons stated are con-
fl icting; and (6) if the award is contrary to international 
public policy. These grounds for appeal differ from those 
set forth in the New York Convention. Grounds 5 and 6 
are not expressly mentioned in the New York Convention. 
Conversely, the grounds provided in paragraph (e) of 
the New York Convention are not specifi ed in the Code. 
Additionally, some (but not all) of the grounds provided 
in paragraphs (a) and (c) of the New York Convention 
are not specifi cally mentioned in the Code. Any decision 
concerning the recognition or enforcement of a foreign 
arbitral award may be appealed to the Supreme Court of 
Algeria.

Until recently, foreign parties, when awarded favor-
able arbitral decisions against Algerian parties, generally 
would not try to enforce the decision in front of Algerian 
courts, unless they had no other available option. How-
ever, the new Algerian arbitration law (discussed below) 
should provide the incentive necessary for foreign par-
ties to insert international arbitration clauses in contracts 
with Algerian parties. Furthermore, the current growth 
of international trade transactions in the Algerian public 
and private economic sectors will undoubtedly raise the 
number of foreign arbitral awards requiring enforcement 
proceedings in Algeria.

B. Legal Reform of Algerian Arbitration Law

Algeria revised its laws concerning international ar-
bitration in 1993 and 2008.1 The legal reform that passed 
in 2008 was based upon both updated international con-

Introduction
The New York Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the “New 
York Convention”)1 is a crucial international agreement 
because it allows parties to participate in international 
arbitrations without fear that an arbitral award rendered 
in one country will not be enforced in another. Accord-
ingly, one of the three long-term missions of the New 
York State Bar Association International Section, as 
adopted by the Executive Committee of the International 
Section on September 15, 2009, has been to serve as the 
guardian of the New York Convention and the interna-
tional arbitration process. To that end, we compiled this 
“reporter” on recent statutory and case law developments 
in application of the New York Convention from submis-
sions we received by soliciting each of the Chapter Chairs 
for contributors from their country. The Chapter Chairs 
provided invaluable assistance in locating contributors 
(and in some cases also served as the contributors). Each 
of the contributors provided valuable information on the 
application of the New York Convention in his or her own 
country.

In this fi rst edition of the reporter, we were able to in-
clude submissions from 33 countries. We plan to publish 
a new edition of the reporter annually, and hope that we 
will have even more contributors next year. Please contact 
either of the undersigned directly if you would like to 
contribute to the next edition. We look forward to hearing 
from you.

Chryssa V. Valletta
Phillips Nizer LLP

cvalletta@phillipsnizer.com

David E. Miller
davidemiller2003@yahoo.com

Endnote
1. Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign 

Arbitral Awards, 21 U.S.T. 2517 (New York 1958).

* * *

Country Updates

ALGERIA

Statutory Developments

A. Algerian Law on the Recognition and 
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards

Foreign arbitral awards are recognized under Alge-
rian law so long as (a) their existence is duly proved and 
(b) they do not contravene international public policy. The 

 Spotlight on the New York Convention on the 
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards
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the fact that most international arbitration is conducted 
within Europe, rather than in Algeria.

Karim Khoukhi
Khoukhi At Qwedar, PLLC

khoukhi@k-law.fr

Dahmane Ben Abderrahmane, 
Ben Abderrahmane & Assocs.

ba@benlawyers.com

Endnotes
1. Legislative Decree No. 93-03 of April 25, 1993; Act No. 08-09 of 

February 25, 2008.

2. Article 107 of the Civil Code. 

3. Act No. 88-18 of July 12, 1988 and Decree No. 8-233 of November 5, 
1988. 

* * *

ARGENTINA

Case Law Developments
The Federal Court of Appeals of Mar del Plata (Prov-

ince of Buenos Aires, Argentina) recently issued an impor-
tant decision concerning the direct implementation of the 
enforcement provisions of the New York Convention. 

In re Far Eastern Shipping Company v. Arhenpez S.A.,1 
the issue was whether a foreign arbitral award issued in 
connection with arbitral proceedings seated in the United 
Kingdom had to undergo exequatur2 prior to enforcement 
against a debtor domiciled in Argentina.

The foreign arbitral award had been immediately 
recognized and rendered enforceable under the New York 
Convention by a lower, federal court. Thus, the lower 
court had issued an order of attachment and execution 
over defendant’s property. The defendant appealed on the 
ground that the lower court had not complied with alleg-
edly mandatory exequatur proceedings. Furthermore, the 
defendant argued that it was placed in a defenseless situ-
ation against the judicial order of attachment and execu-
tion over its property as it was not given any opportunity 
to raise objections or defenses against the foreign arbitral 
award being enforced.

The Federal Court of Appeals of Mar del Plata held 
that the foreign arbitral award was immediately enforce-
able under the New York Convention, without going 
through domestic exequatur proceedings, as the New York 
Convention had been signed and ratifi ed by both Argen-
tina and the United Kingdom.

This decision clarifi es that, with respect to the rec-
ognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in 
Argentina, if any applicable international or multilateral 
convention has been signed and ratifi ed by Argentina and 

ventions and certain foreign countries’ recent legislation. 
The reform also incorporated the latest developments in 
international case law. Today, Algeria’s legislation on this 
subject is generally considered to be compatible with in-
ternational standards. 

Prior to the 2008 reform, the inclusion of arbitral 
clauses in public tenders concluded with government-
owned entities was a subject of major controversy 
because, in principle, Algeria’s administrative courts 
had exclusive jurisdiction to hear such disputes. This 
problem was compounded because, under the 1993 law, 
government-owned entities could only include arbitra-
tion clauses in contracts that affected their “international 
commercial activities.” Thus, foreign parties entering 
into certain contracts ran the risk that the validity of such 
clauses might be challenged. The 2008 reform solved this 
problem by amending the 1993 law such that govern-
ment-owned entities may include arbitration clauses in 
contracts concerning international commercial transac-
tions and in public tendering matters.

The new Algerian arbitration law also incorporates 
the following changes to prior law: 

• Economic Defi nition: international arbitration is 
defi ned to encompass any dispute involving the 
economic interests of at least two states, rather 
than referring to the parties’ residency status;

• Severability: the validity of an arbitration clause is 
not affected by any judicial determination that the 
contract in which such clause is found is invalid, 
illegal, or unenforceable;

• Contractual Instrument: an arbitral clause may 
be formalized in a written format or by any other 
means of communication that entails the written 
proof of its existence (including new technologies);

• Choice of Law: the validity of an arbitration clause 
is determined according to the law chosen by the 
parties to govern their dispute or by the law the 
arbitral tribunal fi nds appropriate; and

• Default Law: if the parties have not specifi ed 
the law applicable to the merits of a dispute, the 
arbitral tribunal may chose to apply any customs 
or rule of law it deems appropriate, including 
general principles of law, international trade 
usages, customs and equity.2 

Case Law Developments
Although ratifi ed (with reservations) more than 20 

years ago,3 case law concerning the New York Conven-
tion is extremely rare in Algeria. 

The small number of published cases is attributable 
to (a) the state’s prior monopoly on foreign trade and (b) 
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award based on grounds included in the State or Territory 
legislation.

The amended Section 8(2) has removed the applica-
tion of the laws of the States and Territories in enforcing a 
foreign award.

C. Expanded Defi nition of “Agreement in Writing”

Section 3(1) of the Act refl ects Article II of the New 
York Convention, which states that an “agreement in 
writing” under which the parties have undertaken to 
submit disputes to arbitration will be recognized as an 
agreement to arbitrate. Previously, courts in certain ju-
risdictions had adopted a narrow interpretation of what 
constitutes an “agreement in writing.” This caused con-
cern among State parties to the New York Convention, 
and led to the incorporation of Article 7 in the 2006 revi-
sions to the Model Law, which seeks to update the defi ni-
tion of what constitutes “writing” in light of our current 
electronic society.

Although Australian courts had already adopted a 
liberal approach to the interpretation of the writing re-
quirement (see in particular Comandate Marine Corp v Pan 
Australia Shipping Pty Ltd [2006] FCAFC 192), the Bill has 
amended section 3 of the Act to mirror the recent changes 
to the Model Law. The amendments provide that “for the 
avoidance of doubt” an agreement will be “in writing” if:

• “its content is recorded in any form, whether or 
not the arbitration agreement or contract has been 
concluded orally, by conduct, or by other means;”

• “it is contained in an electronic communication and 
the information in that communication is accessible 
so as to be usable for subsequent reference;” or

• “it is contained in an exchange of statements of 
claim and defence in which the existence of an 
agreement is alleged by one party and not denied 
by the other.”

Furthermore, a reference in any contract to any docu-
ment containing an arbitration clause is an arbitration 
agreement, provided that the reference is such as to make 
the clause part of the contract (section 3(5)). Under Aus-
tralian common law, an arbitration clause in a separate 
document is only incorporated in an agreement if it can 
be proved that the parties specifi cally intended to incor-
porate the arbitration clause. Thus the insertion of subsec-
tion 3(5) into the Act will make it easier to incorporate an 
arbitration clause “by reference.” 

D. Narrower Grounds for Refusing Enforcement on 
Public Policy Grounds

The New York Convention allows parties to object to 
the enforcement of an award if one of the two grounds for 
refusal identifi ed in Article V(1) is established. These two 
categories are incorporated into sections 8(5) and 8(7) of 
the Act. 

the state in which the arbitration was seated, that interna-
tional treaty should prevail over any national procedural 
norms.

Far Eastern Shipping Company v. Arhenpez S.A. is truly 
a landmark case as there is almost no prior Argentine 
case law regarding the direct implementation of the en-
forcement provisions of the New York Convention in 
Argentina. 

Ricardo E. Barreiro Deymonnaz
Rattagan, Macchiavello, Arocena & Peña Robirosa

rebd@rmlex.com

Juan Pablo De Luca 
Rattagan, Macchiavello, Arocena & Peña Robirosa

jpdl@rmlex.com

Endnotes
1. Far Eastern Shipping Company v. Arhenpez S.A., Court of Appeals of 

Mar del Plata, Province of Buenos Aires, Argentina, December 4, 
2009. 

2. An “exequatur” is an offi cial, written statement by the consular 
offi cer of another country, authorizing execution of a judgment or 
award within the jurisdiction in which it is endorsed.

* * *

AUSTRALIA

Statutory Developments
On July 6, 2010 the International Arbitration Amend-

ment Bill 2009 (“the Bill”) received Royal Assent. The Bill 
amends the International Arbitration Act 1974 (Cth) (“the 
Act”), which in turn gives effect to Australia’s obligations 
under the New York Convention. The Bill adopts most 
of the provisions of the 2006 revision of the UNCITRAL 
Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration 
(“Model Law”) as well as implementing some “Austra-
lian made” provisions. For the purpose of this report, the 
relevant changes enacted by the Bill are as follows:

A. Concurrent Federal Court Jurisdiction

Sections 8(3) and 35(4) of the Act have been amended 
to accord the Federal Court concurrent jurisdiction with 
State and Territory Supreme Courts in the enforcement of 
foreign arbitral awards under the New York Convention.

B. Removal of Application of State/Territory 
Arbitration Acts in Recognition/Enforcement of 
Foreign Awards

Section 8(2) of the Act previously stated that “a for-
eign award may be enforced in a court of a State or Terri-
tory as if the award had been made in that State or Terri-
tory in accordance with the law of that State or Territory.” 
Certain jurisprudence in Australia had interpreted this 
provision as requiring the enforcement of a foreign award 
to be made under State or Territory arbitration legislation, 
thereby allowing the court to decline to enforce a foreign 
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injunction restraining Puffi n from exercising its power to 
appoint a receiver to the assets of AED Oil under a charge 
in favor of Puffi n. Puffi n brought a cross-claim seeking 
declarations that AED Services had unreasonably with-
held its consent to Puffi n fi ling an income tax return and 
related statements and that AED Services was liable to 
indemnify Puffi n’s tax liabilities.

The Court of Appeal closely analyzed Puffi n’s evi-
dence about the urgency of its counterclaims and held 
that Puffi n’s counterclaims were not relevantly “urgent” 
and therefore not captured by clause 33.10. In reaching 
this decision, the Court of Appeal confi rmed the current 
trend of Australian courts of interpreting the grounds 
upon which a party may resist a stay application under 
the Act narrowly. The Court also referred approvingly to 
authorities that support the view that declaratory awards 
by arbitrators are enforceable.

Other Developments
In Australia domestic arbitration is regulated by State 

legislation, while international arbitration is governed 
by federal law. Unlike the laws governing international 
arbitration, the State Commercial Arbitration Acts have 
not been based on the Model Law. However, in April 2010 
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General agreed to 
the wording of a new Commercial Arbitration Bill to be 
passed by each Australian State and Territory based on 
the 2006 revisions to the Model Law. The closer alignment 
between the laws governing international and domestic 
arbitration in Australia will assist in the development 
of a more nationally consistent approach to arbitration. 
This trend should also be assisted by the establishment in 
February 2010 of specialist arbitration lists in the Supreme 
Courts of NSW and Victoria and in the Federal Court of 
Australia.

Mark Darian-Smith
Mallesons Stephen Jaques

Mark.darian-smith@mallesons.com

Nicola Nygh
Allens Arthur Robinson
Nicola.nygh@aar.com.au

* * *

AUSTRIA

Case Law Developments
The Austrian Consumer Protection Laws Which 
Limit the Parties’ Ability to Enter Into an Arbitration 
Agreement Do Not Per Se Form Part of Austrian Public 
Policy so as to Justify Non-Enforcement of An Arbitral 
Award Under New York Convention Art. V(2)(B). 

An Austrian Supreme Court (OGH) decision dated 
July 22, 2009, docket No 3Ob144/09m, concerned a Dan-
ish company and Austrian company that had entered into 

They were intended by the drafters of the New York 
Convention to be exhaustive grounds for refusing the 
enforcement of an arbitral award. However, Australian 
courts have occasionally failed to treat these grounds as 
exhaustive. Accordingly, section 3(A) has been inserted 
into the Act, which states that “[t]he courts may only 
refuse leave to enforce the foreign award in the circum-
stances mentioned in subsections [8](5) and (7)” (em-
phasis added). This clarifi es that these two grounds are 
indeed exhaustive.

Subsection 8(7)(A) has been inserted by the Bill to 
make it clear that enforcement of a foreign award will be 
contrary to public policy where the making of the award 
was induced or affected by fraud or corruption or a 
breach of the rules of natural justice occurred in connec-
tion with the making of the award.

Case Law Developments

A. Court Rejects Argument that Competition 
(Anti-Trust) Law Claims Were Unsuitable for 
Arbitration on Public Policy Grounds

In Nicola v Ideal Image Development Corporation Incor-
porated [2009] FCA 1177, the Federal Court of Australia 
granted an application for a stay of proceedings by a for-
eign party under the Act in relation to those claims which 
fell within the scope of the arbitration clause. The Court 
rejected the argument that a breach of competition law 
(antitrust law) would necessarily render a matter unsuit-
able for arbitration on public policy grounds. This fol-
lows the 2009 decision in Yang v S & L Consulting [2009] 
NSWSC 223, in which the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales enforced a Chinese arbitral award under the Act, 
holding that it is not contrary to public policy to enforce 
an award unless the underlying contract is unenforceable 
under ordinary contractual principles.

B. Stay of Court Proceedings Granted in Favor of 
Arbitration

AED Oil Limited & Anor v Puffi n FPSO Limited [2010] 
VSCA 37, illustrates the Australian courts’ tendency to 
grant stays in favor of arbitration under s7(2) of the Act, 
which implements Australia’s obligations under Article 
II(3) of the New York Convention. In that case, the Victo-
rian Court of Appeal granted a stay of court proceedings 
so that a dispute could be referred to arbitration. AED 
Services (incorporated in Singapore) and Puffi n (incor-
porated in Malta) were parties to a charter contract for 
an oil exploration project. AED Oil (incorporated in Aus-
tralia) guaranteed AED Services’ obligations under the 
charter contract.

The arbitration agreement under the charter contract 
contained an exception that permitted a party to seek 
urgent interlocutory or declaratory relief from a court 
where, in that party’s reasonable opinion, that action was 
necessary to protect its rights (clause 33.10). Relying on 
this clause, AED Services sought, and was granted, an 
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zilian Superior Court of Justice (the “Superior Court”), 
which is the court responsible for recognizing foreign 
arbitral awards and allowing their enforcement within 
Brazil.

Case Law Developments

A. Ssangyong Corp. v. Eldorado Indústrias Plásticas 
Ltda.1

In an arbitral award, Eldorado Indústrias Plásticas 
Ltda. (“Eldorado”) was ordered to pay Ssangyong Cor-
poration (“Ssangyong”) $2,662,722.24 in damages arising 
from the breach of fi ve agreements. The arbitration pro-
ceedings were held under the auspices of the Commercial 
Arbitration Chamber. In 2005, Ssangyong sought to have 
this arbitral award recognized and enforced in Brazil.

Eldorado objected, alleging that the arbitrators had 
no jurisdiction over the case, as it had not agreed to the 
arbitration clauses in the agreements, having notifi ed 
Ssangyong that it had no interest in submitting disputes 
to arbitration. Eldorado also alleged that there was a law-
suit underway before the Brazilian courts concerning the 
agreements underlying the dispute, and that recognition 
of this arbitral award would violate public policy.

Ssangyong replied that the parties had agreed to sub-
mit any disputes arising from their commercial transac-
tions to arbitration, that all fi ve agreements contained an 
arbitration clause, and that all the agreements had been 
signed by Eldorado’s president. Furthermore, Ssangyong 
pointed out that there was no proof that it had received 
notice of the alleged proceedings in Brazilian courts.

The Superior Court determined that the arbitral 
award should not be recognized on the ground that 
Ssangyong had agreed to the jurisdiction of the Brazilian 
state courts to decide the matter because it had fi led as a 
creditor in procedures commenced by Eldorado before 
the arbitral award was granted in its favor.

B. Kanematsu USA, Inc. v. ATS—Advanced 
Telecommunications Systems do Brasil Ltda.2

ATS—Advanced Telecommunications Systems do 
Brasil Ltda. (“ATS”) and Kanematsu USA, Inc. (“Kane-
matsu”) entered into a sale and purchase agreement. 
Kanematsu commenced arbitration proceedings against 
ATS, alleging that ATS had breached that agreement. The 
proceedings were conducted under the auspices of the 
American Arbitration Association (the “AAA”), and the 
award was favorable to Kanematsu.

Kanematsu, following the rules set forth in both the 
New York Convention and the BAA, sought enforcement 
of this arbitral award by the Superior Court against ATS. 
ATS argued that it had not agreed to have the arbitration 
conducted by the AAA. ATS presented proof that a hard 
copy of the contract had not been signed, and that the 

a franchise agreement. The Danish company successfully 
pursued an arbitration against two Austrian individu-
als that had guaranteed the contract. When the Danish 
company sought to enforce the award in Austria against 
the two Austrian individuals, the individuals challenged 
enforcement of the award with a range of arguments. 

The Court summarily dismissed the majority of these 
arguments as untimely because the individuals had failed 
to raise them before the tribunal. However, one claim, 
whether the individuals’ status as “consumers” under 
Art. 617 of the Austrian Code of Procedure (“ZPO”) 
should prevent enforcement under the public policy 
exemption of Art. V(2) of the New York Convention, re-
quired more analysis.

The basis of the individuals’ defense under Art. 617 
of the ZPO was that such provision excludes consumer 
contracts from arbitration unless, inter alia, the parties 
agree on arbitration after a dispute has arisen. However, 
the individuals in this case had agreed to arbitrate prior 
to the dispute. The Court rejected the individuals’ argu-
ment because Art. 577 of the ZPO expressly names the 
provisions of the ZPO that apply to arbitral awards ren-
dered outside of Austria. As ZPO 577 does not mention 
Art. 617, it follows that Art. 617 does not apply to arbitral 
awards rendered outside of Austria. 

The holding in this case, however, does not mean that 
defenses based on consumer protection laws will never 
rise to the level of public policy and, therefore, serve as 
a basis for denying recognition and enforcement of an 
arbitral award falling under the New York Convention. 
The Court left the door open for arguments based on con-
sumer protection laws and will take such arguments into 
consideration in the future. The Court in this case simply 
held that arbitration agreements relating to consumer 
contracts are not per se unenforceable when rendered out-
side of Austria. 

Nikolaus Pitkowitz
Graf & Pitkowitz

Rechtsanwälte GMBH
pitkowitz@gpp.at

* * *

BRAZIL

Statutory Developments
Brazil ratifi ed the New York Convention in 2002, 

which led to the amendment of the Brazilian Arbitration 
Act (the “BAA”). As amended, the BAA complies with 
the New York Convention. 

In the last year, there was no signifi cant legal innova-
tion in the laws that regulate arbitration procedures and 
the acceptance of foreign arbitral awards in Brazil, which 
is why this report concentrates on decisions of the Bra-
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The Superior Court held for Plexus on the ground 
that parties irrevocably subject themselves to the rules 
of an arbitral body when they agree to arbitration by 
such body. Here, the ICAL’s rules governing arbitration 
provided that parties may be notifi ed of arbitration pro-
ceedings by courier, and thus Giongio’s argument was 
unavailing.

E. Jess Smith & Sons Cotton LLC v. Orlando Polato 
and Caetano Polato5

Jess Smith & Sons Cotton LLC (“Jess Smith”) com-
menced an ICAL arbitration proceeding against Orlando 
Polato and Caetano Polato (the “Polatos”). Jess Smith 
obtained a favorable arbitral award and subsequently 
sought to enforce that award in Brazil.

The Polatos maintained that the arbitration had been 
invalid because they had not had the assistance of counsel 
when they reviewed the contract and had not understood 
the arbitration clause. The Polatos also alleged that the 
arbitral tribunal had interpreted the arbitration clause 
too broadly. In addition to these arguments, the Polatos 
also alleged that there was a lawsuit under way in Brazil 
concerning the same dispute, and that recognition of the 
ICAL arbitral award would violate public policy and the 
sovereignty of the nation.

The Superior Court rejected all of the Polatos’ argu-
ments and recognized the arbitral award, thereby permit-
ting its enforcement in Brazil, on the grounds that it ful-
fi lled all of the legal requirements of the BAA and of the 
New York Convention. 

F. Indutech S.p.A. v. Algocentro Armazéns Gerais 
Ltda.6

The case between Indutech S.p.A. (“Indutech”) and 
Algocentro Armazéns Gerais Ltda. (“Algocentro”) began 
with a cotton supply contract. Algocentro failed to com-
ply with its obligations under the contract, and, in accor-
dance with the arbitration clause, Indutech commenced 
arbitration proceedings before the Liverpool Cotton As-
sociation in the United Kingdom. The parties chose their 
arbitrators, the arbitration took place, and the arbitral 
tribunal issued an award holding Algocentro liable to In-
dutech for $416,323.77.

Indutech, following the procedure set forth in the 
BAA in accordance with Article III of the New York Con-
vention, requested recognition by the Superior Court of 
the arbitral award so that Indutech could request enforce-
ment of the award. The request was submitted with the 
contract that originated the dispute, as well as the arbitral 
award, and an offi cial translation of it, as required by the 
New York Convention and the BAA.

Algocentro failed to present a defense, and a public 
attorney was appointed to defend its interests. The rati-
fi cation procedures were then stayed pursuant to Algo-
centro’s argument that Algocentro had not signed the 

agreement was entirely verbal. In response, Kanematsu 
argued that ATS had voluntarily submitted to arbitration.

The Superior Court found that it could not recog-
nize the arbitral award (thus denying its enforcement in 
Brazil), on the ground that no signed hard copy of the 
agreement existed, and that the parties therefore had not 
agreed to submit any dispute to arbitration or to abide by 
the terms of any arbitral award.

C. Atecs Mannesmann GmbH v. Rodrimar S/A 
Transportes Equipamentos Industriais e 
Armazéns Gerais3

Rodrimar S/A Transportes Equipamentos Industriais 
e Armazéns Gerais (“Rodrimar”) entered into an agree-
ment with Mannesmann Dematic AG (“Mannesmann”) 
to purchase a crane. Rodrimar defaulted on the agree-
ment and Mannesmann commenced arbitration in Zu-
rich. Mannesmann obtained a favorable arbitral award; 
Rodrimar was ordered to indemnify Mannesmann for all 
losses caused by Rodrimar’s breach. 

Mannesmann ceased to exist after being merged into 
Atecs Mannesmann GmbH (“Atecs”). Mannesmann had 
assigned the credit it was entitled to as a consequence of 
the arbitral award to another company, Gottwald Port 
Technology GmbH (“Gottwald”), which requested rec-
ognition of the arbitral award from the Superior Court. 
The Court declined to recognize the award on the ground 
that Gottwald, as an assignee, could not seek recognition 
thereof. Atecs then sought to have the award recognized. 
Rodrimar again opposed recognition on the ground that 
Atecs lacked standing to make that request.

The Superior Court ruled in favor of the recognition 
of the arbitral award because the party seeking enforce-
ment of the arbitral award was not a company that had 
simply been assigned a credit by Mannesmann, but was 
rather a company that had succeeded Mannesmann as 
a matter of law, thus being subrogated to all of Mannes-
mann’s rights and obligations.

D. Plexus Cotton Limited v. Ari Giongio4

Ari Giongio, (“Giongio”), an individual, sold 1,100 
tons of cotton to Plexus Cotton Limited (“Plexus”). Un-
der the underlying sale contract, Plexus undertook to pay 
part of the sales price prior to receiving the cotton. Plexus 
made this initial payment, but Giongio never delivered 
the cotton. In light of this breach, Plexus commenced ar-
bitration proceedings before the International Cotton As-
sociation Limited in the United Kingdom (the “ICAL”), 
which ruled in favor of Plexus.

Plexus then sought to enforce this foreign arbitral 
award before the Superior Court. Giongio opposed en-
forcement on the ground that the arbitral award was 
invalid because he had been notifi ed of the proceeding 
by courier, and not by a letter rogatory, as required under 
the Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure.
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which time starts to run. Thus, parties seeking to enforce 
arbitral awards need to pay attention to these matters in 
all States in which enforcement might be sought.

In Yugraneft, the Court accepted that limitation peri-
ods are not included on the list of reasons for which an 
award may not be recognized and enforced in Article V of 
the New York Convention. However, it noted that Article 
III stipulates that recognition and enforcement shall be 
“in accordance with the rules of procedure of the territory 
where the award is relied upon.” The Court held that lo-
cal procedural rules include local time limits that apply to 
applications for the recognition and enforcement of for-
eign arbitral awards. 

The time limit in issue had been imposed by Alberta, 
one of Canada’s provinces. In Canada’s federal system, 
time limits for bringing proceedings are within the juris-
diction of its 10 provinces and three territories. The Court 
therefore needed to determine how the New York Con-
vention provision regarding “local procedural rules of the 
territory” applies in a federal Contracting State in which 
those procedural rules are of a sub-national territory. The 
Court noted that Article XI of the New York Convention 
explicitly recognized that some Contracting States will be 
federal or “non-unitary” and that “jurisdiction over the 
subject matter of the treaty may lie with a sub-national 
entity.” The Court held that for the purposes of Article III, 
“the relevant unit is the enforcing jurisdiction within the 
Contracting State (i.e. Alberta).…” 

The Court also stated that “an arbitral award is not a 
judgment or a court order.” Signifi cantly, it reconfi rmed 
its holding in 2007 (Dell Computer Corp. v Union des con-
sommateurs, 2007 SCC 34, [2007] 2 S.C.R. 801) that “arbi-
tration is part of no state’s judicial system” and “owes its 
existence to the will of the parties alone.”

B. Wires Jolley LLP v. Jean Estate 2010 BCSC 391, 25 
March 2010 (British Columbia Supreme Court)

This decision addressed the circumstances in which, 
and terms on which, a proceeding to have a foreign ar-
bitral award recognized and enforced may be adjourned 
while proceedings to set aside the award are pending in 
another jurisdiction (here, another province within Cana-
da). (Arbitral awards from each of Canada’s 10 provinces 
and three territories are considered “foreign” awards in 
the other provinces and territories.) 

The losing party applied to the Ontario Superior 
Court of Justice to set aside the award. The prevailing 
party applied to the British Columbia Supreme Court (a 
court of fi rst instance) for recognition and enforcement 
of the award under British Columbia’s Foreign Arbitral 
Awards Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 154) (which codifi es the New 
York Convention) and the International Commercial Arbitra-
tion Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 233). The losing party opposed 
the British Columbia application, saying that it should 
await the outcome of the Ontario set-aside proceedings.

contract. Indutech argued that, as a matter of law, the Su-
perior Court could not reexamine the terms of the arbitral 
award’s decision and that, if there were any issue regard-
ing execution of the contract, there would not have been 
an arbitral award in its favor in the fi rst place.

Notwithstanding the parties’ submissions, the Su-
perior Court found that the arbitral award could not be 
enforced because the arbitration clause had not been ini-
tialed by both parties as required by the BAA. 

Isabel Franco
ifranco@klalaw.com.br

Yasmine Maluf
ymaluf@klalaw.com.br

Eloy Rizzo
erizzo@klalaw.com.br

Rui Cavendish
KLA-Koury Lopes Advogados
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* * *

CANADA

Case Law Developments

A. Yugraneft Corp. v. Rexx Management Corp, 2010 
SCC 19, 20 May 2010 (Supreme Court of Canada)

The Supreme Court of Canada held that the New 
York Convention permits (but does not require) recogni-
tion and enforcement of arbitral awards to be subject to 
local time limits (limitation periods). 

Practices respecting time limits to seek recognition 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards vary among 
Contracting States, including whether there is any time 
limit, the length of the time limit and the point from 
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be to a Virginia court. The Court also held that the relief 
sought had been denied by the arbitrator and was res 
judicata. 

D. Znamensky Selekcionno-Gibridny Center LLC 
v. Donaldson International Livestock Ltd., 2010 
ONCA 303, 29 April 2010 (Ontario Court of 
Appeal)

Znamensky succeeded in two undefended arbitra-
tions in Russia. Znamensky applied to the Ontario Supe-
rior Court of Justice for recognition and enforcement of 
both awards. 

Donaldson did not participate in the arbitrations. It 
claimed that it had been the victim of death threats. It re-
sisted recognition and enforcement of the awards on 
grounds set out in Article 36(1)(a)(i) and (ii) and 30(1)(b) 
of the Model Law, which is incorporated in Ontario law 
by the International Commercial Arbitration Act (R.S.O. 
1990, c. 19).

Donaldson sought an order that the enforcement ap-
plication proceed to trial or for leave to call witnesses at 
the hearing of the application (presumably in both cases 
on the alleged death threats). The lower court decided 
that the death threats issue had been dealt with in a prior 
court decision denying an injunction to prohibit the arbi-
tration from proceeding because of the death threats. That 
decision was appealed to the Court of Appeal unsuccess-
fully. The lower court on the recognition and enforcement 
application held that the doctrine of issue estoppel meant 
that the death threats issue should not be heard again, be-
cause it had been dealt with in the injunction proceedings. 

The Court of Appeal overturned the recognition and 
enforcement decision, holding that issue estoppel had 
been applied improperly for two reasons. First, whether 
death threats were made was never decided by the Court 
of Appeal in its injunction decision, because it had left 
the death threats issue to be raised at the enforcement 
proceeding. Since the “undecided issue goes to the heart 
of the appellant’s ability to participate in the arbitration,” 
the matter was remitted to the lower court to decide the 
factual issue of the death threats and, if proven, presum-
ably the consequences as a defense to the enforcement 
application. Second, comments in the interlocutory in-
junction decision did not bind the court hearing the rec-
ognition and enforcement application. 

Barry Leon
Perley-Robertson, Hill & McDougall LLP

bleon@perlaw.ca

Andrew McDougall
Perley-Robertson, Hill & McDougall LLP

amcdougall@perlaw.ca

* * *

The B.C. Court held that pending foreign set-aside 
proceedings do not preclude recognition and enforce-
ment in British Columbia. However, the party resisting 
recognition and enforcement can obtain an adjournment 
pending the outcome of the set-aside proceedings by 
showing that the set-aside proceedings raise a “serious 
issue” and the consideration of irreparable harm and 
the balance of convenience favors an adjournment. The 
Court noted that the party seeking enforcement will nec-
essarily be prejudiced by a delay and conversely, there 
is always potential prejudice to the party seeking to set 
aside an award if the award is enforced and later set 
aside. 

The Court adjourned the application for recognition 
and enforcement pending the decision of the Ontario 
Court. The B.C. Court found that there was a serious is-
sue to be determined in Ontario. It held that there was 
no exceptional prejudice to the award creditor by an 
adjournment, because the adjournment was on the condi-
tion that the losing party provide security for the award 
including costs and interest. The Court appeared to ac-
cept that if the Ontario Court set aside the award after 
enforcement was granted in British Columbia, the los-
ing party would be prejudiced by being precluded from 
seeking a stay of execution in British Columbia as the 
issue would be res judicata.

C. Min Mar Group Inc. v. Belmont Partners LLC, 
2010 ONSC 1814, 26 March 2010 (Ontario 
Superior Court of Justice)

The parties settled a dispute arising from share sale 
agreements. Belmont commenced an arbitration in Vir-
ginia to enforce the settlement. The resulting arbitral 
award required Min Mar to comply with the settlement 
agreement. The award was recognized by the Ontario Su-
perior Court of Justice. Min Mar asked the Ontario Court 
to stay enforcement of the award until certain shares had 
been transferred and to vary the award. The relief was 
denied.

Min Mar admitted that this motion was brought “in 
part, if not primarily, to fend off and answer the pend-
ing contempt proceedings in Virginia.” The Court found 
that “[t]his motion was brought for an improper purpose 
of avoiding the consequences [in Virginia contempt 
proceedings] of Mina Mar’s failure to comply with the 
Award. The court process in Ontario ought not to be used 
as a ‘shield’ to proceedings properly taken in another 
competent jurisdiction.” The Court further held that the 
relief sought amounted to a variation of the award and 
the Ontario Court does not have jurisdiction to review or 
vary a foreign award under Ontario’s International Com-
mercial Arbitration Act (R.S.O. 1990, c. 19) (a Model Law 
statute). The Court held that the grounds for recourse to 
the court under Article 34 of the Model Law did not ap-
ply and that in any event, such recourse would have to 
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the parties; the case had been conducted in Portuguese; 
and it had not been allowed to submit certain expert and 
documentary evidence. The Chilean Supreme Court re-
jected each of these allegations, holding that the appoint-
ment of arbitrators by a third entity had been ordered by 
Brazilian courts and therefore the arbitration tribunal had 
been validly constituted; the fact that the case had been 
conducted in Portuguese—the language of the country 
where the arbitration took place—did not imply a viola-
tion of due process; and that the rejection of evidence that 
the defendant claims to have offered is a question that 
exceeds the scope of the examination of an award under 
the New York Convention. The Supreme Court reporter’s 
brief went as far as to state that Chilean constitutional 
laws on due process are only valid in Chile and that con-
siderations that other countries’ proceedings do not meet 
justice and rationality standards or do not contemplate 
due process principles would represent an undue intro-
mission to their sovereignty. 

The defendant also argued that the award of costs 
had not been sought by the claimant and thus amounted 
to an excess of jurisdiction. The Supreme Court found 
that per the rules of the Brazilian Arbitration Center, the 
arbitrators had the power to decide on the apportionment 
of the costs of the arbitration and thus dismissed this ob-
jection too. 

The defendant also claimed that Chilean public policy 
had been violated by the granting of an award of com-
pound interest by the arbitral panel, because compound 
interest was forbidden by Chilean laws. The Supreme 
Court dismissed this allegation on the basis that it went 
beyond the formal review of the enforcement procedure 
and should therefore be argued before the local court that 
would entertain the enforcement of the award after the 
exequatur petition was granted.

Finally, the defendant argued that the arbitral award 
did not have a fi nal and permanent character as there 
were pending actions before Brazilian courts to void the 
arbitration agreement. The Supreme Court dismissed this 
allegation on the basis that there were no pending appeals 
against the arbitral award itself, and so it met the fi nal 
and permanent character required for enforcement by the 
New York Convention and local legislation. 

C. Service of Process Need Not Comply with Chilean 
Law

On July 5, 1999, the Chilean Supreme Court approved 
the exequatur petition in Sociedad Quote Food Products BV 
v Sociedad Agroindustrial Sacramento, which arbitral award 
had been obtained under the aegis of a local arbitration 
association in the Netherlands. The Chilean defendant 
opposed the petition on the grounds that it had not been 
given proper in person service of process as required by 
Chilean procedural laws. The Chilean Supreme Court of 
Justice overruled the defendant’s objection and approved 
the exequatur petition on the basis that service of process 

CHILE

Statutory Developments
The New York Convention entered into force in Chile 

in 1975. However, in 2004 Chile adopted the model law 
on international commercial arbitration of the United 
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (“UN-
CITRAL”), which also covers the recognition and enforce-
ment of the foreign arbitral awards, and the grounds for 
refusal of such recognition and enforcement. Provisions 
of the new law reproduce in substance articles III, IV and 
V of the New York Convention. Therefore, the New York 
Convention’s principles and provisions are valid today 
in Chile both directly as a binding international treaty 
and indirectly because they are encompassed in local 
legislation. 

Case Law Developments

A. General Practice in Chile

Enforcement of foreign arbitral awards requires prior 
approval of the Chilean Supreme Court in an exequatur 
proceeding, in which it verifi es compliance with the New 
York Convention’s requirements for enforcement. In mak-
ing a decision, the Supreme Court hears the petitioner, 
the defendant and the Supreme Court’s reporter (the 
“fi scal”).

The Chilean Supreme Court has consistently allowed 
enforcement of decisions that comply with the New York 
Convention’s rules and principles. In turn, it has denied 
enforcement in cases where enforcement is contrary to 
local public policy. Below is a brief discussion of recent 
exemplary decisions. 

B. Supreme Court Refuses to Review Award’s 
Findings of Fact or Law

On September 15, 2008, the Chilean Supreme Court 
granted the exequatur petition made by the petitioner in 
the case Gold Nutrition Industria e Comercio v Laboratorio 
Garden House SA. The Chilean defendant, Laboratorio 
Garden House S.A., sought to reopen the fi nding of its li-
ability for breach of the agreement vis-à-vis the Brazilian 
claimant. The Supreme Court stated in its decision that 
the sole purpose of the exequatur proceeding was to ver-
ify the compliance with certain minimum requirements 
concerning public policy, the valid service of process to 
the party against whom the award is invoked, the proper 
respect for the limits of jurisdiction and the fi nal char-
acter of the decision to be enforced. The Supreme Court 
added that the procedure did not allow examination of 
the justice or injustice of the award so it could not review 
the award’s fi ndings of fact or law.

In particular, the defendant argued that its rights of 
due process, constitutionally protected in Chile, had been 
violated because the case was heard and decided by an 
arbitral tribunal appointed by a third entity and not by 
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The Court declared the Award enforceable. It held 
that China was a contracting State of the New York Con-
vention and must recognize and enforce foreign arbitral 
awards in compliance with the New York Convention and 
related domestic laws. Article I of the New York Conven-
tion provided that this Convention shall apply to the rec-
ognition and enforcement of arbitral awards made in the 
territory of the State other than the State where the recog-
nition and enforcement of such awards are sought. It shall 
also apply to arbitral awards not considered as domestic 
awards in the State where their recognition and enforce-
ment are sought. The Court opined that the Award may 
not be treated as a domestic award or a foreign award, 
but shall be considered an “arbitral award not considered 
as domestic award” under the New York Convention and 
ruled that there was a legal basis to recognize and enforce 
the Award accordingly.

Notwithstanding China’s civil law system, this ruling 
may be cited as a precedent by foreign arbitral parties to 
ensure the enforcement of the arbitral awards of this kind, 
and may allow foreign arbitral parties to potentially have 
more opportunities to explore the broad Chinese arbitra-
tion market without fear that awards may not be enforced 
by the Courts.

Fang Zhao
Jun He Law Offi ces

zhaofang@junhe.com

* * *

CYPRUS

Statutory Developments
The domestic lex arbitri in Cyprus is governed by the 

Arbitration Law Cap. 4, which was enacted in 1987, and 
has many similarities to the English Arbitration Act of 
1950. 

The New York Convention was ratifi ed by means 
of the enactment of Law No. 84 of 1979 and Law 
121(I)/2000.1 Under Cypriot law, however, the New York 
Convention is not applied as national law but as an inter-
national treaty. As a result, Cypriot courts take foreign de-
cisions into account when interpreting the New York Con-
vention. Upon signing the New York Convention, Cyprus 
declared that it will only apply the Convention to recogni-
tion and enforcement of awards made in the territory of 
another contracting state. Cyprus also made a reservation 
declaring that it will only apply the New York Conven-
tion to differences arising out of legal relationships, 
whether contractual or not, which are considered “com-
mercial” under Cypriot law. Cypriot courts will therefore 
enforce foreign arbitral awards that originate from states 
that are signatories to the New York Convention while 
foreign arbitral awards issued by non-signatories can be 

had been made in accordance with the rules of the arbi-
tration association chosen by the parties. 

D. Court Refuses to Enforce Award That Decided 
Matter Subject to a Pending Chilean Judicial 
Proceeding

By decision dated October 19, 1999 issued in Trans-
pacifi c Steamship Limitada v Euroamérica S.A., the Chilean 
Supreme Court refused to recognize an international ar-
bitral award on the basis that the same matter decided in 
arbitration was subject to a pending judicial proceeding 
in Chile which had been commenced prior to the fi ling of 
the arbitration. The Supreme Court found it would vio-
late Chilean public policy to allow enforcement, because 
it would contradict the res judicata effect of the Chilean 
court ruling that had already confi rmed its own jurisdic-
tion to hear the case. 

Francis Lackington 
Larrain, Rozas, Lackington, Rencoret & Urzua 

Abogados
fl ackington@lyrabogados.cl

* * *

CHINA

Case Law Developments
Whether arbitral awards made in mainland China by 

foreign arbitral bodies could be recognized and enforced 
according to the New York Convention had been a dis-
puted issue under Chinese law. However, in April 2009, 
Ningbo Intermediate People’s Court (the “Court”) ruled 
that an arbitral award made in Beijing by the Interna-
tional Court of Arbitration of International Chamber of 
Commerce (“ICC”) according to ICC arbitral rules would 
be recognized and enforced according to the New York 
Convention. This decision is reportedly the fi rst time 
that a Chinese court recognized and enforced an arbitral 
award of such nature.

The case was fi led by the Claimant, DUFERCO S.A. 
(“DUFERCO S.A.”), a Swiss company, against the Re-
spondent, NINGBO ARTS&CRAFTS IMP.&EXP. CO., 
LTD. (the “NINGBO Company”), a Chinese company, 
relating to a dispute arising from a goods-importing con-
tract. The arbitration clause in the parties’ contract pro-
vided for arbitration in Beijing under the ICC.

The ICC accepted the case and designated a sole ar-
bitrator of Singapore nationality who rendered the No. 
14006/MS/JB/JEM arbitral award (the “Award”) in Bei-
jing in favor of DUFERCO S.A. The Award ruled that the 
NINGBO Company shall pay $234,568.23 to DUFERCO 
S.A. DUFERCO S.A. then applied to the Court for recog-
nition and enforcement of the Award.
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enforcement thereof with the district court having juris-
diction over the residency of the losing party. The appli-
cation must be accompanied by the documents specifi ed 
in Article 4 of the New York Convention. No hearing is 
conducted. 

Case Law Developments
The jurisprudence of Czech courts confi rms that the 

New York Convention is fully enforced by the judiciary. 
The fact that Czech courts apply the New York Conven-
tion is also apparent from older cases. For example, in 
Case No. Cdo 456/2003 (January 28, 2004), the Supreme 
Court of the Czech Republic upheld an arbitral award is-
sued by the Chinese Commission for International Trade. 
Relying on Article V(1) of the New York Convention, the 
Court confi rmed that the party opposing enforcement 
bears the burden of proving that an arbitral award should 
not be enforced. The Supreme Court went on to enforce 
the arbitration proceeding. 

Andrea Carska-Sheppard
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP

Andrea.Carska-Sheppard@smithmoorelaw.com

Endnotes
1. Order of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs No.74/1959. 

2. Constitutional Law No. 4/1993, Art. 1. 

3. Act No. 216/1994 Coll., on Arbitration and on Enforcement of 
Arbitral Awards, Art. 47.

* * *

EL SALVADOR

Statutory Developments
Per Legislative Decree dated May 19, 1980, published 

in the Salvadoran Offi cial Gazette Number 9, Tome 267, 
dated May 27, 1980, El Salvador ratifi ed the New York 
Convention, without any reservations; hence, in El Salva-
dor, the New York Convention applies to foreign arbitral 
awards without regard as to whether the arbitral award 
has been issued in a country that has signed and ratifi ed 
that treaty.

In El Salvador, a party can only commence the proce-
dure for recognizing a foreign arbitral award before the 
Salvadoran Supreme Court of Justice (the “SSCJ”). Once 
the SSCJ has recognized such an award, enforcement 
thereof can be pursued in the lower courts.

Case Law Developments
To date, only two cases seeking the recognition and 

enforcement of a foreign arbitral award have been com-
pleted in El Salvador. 

enforced by an action based either on the award or on the 
original cause of action. 

Cyprus has also adopted the UNCITRAL Model Law 
on International Commercial Arbitration by enacting the 
Cyprus International Commercial Arbitration Law 101 of 
1987. 

Other Developments
A major development for Cyprus is the establishment 

of the Cyprus International Arbitration Centre (“CIAC”) 
in May 2010. It is the fi rst of its kind in Cyprus and will 
operate as a not-for-profi t entity. The CIAC will handle 
domestic and international arbitrations either under Cy-
priot Arbitration Rules or the UNCITRAL model rules. 
The CIAC’s management committee is headed by retired 
judge Sotos Demetriou, who is a member of the Perma-
nent Court of Arbitration (“PCA”) in The Hague. It is be-
lieved that the establishment of the CIAC will strengthen 
Cyprus’s role as a developing arbitration center. It is 
hoped that the CIAC will attract cases that are usually 
heard by the PCA, the European Court of Arbitration or 
the London Court of International Arbitration. 

George Chr. Pelaghias
Law Offi ces of Chr. G. Pelaghias

gchr.pelaghias@pelaghias.com

Endnote
1. Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign 

Arbitral Awards (Ratifi cation) Law of 1979; Foreign Judgments 
(Identifi cation, Registration and Enforcement Under the 
Convention) Act of 2000. 

* * *

CZECH REPUBLIC

Statutory Developments
The New York Convention was signed by the former 

Czechoslovakia on October 3, 1958 and an instrument of 
ratifi cation was deposited on July 10, 1959. The New York 
Convention entered into force within the Czechoslovak 
Republic (predecessor of the Czech Republic) on October 
10, 1959.1 Following the division of Czechoslovakia into 
two separate states on September 30, 1993, the Czech 
Republic deposited an instrument of succession and the 
New York Convention became part of the Czech legal 
order.2 Czech law recognizes the preemption of national 
law by international treaties. More specifi cally, the Act on 
Arbitration and the Enforcement of Arbitral Awards ex-
pressly provides that “[t]his Act shall apply unless other-
wise provided by a treaty binding on the Czech Republic 
and published in the Law Digest.”3 

In order to seek enforcement of an arbitral award in 
the Czech Republic, it is necessary to fi le a request for the 
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EUROPEAN UNION

Case Law Developments
Over the last two years, the European Court of Justice 

(“ECJ”) has addressed the New York Convention in As-
turcom Telecomunicaciones v. Cristina Rodríguez Nogueira,1 
(“Asturcom”) and in Alllianz SpA a Generali Assicurazioni 
Generali SpA v. West Tankers, Inc.2 (“West Tankers”). 

Asturcom concerned a request for a preliminary rul-
ing from a court in Spain regarding the interpretation of 
Council Directive 93/13/EEC on unfair terms in consum-
er contracts. The specifi c issue was whether a national 
court hearing an action for enforcement has the power to 
fi nd sua sponte that an arbitration agreement is void if it 
contains an unfair term to the detriment of the consumer. 
The ECJ referring, inter alia, to Article 5(2)(a) of the New 
York Convention, found that one of the grounds for re-
fusing to enforce an arbitral award is the need to protect 
a Member State’s public policy. Accordingly, Asturcom 
establishes that a fi nal arbitral award cannot be enforced 
where domestic law allows for a public policy review of 
fi nal arbitral awards if the national court fi nds that the 
arbitration clause is unfair under Directive 93/13. The 
national court must review the award pursuant to EU 
law sua sponte, even if national law only provides for 
discretionary review by the court. Asturcom thus provides 
a higher level of protection for consumers but encourages 
substantive review by national courts of arbitral awards. 

West Tankers involved a dispute between West Tank-
ers, which owned a ship, and an insurer following a col-
lision which occurred in Italy. West Tankers challenged 
Italian court proceedings in the English Courts on the ba-
sis that the Italian courts lacked jurisdiction to adjudicate 
the insurer’s claim because that claim was covered by an 
arbitration agreement and the parties were obliged under 
that agreement to arbitrate their dispute in London. The 
English Courts granted the anti-suit injunction but the in-
surer appealed to the House of Lords on the ground that 
the decision was incompatible with Brussels I Regulation 
No.44/2001, which regulates interactions between courts 
in the European Union. The question was referred to the 
ECJ, which held, in line with an earlier opinion by the 
Advocate General,3 that anti-suit injunctions in support of 
agreements to arbitrate are incompatible with the afore-
mentioned EC regulation. Thus, the Italian courts had 
the jurisdiction to determine whether the parties’ dispute 
should be referred to arbitration. 

The ECJ noted that this conclusion is in line with the 
scheme of the New York Convention, under which (in Ar-
ticle II(3)), if litigation is commenced in breach of an arbi-
tration agreement, a party must apply to the court where 

Recognition Process Reference No. 12-P-2006. 

In a resolution dated January 25, 2007, the SSCJ 
recognized a foreign arbitral award issued in Miami fol-
lowing arbitration proceedings conducted pursuant to 
the rules of the Inter American Commercial Arbitration 
Commission.

The Salvadoran company opposed recognition of the 
foreign arbitral award on the grounds that: (a) the award 
extended to matters not covered under the arbitral clause 
agreed to by the parties, specifi cally the award of damag-
es; (b) litigation was pending because the local company 
had fi led a judicial action in the United States of America 
seeking to repeal the award; and (iii) the arbitral tribunal 
had issued the award “ex aequo et bono,”1 rather than in 
accordance with law. 

Following discovery and oral argument, the SSCJ 
ultimately rejected the Salvadoran company’s arguments 
and recognized the foreign arbitral award. The SSJC’s 
decision is silent as to the legal basis for recognizing the 
award. Upon such recognition, the First Instance Judge 
of the city of Santa Tecla, Department of La Libertad, El 
Salvador, authorized the enforcement of the award in 
May 2007.2

Recognition Process Reference No. 33-P-2007  

In a decision dated June 25, 2009, the SSCJ denied 
recognition to a foreign arbitral award issued in favor of 
a Mexican company. The award had been issued against 
a Salvadoran company in an arbitration conducted un-
der the rules of the International Chamber of Commerce 
(“ICC”) in Cancun, Mexico.

The SSCJ based its decision on the fact that the arbi-
tration had been conducted in the absence of the defen-
dant, given that the Salvadoran company never partici-
pated in the arbitration (or in the award recognition pro-
cedures before the SSCJ), even though it had been duly 
served with regards to both the arbitration proceeding 
and the recognition proceeding. In reaching this decision, 
the SSCJ appears to have ignored the ICC Rules, domes-
tic legislation, and its obligations under the New York 
Convention, among other treaties.

Josué Reyes
Arias & Muñoz

Josue.Reyes@ariaslaw.com

Endnotes
1. A decision rendered ex aequo et bono is rendered on the basis of 

equity and conscience, rather than pursuant to statute or case law. 

2. Case Reference 7-DVM-2007. 

* * *
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by both parties. The writing requirement also encom-
passes situations where there has been an exchange of 
letters, telegrams, telexes or other such documents. Arbi-
tration clauses can, as a matter of form, also be contained 
in general terms and conditions of the contract. However, 
general principles of contract law apply to the question of 
when the general terms and conditions have become part 
of the agreement between the parties and therefore may 
be enforced. 

According to Section 4 of the Act, arbitration clauses 
in wills, deeds of gift, bills of lading or similar documents, 
or the bylaws of a corporate entity by which the party 
against whom the claim is brought is bound, shall have 
the same effect as an arbitration agreement.

Foreign awards are not recognized to the extent that 
they are contrary to public policy in Finland. In addition, 
foreign awards shall not be recognized in Finland against 
a party that proves that it did not have capacity to enter 
into the arbitration agreement or was not properly rep-
resented when the agreement was entered into. Further, 
a foreign award shall not be recognized against a party 
who proves that the arbitration agreement, for some other 
reason than form, is not valid under the law to which the 
parties have subjected it, or, if there is no choice of law 
provision in the arbitration agreement, under the law of 
the state where the award was made.

The other grounds for refusal to enforce an award 
track those contained in the New York Convention and 
are that the party was not given proper notice of the ap-
pointment of the arbitrators or the proceedings or was 
otherwise unable to present its case; the tribunal has 
exceeded its authority; the composition of the tribunal 
or the proceedings deviated substantially from the agree-
ment or in the absence of agreement from the law of the 
state where the arbitration took place; and the award has 
not yet become binding or it has been declared null and 
void or set aside or suspended in the jurisdiction in which 
or, under the law of which, the award was made.

Over the past year, there have not been any statu-
tory developments in Finland that would relate to the 
New York Convention or to the part of the Act dealing 
with recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitration 
awards. 

2. Procedure for Enforcement of Arbitral Awards

An application for recognition and enforcement shall 
be submitted to the court of fi rst instance, the district 
court. The application shall be accompanied by the origi-
nal arbitration agreement or clause and by the original 
award, or certifi ed copies thereof. Documents must be 
translated into either Finnish or Swedish, unless the court 
grants an exemption. In practice, the courts have, for 
example, accepted documents in which solely the arbitra-

the litigation is taking place in order to stop that litiga-
tion, rather than to the court of the seat of the arbitration. 
The ECJ made no further comment on this point. In his 
opinion, the Advocate General noted that the parties 
could guarantee recourse to arbitration by the clear draft-
ing of the arbitration agreement: “If an arbitration clause 
is clearly formulated and not open to any doubt as to its 
validity, the national courts have no reason not to refer 
the parties to the arbitral body appointed in accordance 
with the New York Convention.” It should be noted that 
West Tankers does not affect anti-suit injunctions which 
are sought in England for countries outside of the realm 
of the EC Regulation or Lugano Convention states. As 
such, anti-suit injunctions continue to be available against 
proceedings brought in breach of arbitration agreements 
in the United States.

Andrea Carska-Sheppard
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP

Andrea.Carska-Sheppard@smithmoorelaw.com

Endnotes
1. Case C-40/08 (24 May 2009). 

2. Case C-185/07 (10 February 2009). 

3. Opinion of Advocate Gen. Kokott, Case-185/07, Allianz SpA 
v. West Tankers, 2009 E.C.R. ___, 2009 WL 4089512, ¶ 74. The 
Advocate General proposed the following answer: “Council 
Regulation EC No.44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction 
and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and 
commercial matters precludes a court of a Member State from 
making an order restraining a person from commencing or 
continuing proceedings before the courts of another Member 
State because, in the opinion of the court, such proceedings are in 
breach of an arbitration agreement.” 

* * *

FINLAND

Statutory Developments

A. The Finnish Arbitration Act

The new Finnish Arbitration Act (No. 967/1992 with 
subsequent amendments) (the “Act”) that entered into 
force in 1992 included, for reasons of clarity, provisions 
on the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitration 
awards (Sections 52-55 of the Act). The provisions in the 
Act are intended to be slightly more favorable to arbitra-
tion awards than the New York Convention.1 

1. Grounds for Non-Recognition of Arbitral Awards

To be recognized, foreign awards must be based on 
arbitration agreements that comply with the require-
ments of Finnish law. 

According to Section 3 of the Act, the arbitration 
agreement shall be in writing, usually a document signed 
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tion, the party that resisted enforcement argued that the 
arbitration tribunal had exceeded its authority because 
the party seeking enforcement had allegedly not become 
a party to the arbitration agreement. 

The decision of the district court is short. First, the 
district court fi nds that it has jurisdiction and notes that it 
was irrelevant whether the enforcement debtor had assets 
in Finland or whether enforcement was pending abroad. 
Second, the main point on the remaining challenges is 
that both these challenges had already been dealt with 
by the arbitration tribunal, which had justifi ed its reason-
ing. The district court specifi cally stated that it would not 
retry the arbitral tribunal’s decisions and that the party 
resisting enforcement had not managed to prove either 
that the arbitration agreement was not valid or that the 
arbitration tribunal had exceeded its authority. Hence, 
the district court ruled that the arbitration award was en-
forceable in Finland.

Eva Storskrubb
Roschier

Eva.storskrubb@roschier.com

Endnote
1. For an unoffi cial English translation of the Act, including all 

amendments made before 1999, see http://www.fi nlex.fi /fi /
laki/kaannokset/1992/en19920967.pdf. (The fully updated Act is 
available in Finnish and Swedish at http://www.fi nlex.fi /fi /laki/
ajantasa/1992/19920967.) 

* * *

GERMANY

Case Law Developments
In 1984, the German Federal Supreme Court, i.e., the 

highest German court in civil matters, surprised arbitra-
tion practitioners by holding that, in Germany, a party 
may choose between applying to have a foreign arbitral 
award recognized and declared enforceable under the 
New York Convention or fi ling a similar application with 
respect to an exequatur judgment of a foreign court under 
which the arbitral award has already been recognized. 
By creating this option, the Court created a loophole for 
applicants who wanted to circumvent the recognition 
requirements of the New York Convention, which differ 
from the requirements applying to the recognition of for-
eign exequatur judgments. In exequatur proceedings, the 
court will not review, for example, whether or not (i) the 
arbitration agreement was validly concluded, (ii) the mat-
ter was arbitrable or (iii) the arbitrators were appointed in 
accordance with the arbitration agreement (see Art. V(1) 
New York Convention). 

The ruling remained in force for more than two de-
cades and was only recently reversed by the Court (Case 
No. IX ZR 152/06 dated July 2, 2009). In that case, the 
claimant fi led an application seeking recognition of a 

tion clause and the decision part of the award are trans-
lated into Finnish or Swedish, where the documents were 
otherwise in English.

The party against whom enforcement is sought shall 
be given an opportunity to be heard unless there is a par-
ticular reason not to do so. Unless witnesses have to be 
heard, the matter is dealt with by the court in chambers, 
without an oral hearing. 

If the party opposing enforcement shows that pro-
ceedings to nullify or set aside the award are pending in 
the jurisdiction in which the award was made, the court 
may, if it considers it proper, adjourn its decision on the 
enforcement of the award. In that case, the court may, 
upon request, order that the adjournment is subject to 
provision of security by the opposing party.

If the application is not opposed, the court shall 
grant the enforcement order and will not sua sponte re-
view whether any grounds for refusal of recognition ex-
ist, except for reviewing that the award is not contrary to 
public policy.

The decision of the district court can be appealed to 
the relevant regional appeal court. Leave to appeal the 
decision of the regional appeal court can be sought from 
the Supreme Court on limited grounds. It is impossible 
to predict the length of a challenge and subsequent pos-
sible appeal proceedings. However, a party should be 
prepared for proceedings stretching over a year or two if 
the matter is appealed to the regional appeal court. 

If the district court has granted enforcement the 
execution of the judgment may be applied for to the 
bailiff regardless of appeal. However, execution may be 
suspended by the appeal court for the duration of the 
proceedings. 

Case Law Developments
Rulings on the enforcement of foreign arbitration 

awards are rare and there is no established general prac-
tice. Courts are, however, in general considered to be 
favorable to recognition of arbitration awards and the 
threshold to refuse recognition is generally high. 

A. Court Refuses to Retry Issues Determined by 
Arbitral Panel

While there have been no Supreme Court cases deal-
ing with the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards over 
the past year, a ruling concerning the application for 
enforcement of a Swedish award from Helsinki District 
Court which has not been appealed (case H 10/12492, 
decision 10/27334 of July 22, 2010) may be noted al-
though it does not have precedential value. In this case, 
the party that resisted enforcement of the award fi rst ob-
jected to the jurisdiction of the court and further argued 
that the arbitration agreement was not valid because a 
subsequent agreement allegedly superseded it. In addi-
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A&C Act are substantially similar to the grounds under 
Article V of the New York Convention. However, the 
A&C Act expands on the ground of non-enforcement of 
an award as contrary to the public policy of a country, be-
cause under the A&C Act, an award shall be deemed to be 
in confl ict with the public policy of India if it was induced 
or affected by fraud or corruption. 

B. Appeal Rights Under the A&C Act

Section 50 of the A&C Act provides that a party may 
appeal an order refusing to enforce a foreign award under 
Section 48.

C. Interest After the Date of the Award

The Court enforcing a foreign award has no jurisdic-
tion to award interest after the date of the award. This is 
probably one of the many lacunae in the A&C Act. Toepfer 
International Asia Pvt. Ltd. v. Thapar Ispat Ltd., AIR 1999 
Bom 417.

Case Law Developments

A. Application of Domestic Arbitration Law to 
International Arbitration

Bhatia International v. Bulk Trading AIR 2002 SC 1432 
was the fi rst of many controversial cases which held that 
Part I of the A&C Act, which by its terms applies only to 
domestic arbitrations, may be applicable to international 
arbitrations. Under Part I of the A&C Act, Indian courts 
have the jurisdiction to issue interim protection orders in 
relation to arbitral disputes. Until Bhatia International, it 
was understood that because Part I only dealt with do-
mestic arbitration, Indian courts would not have jurisdic-
tion to issue interim protection orders in relation to inter-
national arbitrations, which are governed by Part II of the 
A&C Act. However, the Supreme Court of India observed 
that if Part I is not made applicable to international com-
mercial arbitrations then the parties would not be entitled 
to approach Indian courts for interim relief, even if the 
parties’ properties may be situated in India. The Supreme 
Court held that such a result was not the intention behind 
the A&C Act. Instead, the Supreme Court held that the 
intention was to make Part I applicable to all arbitrations, 
including international arbitration, unless specifi cally ex-
cluded by the parties by way of an agreement. 

This interpretation was further affi rmed by the Su-
preme Court in Venture Global v. Satyam Computer Services 
Ltd. and Anr AIR 2008 SC 1061, wherein the Court dealt 
with the question of challenge to foreign awards on the 
merits of disputes under the A&C Act. Following the 
same interpretation as in Bhatia International, the Court 
held that, unless the parties by agreement have excluded 
the applicability of Part I, even foreign awards can be 
challenged, like domestic awards, on the merits under 
Part I of the A&C Act. Under Part II only the enforcement 
of an award can be challenged and not the award itself. 

judgment by the Superior Court of the State of California. 
In that judgment, the California court had recognized and 
declared enforceable an arbitral award rendered in an in-
ternational arbitration. Abiding by the rule established by 
the German Federal Supreme Court, both the fi rst and the 
second instance courts granted the application. Upon the 
appeal of the defendant, the German Federal Supreme 
court took the case and expressly rejected the so-called 
“double exequatur” rule. The Court recognized the loop-
hole created in 1984 and closed it by holding that foreign 
arbitral awards can only be recognized and declared en-
forceable pursuant to the New York Convention. 

German arbitration practitioners have welcomed this 
change for two reasons. First, there appeared to be no 
good reason for the creation of the apparently unique, 
double exequatur rule. Second, and more importantly, 
the power to recognize foreign arbitral awards under the 
New York Convention has been exclusively assigned to 
the court of appeals, with the result that the local courts 
and district courts lack such jurisdiction. German practi-
tioners believe that those courts’ expertise will grow as a 
result of the Court’s ruling because they will have to rule 
on many more such applications. 

Denis Gebhardt
Beiten Burkhardt Rechsanwaltsgesellschaft Mbh

denis.gebhardt@bblaw.com

* * *

INDIA

Statutory Developments
The Indian Legislature enacted the Arbitration and 

Conciliation Act, 1996 (the “A&C Act”) to consolidate and 
amend the laws relating to domestic arbitration, commer-
cial arbitration and enforcement of foreign awards, and 
to conform those laws with the UNCITRAL Model Law 
on International Commercial Arbitration in 1985 and the 
UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules of 1980. 

The A&C Act has four parts. Part II gives effect to 
the provisions of the New York Convention and the en-
forcement of foreign arbitral awards. This part defi nes 
“foreign award” to include an arbitral award resolving 
disputes between parties arising out of a legal relation-
ship, whether contractual or not, that are considered to 
be commercial under Indian law and which is made in a 
country whose awards are recognized by India (and such 
country reciprocates such enforcement). 

A. Conditions for Non-Enforcement

The A&C Act provides that an Indian court may re-
fuse to enforce a foreign award only on certain grounds, 
which are set forth in Section 48 of the statute. The 
grounds for refusal of enforcement under Part II of the 
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on account of its commercial dealings, 
would not make the award either 
contrary to the interests of India or justice 
or morality. 

Another notable feature of the ruling in Penn Rac-
quet was the court’s upholding of an ICC arbitration rule 
whereby a counterclaim could not be entertained by the 
ICC unless the fee prescribed under the rules was paid by 
the counterclaimant. The Court held that if the objector’s 
counterclaim was rejected by the ICC for non-payment 
of fees, that rejection could not be treated as a denial of 
the principles of natural justice since the objector, having 
agreed to ICC arbitration, was bound by the ICC’s rules 
and could not be allowed to complain if the rules were 
applied to it.

C. Limitation Periods

The A&C Act does not prescribe any time limit within 
which a party must apply for enforcement of a foreign 
award. However, various High Courts have held that the 
residuary provision of the Limitation Act would apply, 
which applies to actions where no specifi c period of limi-
tation is prescribed. The limitations period is calculated 
as three years from the date of receipt of award by the 
Applicant. 

D. Procedure for Enforcement of Foreign Awards

While some theorists believe that enforcement of 
foreign awards are to be made in two separate proceed-
ings, i.e., fi rst the enforcement proceeding and then the 
execution proceeding, the Honorable Supreme Court in 
M/s Fuest Day Lawson Ltd. v. Jindal Exports, AIR 2001 SC 
2293, held that there is no requirement for the party in 
whose favor a foreign arbitral award was made to move 
for separate execution proceedings after the enforcement 
of the award, as separate proceedings would frustrate the 
entire meaning and the object of the A&C Act. 

Uttam Datt
Trustman & Co.

Uttamdatt@gmail.com

* * *

ISRAEL

Statutory Developments
When parties to an international agreement have 

agreed to refer all disputes to arbitration, Israeli courts 
will almost always honor that agreement. 

The general rule is that, if a lawsuit is fi led concerning 
a dispute as to which there is a written arbitration agree-
ment, and if a litigant that is a party to such agreement 
requests that the court stay the proceedings in the lawsuit, 
the court is required to issue such a stay. Such a stay only 
applies as between the parties to the arbitration agree-
ment, and it will only be granted if the party requesting 

B. Public Policy

Under both Part I and Part II of the A&C Act, “public 
policy” is one of the grounds on which an award can be 
challenged. Courts have held that the expression “public 
policy” can include almost anything or everything due 
to the fact that it is incapable of being defi ned with one 
strict formula. In Central Inland Water Transport Corp. 
Ltd. v. Brojo Nath Ganguly, (1986)3 SCC 156, the Supreme 
Court of India also held that enforcement of foreign 
awards will be refused on the ground of public policy if 
such enforcement would be contrary to (i) fundamental 
policy of Indian Law; (ii) the interests of India; or (iii) jus-
tice or morality. 

The Indian courts have applied a distinction between 
the concept of public policy in a matter governed by do-
mestic law and a matter involving confl ict of laws and 
foreign laws. The application of public policy in the fi eld 
of foreign law is more limited than in domestic law and 
the Indian courts are slower to invoke public policy in 
cases involving a foreign element than when a purely 
domestic legal issue is involved. This principle was rec-
ognized by a three-judge bench of the Supreme Court in 
Renu Sagar Power Co v. General Electric, 1994 Supp 1 SCC 
644, wherein it was held that public policy must be inter-
preted in a narrower sense in cases involving a foreign 
element. It was held that enforcement of an award must 
invoke something more than a mere violation of the law 
of India before enforcement could be barred under public 
policy. 

Similarly, the Indian Supreme Court in a subsequent 
pronouncement in Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd. v. 
Saw Pipes Ltd., (2003)5 SCC 705, expanded the meaning 
of public policy to include patent illegality Although that 
case involved a domestic award, the court made it clear 
that such expanded meaning of public policy did not ap-
ply to foreign awards.

Recently in Penn Racquet Sports v. Major International 
Ltd (unreported as of the date of this submission) the 
Delhi High Court rejected a challenge to a foreign award 
rendered by the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC). The objector had fi led its objection on the ground 
of public policy under Part II and not under Part I of 
the A&C Act and attempted to apply the defi nition of 
public policy as defi ned under Part I. The objector cited 
the ruling in Satyam Computers to contend that a foreign 
award can be challenged on its merits in the same way 
as a domestic award under Part I. The court, however, 
ruled that because the objector had chosen to style its 
objections as being under Part II and not under Part I, 
the principles of Part I could not be applied. The court 
reaffi rmed the principle that under Part II, the defi nition 
of public policy is narrower than Part I and held that the 
award was not against the public policy of India. The 
Court observed: 

Merely because a monetary award has 
been made against an Indian entity 
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ITALY

Case Law Developments
The Corte di Cassazione (the Italian Supreme Court) 

delivered an important judgment (Cass. Sz. Un. n. 
11629/09 “Cereal Mangimi S.r.l. v.. Louis Dreyfus S.p.A.”) 
which provides some insight on the scope of application 
of the New York Convention and on the concept of an 
“agreement in writing,” pursuant to Article 2 of the New 
York Convention. In its decision, the Court addressed 
three issues: (1) What is the defi nition of “Foreign Arbitral 
Award” in the New York Convention and is the Conven-
tion applicable to an award between two parties from the 
same country; (2) Is an agreement to arbitrate valid when 
it has been signed by an agent who has the authority to 
sign a contract but who does not have the specifi c author-
ity to sign an agreement to arbitrate; and (3) Is an agree-
ment to arbitrate binding when the arbitration clause is 
not contained in the main contract, but is contained in a 
different document to which the main contract refers? 

Summary of the case: Cereal Mangimi S.r.l. (“Ce-
real”) sued Louis Dreyfus S.p.A. (“Dreyfus”), a supplier 
of wheat, cereal and cultivated crops before the Court of 
Bari. Cereal alleged that Dreyfus failed to deliver 20,400 
metric tons of French maize as required by a contract 
signed by the parties’ agents. In its reply, Dreyfus claimed 
that the Italian Court had no jurisdiction because the con-
tract between the parties referred to the conditions stated 
in a separate document, the Incograin Contract n.12, 
which requires disputes to be decided by an arbitration 
proceeding. Dreyfus’s argument was rejected by the ter-
ritorial courts and the case was appealed to the Corte di 
Cassazione, which upheld the lower courts’ decisions but 
set forth the following principles relating to the New York 
Convention: 

Foreign Arbitral Award: the Court held that an award 
rendered pursuant to an agreement to arbitrate that sets a 
foreign arbitral seat for the tribunal is considered a “For-
eign Arbitral Award” under the New York Convention 
(and therefore the New York Convention is applicable to 
such award), even if the arbitral agreement is signed by 
two Italian parties and consists of obligations to be per-
formed in Italy. 

Power Of Attorney Requirement: Italian courts have 
traditionally used a “state by state” approach regarding 
an agent or broker’s authority to enter into an arbitration 
agreement, and have required the agent to have a written 
power of attorney only when the law applicable to the 
contract mandated such form. Therefore, Italian courts 
have held that contracts to which French or English law is 
applicable will not require a power of attorney in writing. 
However, in the past, Italian courts have held that con-
tracts that are signed and performed in Italy and to which 
Italian law is applicable will require a power of attorney 
in writing, and such power of attorney must not only 

the stay is prepared to do “all that is required” to conduct 
the arbitration. Nonetheless, the Israeli court is permit-
ted to deny a motion for a stay if the court fi nds that a 
“special reason” that the dispute should not be arbitrated 
exists.

Case Law Developments
Prior to 2005, there was no published case law dis-

cussing whether the open-ended authority of an Israeli 
court to ignore arbitration agreements on the grounds of 
a “special reason” is limited to the domestic context. More 
specifi cally, there had been lower court decisions that, 
without expressly addressing the New York Conven-
tion, allowed multi-party cases to proceed in Israel even 
though two of the parties had signed an agreement call-
ing for arbitration outside Israel. The reasoning of those 
decisions was that the presence of an Israeli litigant that 
was not bound to the international arbitration agreement 
was enough of a “special reason” not to force an Israeli 
party to arbitrate abroad.

However, in September 2005, the Supreme Court ad-
dressed this issue, and it held that, when an international 
treaty to which Israel is a signatory applies to an arbitra-
tion agreement, and when such treaty contains provisions 
relating to the stay of judicial proceedings, the court’s 
authority to deny a stay on the grounds of a “special 
reason” must, as a general rule, be exercised subject to the 
provisions of such international treaty.

The Supreme Court went on to observe that Israel is 
a signatory to the New York Convention, which provides 
that, when a court of a contracting state is seized of an 
action in a matter in respect of which the parties have 
made an agreement to arbitrate, such court shall, at the 
request of one of the parties, refer the parties to arbitra-
tion, unless the agreement “is null and void, inoperative 
or incapable of being performed.” The Supreme Court 
noted that the New York Convention does not contain 
any provision analogous to the “special reason” provision 
of Israeli law; therefore, the Supreme Court held that an 
Israeli court may not refuse, on the grounds of a “special 
reason,” to stay an action relating to an arbitration gov-
erned by the New York Convention.

In October 2009, the Israeli Supreme Court recog-
nized (in a two-to-one decision) a narrow exception to 
its 2005 holding, in a case involving the adequacy of dis-
closure concerning drug testing on humans. The Court 
reasoned that such an issue involved matters of public 
concern that justifi ed recognizing an exception to the 
New York Convention.

Eric S. Sherby
Sherby & Co., Advs.

eric@sherby.co.il

* * *
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KENYA

Statutory Developments
Kenya acceded to the New York Convention on Feb-

ruary 10, 1989. The law currently governing arbitration 
in Kenya is the Arbitration Act (“1995 Arbitration Act”), 
which has been amended by the Arbitration (Amend-
ment) Act 2009 (“2009 Act”) in order to expressly incor-
porate the New York Convention and other developing 
practices in arbitration.

The 1995 Arbitration Act had incorporated a majority 
of the provisions of the New York Convention without 
referring to the Convention. However, the 2009 Act now 
introduces section 36 (2) in to the 1995 Arbitration Act 
which reads, in pertinent part, as follows:

An international arbitration award shall 
be recognized as binding and enforced 
in accordance to the provisions of the 
New York Convention or any other 
Convention to which Kenya is signatory 
and relating to arbitrary awards.

Although the 1995 Arbitration Act previously provid-
ed for the enforcement of international arbitral awards, 
the Act, as amended, explicitly recognizes the New York 
Convention as part of arbitration law in Kenya.

Case Law Developments
Our search of reported Kenyan High Court and Court 

of Appeal cases did not yield any decisions in which the 
New York Convention was considered.

Zul Alibhai
Anjarwalla & Khanna, Advocates

za@africalegalnetwork.com

* * *

MALAYSIA

Statutory Developments
Malaysia ratifi ed the New York Convention by way 

of the 1985 Convention on the Recognition and Enforce-
ment of Foreign Arbitral Awards Act, which gave mem-
ber states of the New York Convention the right to have 
foreign arbitral awards recognized and enforced through 
registration in Malaysia. 

In 2005, Malaysia replaced the 1952 Arbitration Act 
(which was effectively silent on the issue of recognition 
and enforcement of international arbitral awards) with 
the Arbitration Act of 2005 ( the“New Act”), which con-
tains language that reinforces the essential provisions of 

authorize the agent to sign a contract, but also explicitly 
authorize him to sign an agreement to arbitrate. 

In this decision, the Court departed from those previ-
ous decisions, and held that although a written power of 
attorney is still required for an agent where the contract 
is signed and performed in Italy and governed by Ital-
ian law, a power of attorney which authorizes an agent 
to sign a contract implicitly also entitles him to sign an 
agreement to arbitrate. Therefore, pursuant to this deci-
sion, when Italian law is applicable, an agreement to 
arbitrate signed by an agent is valid even if the power 
of attorney which entitles the agent to sign the contract 
does not explicitly authorize the agent to sign an agree-
ment to arbitrate. 

“Per Relationem” Arbitration Clause Comprising an 
Agreement in Writing: The Court also addressed the issue 
of whether the requirement of the agreement being “in 
writing,” as required by the New York Convention, was 
satisfi ed when the arbitration clause was not contained in 
the signed contract, but was contained in another docu-
ment to which the signed contract referred. The parties’ 
contract did not include an arbitration clause, but re-
ferred to conditions in Contract n. 12 Incograin, which in-
cluded an arbitration clause. The Court in rejecting Drey-
fus’ claim of lack of jurisdiction, confi rmed its traditional 
view of per relationem clauses which distinguishes two 
scenarios: (1) Relationem perfectam. If a contract refers to a 
different document and specifi cally mentions the clause 
in the second document that contains the agreement to 
arbitrate, the mutual intention of the parties to arbitrate 
is clear and the agreement to arbitrate is binding. (2) 
Relationem imperfectam. If a contract generally refers to 
a different document but does not contain any specifi c 
reference to the clause in the second document which 
contains the agreement to arbitrate, the mutual intention 
of the parties is unclear and the arbitration clause incor-
porated in the document to which the contract refers will 
not be applicable. 

The above-mentioned case marks a step forward in 
the interpretation of what an “agreement in writing” is 
and allows an agent to sign an agreement to arbitrate 
even if his power of attorney does not specifi cally autho-
rize him to sign such an agreement, as long as he has the 
authority to sign the main contract: this seems to signal 
a less conservative interpretation of Article 2 of the New 
York Convention in Italy. However, the case also reinforc-
es some of the traditional holdings of the Italian Supreme 
Court, particularly the traditional distinction between 
relationem perfectam and relationem imperfectam.

Avv. Marco Amorese, Esq.
Studio Legale Amorese

marco.amorese@amorese.it

* * *
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the Malaysian High Courts routinely stay proceedings in 
courts so that matters may proceed to arbitration. 

Leong Yeng Kit
Leong Yeng Kit & Co.

yengkit@leongyengkit.com

Leong Yeng Kong
Leong Yeng Kit & Co.

yengkong@leongyengkit.com

* * *

MAURITIUS

Statutory Developments
The recent enactment of the International Arbitra-

tion Act (“IAA”) in December 2008 is another major step 
forward in the development of Mauritius into a favor-
able venue for arbitration of international commercial 
disputes. 

The IAA contains provisions concerning the selection 
of an arbitral tribunal, recognition and enforcement of in-
terim measures and the conduct of arbitral proceedings. 

The salient points include directing court applications 
brought under the IAA to a panel of three Supreme Court 
judges, affording parties an automatic right of appeal to 
the Privy Council, ensuring that qualifi ed jurists deal with 
court disputes related to the IAA, assigning all appoint-
ment functions, and a number of other administrative du-
ties, to the Permanent Court of Arbitration, establishing 
a full-time representative from the Mauritius Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry Arbitration Court (the “Court”) in 
Mauritius, including specifi c provisions for disputes con-
cerning offshore companies incorporated in Mauritius, 
expanding the defi nitions of international arbitration and 
arbitration agreements to give the IAA a specifi c focus on 
investment arbitration, specifi cally excluding confi denti-
ality provisions to improve transparency, and expressly 
permitting foreign lawyers to act as both counsel and 
arbitrators.

The Act is based on the UNCITRAL Model Law on 
arbitration and Mauritius is currently the only country in 
the South African region to have enacted such legislation. 

The Court has entered into cooperation agreements 
with arbitration centers in several countries including 
Australia, France, Germany, India and Kenya.

The Court is also a member of the International Fed-
eration of Commercial Arbitration Institutions (IFCAI).

Devalingum Naiken Gopalla
Naiken Chambers

dnaiken@gmail.com

* * *

the New York Convention and further enhances arbitra-
tion in Malaysia. 

Section 10 of the New Act directs Malaysian courts 
to stay proceedings and to refer any dispute that is the 
subject of an arbitration agreement to arbitration unless 
(a) there is an issue as to validity of the arbitration agree-
ment and/or (b) there is no actual dispute between the 
parties. Section 10 further provides that an award on an 
arbitrable dispute may be made while the case is still 
pending before a Malaysian court. 

Section 11 and 29 of the New Act are revolution-
ary for dispute resolution in Malaysia. Those sections 
enable Malaysian courts to grant interlocutory relief in 
aid of arbitration, including compelling the production 
of documents, evidence by affi davit and/or answers to 
interrogatories. Under these Sections, a Malaysian court 
may also require the deposit of a sum suffi cient to secure 
a domestic party’s costs against a foreign entity, issue 
interim injunctions and even order a party to preserve its 
property while an arbitration is pending. 

Section 36 of the New Act empowers parties to an 
arbitration to treat an award by a competent tribunal as 
fi nal, binding and to be relied upon in any proceedings in 
any Malaysian court. 

Section 38 of the New Act makes clear that any do-
mestic or international arbitral award becomes binding 
and enforceable within the territorial jurisdiction of Ma-
laysia upon registration of the award as a judgment of the 
Malaysian courts, unless the subject matter of the dispute 
or the award itself confl icts with the laws or public policy 
of Malaysia. 

Section 41 of the New Act strikes a balance between 
effi cacy and justice by allowing preliminary issues of law 
to be referred to courts, but only if such preliminary ques-
tions of law are likely to produce substantial savings in 
cost and/or substantially affect the rights of parties. 

Section 42 of the New Act allows parties to refer an 
award to a Malaysian High Court on a “question of law” 
arising out of an award but not on “questions of fact.” 
The Malaysian High Court has the authority to confi rm, 
vary or remit the award or parts thereof for reconsidera-
tion by the arbitral tribunal. 

Case Law Developments 
Since 2005, courts have routinely stressed the impor-

tance of arbitration as an alternative dispute resolution 
procedure. Two recent decisions, Chun Nyam Isham Nyak 
Ariff v. Malaysian Tech Development Corporation [2009], 9 
CLJ 32, and Gadang Engineering (M) Sdn Bhd v. Bluwater 
Developments Berhad [2010], 6 CLJ 277, demonstrate that 
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ant to which it sought rescission of an agreement and 
the payment of damages. The arbitration clause in the 
relevant agreement provided that the arbitral tribunal had 
to be comprised of three arbitrators who were “experts 
in the subject matter.” The parties to the arbitration ac-
cepted the members of the Tribunal as arbitrators both by 
appointing them and by signing the terms of reference. In 
their fi nal award, the arbitrators held that Radio Centro 
was in breach of the agreement and awarded Infored a 
multimillion damages award. 

Radio Centro sought to have the award nullifi ed by a 
Mexican judge on the ground that the arbitrators were not 
recognized experts in telecommunications or radio broad-
casting and had not proven their expertise in such subject 
matter. The judge nullifi ed the award on that basis. 

In the Mexican legal system, every judicial decision, 
including any decision recognizing, enforcing, annulling 
or vacating an arbitral award, may be submitted for con-
stitutional review through a procedure known as amparo. 
However, there has been considerable debate as to the 
procedural form that the amparo proceeding should take. 
If the recognition, enforcement or annulment of an award 
constitutes a summary and independent process, then a 
“direct” one-step amparo proceeding before a collegiate 
circuit court is appropriate. If, however, such a procedure 
is treated as an ancillary or incidental process, then an 
“indirect” two-step amparo proceeding would occur; a 
federal district court would review the decision, and that 
court’s decision would then be subject to review by a col-
legiate circuit court. In 2007, the Supreme Court resolved 
the issue in favor of the “indirect,” two-stage amparo 
proceeding.7 

Accordingly, Infored contested the initial Mexican 
court decision in an indirect amparo proceeding. Infored 
argued that the judge had not considered the arbitration 
clause in the agreement, or the relevant arbitration rules 
of the ICC and applicable international treaties. The ampa-
ro judge declared the decision of the prior judge null and 
void and ruled that Radio Centro’s plea for annulment 
of the original award was without merit. As this was a 
two-stage amparo proceeding, Radio Centro appealed this 
decision. On appeal, the collegiate circuit court held that 
the requisite proceeding was not an “indirect” amparo but 
in fact a “direct” amparo for which it constituted the only 
appropriate forum. Then, instead of analyzing the argu-
ments made in the amparo proceeding on appeal, the ap-
pellate court proceeded to render a judgment on the facts 
of the case and denied the amparo, thereby confi rming the 
original decision to nullify the award. 

In response to this decision, Infored fi led an excep-
tional constitutional complaint before the Supreme Court 
in which it alleged that the appellate court had misinter-
preted certain constitutional concepts and wrongly re-
characterized the proceeding at hand as a single-stage am-
paro proceeding. The Supreme Court held for Infored, and 

MEXICO

Statutory Developments
Mexico ratifi ed the New York Convention in 1971.1 

In 1993, as a prelude to joining the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”), Mexico adopted the 
UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration with minor changes. The use of international 
commercial arbitration between foreign investors and 
their Mexican business partners has seen a substantial 
increase since 1994, when NAFTA entered into force. Ar-
bitration clauses are now standard in international busi-
ness contracts with Mexican counterparts.

Case Law Developments
In the early to mid-1990s, Mexican courts tended to 

be hostile to arbitration. In Operadora de Tintorerías Doña 
Linda, S.A. de C.V. v. Dry Clean USA Franchise Co. (1995), 
for example, a Mexican company sued an American com-
pany for breach of contract. In response, the American 
company asked the court to determine that the dispute 
should be heard by an arbitral tribunal in accordance 
with the contract. However, in an abundance of cau-
tion, the American company also answered the Mexican 
company’s allegations. The court determined that the 
submission of a substantive answer, which is not contem-
plated in Mexican law, constituted a decision to waive 
the arbitration clause and to submit to the jurisdiction of 
the Mexican courts.

Mexico’s initial judicial hostility towards arbitration 
has given way to a more ambivalent environment where 
confl icting precedents in favor of and against arbitration 
seem to follow each other. For instance, a 2005 decision 
by the Mexican Federal Courts declared that it was the 
arbitral tribunal, and not the judge, who had authority 
to determine the validity of an arbitration clause.2 This 
precedent was overturned by a 2006 decision by the First 
Chamber of the Supreme Court, which found that the 
judge, not the arbitral tribunal, has that authority.3 

Fortunately, in the last few years, the Supreme Court 
seems to be moving toward a more pro-arbitration posi-
tion. In recent decisions, the Supreme Court has express-
ly acknowledged that: (1) the parties’ intent to arbitrate 
is determinative and that judicial intervention in arbitra-
tion is limited to exceptional situations;4 (2) parties are 
obliged to adhere to the terms of their arbitration agree-
ment;5 and (3) an arbitral tribunal can render an award in 
equity when the parties agreed to such an award in their 
arbitration agreement.6 

Infored v. Radio Centro 

Infored v. Radio Centro, which was decided in Septem-
ber 2010, was a major decision in Mexican jurisprudence 
concerning arbitration. Infored initiated an arbitration 
proceeding against Radio Centro before the ICC, pursu-
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6. Primera Sala; Novena Época; No. de Registro 166511; Tesis Aislada; 
Materia Civil, Constitucional; Semanario Judicial de la Federación; 
XXX, Septiembre de 2009, Tesis IaCLXXI/2009.

7. Primera Sala, Tesis Jurisprudencial 146/2007. 

* * *

PORTUGAL

Statutory Developments

A. Finality of Awards

According to Article V(e) of the New York Conven-
tion, a court may refuse to recognize or enforce an award 
that has not yet become binding on the parties, or has 
been set aside or suspended by a competent authority 
of the country in which, or under the law of which, the 
award was made. The Portuguese Law on Voluntary 
Arbitration (“LAV”)1 distinguishes between appeal and 
challenge of an arbitral award. 

Under Portuguese Procedure Law,2 the recognition 
and enforcement of a foreign arbitral award may be re-
fused if the award is not fi nal and binding (res judicata), 
under the law of the country where the award was ren-
dered (this provision includes awards that are subject to 
appeal). However, the fact that annulment proceedings 
are pending in the country where the award was rendered 
is not grounds for refusal of recognition and enforcement. 
This means that, under Portuguese law, while an appeal 
inhibits the res judicata effect of the appealed decision, an-
nulment proceedings do not.

LAV applies only to arbitrations that take place in 
Portugal.3 Thus, if arbitral proceedings take place in a 
foreign country and apply Portuguese law, Portuguese 
courts may not decide on the annulment procedures.

B. Arbitrability /International Public Policy Rules

According to article V(2) of the New York Conven-
tion, recognition and enforcement of an arbitral award 
may be refused if, according to the law of the country 
where such recognition and enforcement are requested, 
the object of the dispute is not arbitrable or if the recogni-
tion and enforcement of the award violates the interna-
tional public policy of the country where the award is to 
be recognized or enforced.

1. Arbitrability

In Portugal, LAV4 limits disputes which can be arbi-
trated to those relating to disposable rights (that is, rights 
that are not inalienable). This rule is consistent with the 
provisions of the Portuguese Civil Code and the Portu-
guese Civil Procedure Code regarding admission and 
settlement, which cannot take place in relation to inalien-
able rights (as per articles 353 and 1249 of the Portuguese 
Civil Code and article 299 of the Portuguese Civil Proce-
dure Code). 

ordered that the case be reexamined in a one-stage amparo 
proceeding. In this reexamination, the federal judge ruled 
in favor of Infored confi rming the validity of the award, 
based on article 1420 of the Mexican Commerce Code, 
which provides that if a party does not raises an objec-
tion to jurisdiction in an arbitration, it cannot then chal-
lenge the award on the basis of lack of jurisdiction. This 
prompted Radio Centro to commence yet another amparo 
proceeding, arguing that Article 1420 was unconstitu-
tional because it constitutes a waiver of the constitutional 
guarantee of access to justice before the judiciary, which 
by its very nature cannot be waived. This amparo reached 
the Supreme Court and was fi nally decided on September 
8, 2010. In its decision, the Supreme Court confi rmed the 
arbitration award, on the basis that Article 1420 of the 
Commerce Code is constitutional, as it is only through 
the failure of a party to raise a jurisdictional objection in 
a timely fashion that such a party would lose the right to 
challenge an arbitral award.

Infored v. Radio Centro illustrates the ambivalent posi-
tion of Mexican courts towards arbitration. The case had 
a happy ending as the arbitration award was confi rmed. 
But it took more than 5 years of litigation in Mexican 
courts and in the process some positions which do not 
necessarily help the expeditious enforcement of awards 
were taken, such as confi rming the two-step indirect am-
paro proceeding as applicable to court decisions which 
recognize, enforce or annul an award. In short, although 
improvements have been made, the battle for arbitration 
is still being fought and the arbitration community needs 
to continue its dialogue with the judiciary in order to 
achieve a better understanding and cooperation between 
state courts and arbitration practitioners. 

Javier Jimenez 
Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle

jjimenez@curtis.com
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mfoeth@curtis.com
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for service of the arbitration process to have been made 
by registered mail with acknowledgment of receipt, and a 
vernacular translation. Rather, service of process upon the 
Respondent, as required by al. e) of art. 1096º of the Civil 
Procedure Code (“CPC”), must be made in accordance 
with the law of the court of origin. Therefore, it is accord-
ing to arbitral procedural law, and not according to the 
Portuguese procedural law, that the question of the valid-
ity of the service of the process must be viewed so there is 
no requirement for registered mail with acknowledgment 
of receipt as required in litigations under articles 233º, 
no.2, al. a), 236º and 247º of the CPC. No specifi c method 
of service is specifi ed in the New York Convention, hence 
it must be ascertained if the party against which the 
award is issued was, or was not, effectively placed in the 
situation where it could, if it wished to, present its points 
of views/arguments before the arbitrators. 

Under Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention, 
the recognition or enforcement of an award can also be 
rejected if such recognition and enforcement is against 
public policy, which is called in Portugal the International 
Public Policy of the State of Portugal, as defi ned at al. f) 
of art. 1096º of the CPC. No principle of this public policy 
requires service by registered mail with acknowledgment 
of receipt, nor that the demand should be in the native 
language of the served party. (Decision of the Supreme 
Court of May 18, 2005.)

C. Court of First Instance as the Competent Court

According to Article III of the New York Convention 
and according to articles 24, no. 2, 26, no. 2 and 30, no. 2 
of Law no. 31/86 of August 29, the court of fi rst instance 
(whether such court is of general jurisdiction or of specifi c 
jurisdiction) and not the “Relação” (which is the court of 
appeal that is one level above the court of fi rst instance) 
has jurisdiction over recognition of an international 
award. (Decision of the Tribunal da Relação de Coimbra of 
January 19, 2010; see also Decision of the Tribunal da Rela-
ção de Lisboa of October 2, 2001; Decision of the Tribunal da 
Relação do Porto of October 26, 2004.)

D. Confl ict of Laws

The rules of conventional international law in which 
the Portuguese State takes part, not only are immediately 
enforceable in Portugal, but also take a superior role in 
the hierarchy of norms issued by national statutory bod-
ies, so that, should any confl icts arise between national 
law and conventional international law in enforcing a for-
eign arbitration award, the latter will prevail.

E. The Arbitral Tribunal

Under articles 289 and 389, no. 1, al. d) of the CPC, 
the arbitration process is considered initiated when a 
party sends a request to the counterparty for the constitu-
tion of the tribunal pursuant to art. 11 of Law no 31/86, of 
29/08. A certifi cate of this notifi cation is not required be-

Examples of inalienable rights include personal fam-
ily rights, personality rights and rights to alimony (Deci-
sion of the Tribunal da Relação de Lisboa of 10-12-2009).5 
Disposable rights are not limited to economic rights. On 
the one hand, not all economic rights are disposable, and 
on the other, not all disposable rights have an economic 
nature.

2. Public Policy

Under Portuguese law, the reference to “public poli-
cy” in the New York Convention refers to the internation-
al public policy of the country where a party chooses to 
have the foreign arbitral award recognized and enforced. 
Article 1096.º/f) of the Portuguese Civil Procedure Code 
expressly states that the only ground for refusing to re-
view and confi rm foreign awards is that the recognition 
of the award would lead to a result clearly incompatible 
with the principles of international public policy of the 
Portuguese State. The offense to public policy may relate 
to the arbitration agreement (for instance, if it is null and 
void), to the arbitration (e.g. partiality of the arbitrators, 
violation of the rights of defense), to the award, or even 
to the enforcement itself. Under Portuguese law, recogni-
tion of an award violates public policy where “its applica-
tion creates a great injury, unbearable to the deepest ethical-le-
gal sense of the Portuguese system (…).”6 For evaluating the 
condition set out in Article 1096.º/f) of the Portuguese 
Civil Procedure Code, the court should only look at the 
award itself and not to the ground on which it lays.7

Case Law Developments

A. Enforceability of a Foreign Arbitral Award in 
Portugal 

The Portuguese Supreme Court held in March 
2009 that a foreign arbitral award under the New York 
Convention can be enforced automatically in Portugal 
without revision or confi rmation. The Court noted that 
under article 48, 2 of the Procedure Code “decisions ren-
dered by an arbitral tribunal are enforceable under the 
same terms as judicial court decisions.” The Court then 
recognized that Article III of the New York Convention 
applied and that there could not be substantially more 
onerous conditions or higher charges to recognize and 
enforce foreign awards than those applied to the recogni-
tion and enforcement of national arbitral awards. (Deci-
sion of the Supreme Court of March 19, 2009.)

B. Service of Process

Pursuant to Article V (1)(b) of the New York Conven-
tion, the burden of proof falls on the party against which 
the arbitral award is issued when claiming that it was not 
properly informed of the selection of the arbitrator or of 
the arbitration process itself. For the party to be deemed 
to have been duly informed of the selection of the arbitra-
tor and of the arbitration process itself, it is not necessary 
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the Arbitrazh Courts of Appeal relating to the New York 
Convention.1

Limited Liability Company “Vertical” v. Limited 
Liability Company “Delta Vilmar,” CIS Federal 
Arbitrazh Court of Appeals, Moscow Circuit, No. KG-
A41/7161-10, July 21, 2009.

The lower court (Arbitrazh Court, Moscow Region) 
granted Delta Vilmar’s application to recognize and en-
force an award of the International Commercial Arbitra-
tion Court of the Ukraine Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry. The award, for $2.1 million, included $1 million 
for default in payment for goods, $1 million in contractual 
penalties for the delay in payment, interest and arbitra-
tion costs. On appeal, Delta Vilmar asserted that the lower 
court’s decision should be vacated, and the matter re-
manded to the lower court for a new trial, on the grounds 
that the lower court’s decision violated fundamental 
principles of independence and impartiality, and that the 
lower court failed to review the circumstances of the case. 
The Court of Appeals affi rmed the lower court’s decision 
and stated that the appellant’s arguments “are directed 
at a reexamination of factual circumstances, which are 
beyond the competence of an arbitrazh court when re-
viewing applications for recognition and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral tribunals.” The court did not provide any 
further details of the underlying case, the arbitral award, 
the lower court’s decision, or the appellant’s arguments. 
Delta Vilmar requested an order requiring Vertical to pay 
$30,941 in attorney’s fees in connection with the court 
proceedings. The Court of Appeals noted that while Rus-
sia’s arbitrazh procedure code allows an award of costs 
and attorney’s fees in proceedings to enforce arbitral 
awards, the application in this case included services 
that were unrelated to the case. The court granted Delta 
Vilmar’s application for costs and fees but only in the 
amount of 10,000 rubles (approximately $350).

Closed Joint Stock Company AKB 
“Mossrtroyekonombank” v. Closed Joint Stock 
Company “Kalinka-Stokman,” Federal Arbitration 
Court of Moscow District, Case No. 59/2008, October 1 
2009; Court of Appeals Decision Case No. Case No. КГ-
А40/12274-09-1.

The court of fi rst instance refused to recognize or en-
force an arbitral award issued by the International Com-
mercial Arbitration Court at the Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of the Russian Federation dated April 14, 
2009 on the ground that defendant could not be held li-
able in the absence of any breach of the underlying lease 
contract. That court held that the arbitral tribunal’s deci-
sion violated public policy. The appellate court affi rmed.

Maksim Barashev
 Barabashev & Partners

max@barabashev.com

fore the arbitration process is deemed initiated. (Decision 
of the Tribunal da Relação do Évora of 05-06-2008.)

Conclusion
The New York Convention has now been in force in 

Portugal for 16 years. Jurisprudence shows that the New 
York Convention is an instrument widely accepted in 
Portugal with respect to recognition and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral awards related to several types of com-
mercial disputes, notably those arising in the context of 
maritime, franchise and distribution agreements as well 
as contracts for the purchase and sale of merchandise. It 
also shows that many of the issues dealt with by Portu-
guese Courts relate to matters of public policy rules, con-
fl ict of rules and arbitrability.

Portuguese domestic law is also highly favorable to 
foreign arbitration and therefore has substantial relevance 
to recognition or enforcement of a foreign arbitral award 
in Portugal under the New York Convention.

José Maria Corrêa de Samp aio
jose.c.sampaio@abreuadvogados.com

Pedro Sousa Uva
Abreu Advogados

pedro.s.uva@abreuadvogados.com

Endnotes
1. Arbitration in Portugal is regulated by Law no.31/86, of 29 

August 1986, as amended by Decree-Law no.38/2003, of 8 March 
2003, also known as the Portuguese Law on Voluntary Arbitration 
(LAV). Please note that a new arbitration law on voluntary 
arbitration is currently being debated in Portugal and may come 
into force soon. 

2. Article 1096, b). 

3. Article 37, LAV.

4. Article 1.1, LAV. 

5. http://www.dgsi.pt/jtrl.nsf/33182fc732316039802565fa00497eec/
7d0e8e0e55346827802576af00501395?OpenDocument&Highlight=
0,arbitra.

6. Decision of Tribunal da Relação do Porto of 11-10-2004, proc. 
0454490, available at www.dgsi.pt. 

7. See Decision of Supremo Tribunal de Justiça, 03.07.2008, proc. 
08B1733, available at www.dgsi.pt.

* * *

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Statutory Developments
Under Russian law, the Russian Federal Courts are 

not permitted to reevaluate the factual determinations of 
an arbitral tribunal. However, those courts may review an 
arbitral tribunal’s legal determinations to ensure that they 
conform with general principles of Russian law. 

Case Law Developments
The following discussion summarizes several deci-

sions issued by Russia’s Supreme Arbitrazh Court and 
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IAA in order to give effect to arbitral awards granted out-
side Singapore under the New York Convention. 

B. A Stay of Enforcement Was Denied and Held to 
Be Rarely Appropriate

An application to stay the enforcement of an award 
from a Danish arbitral tribunal pending a challenge of 
the award was dismissed by the Singapore High Court 
in Strandore Invest A/S and Others v Soh Kim Wat [2010] 
SGHC 174. In dismissing the application for a stay pend-
ing appeal, the Court agreed with the observations of 
Justice Potter in Far East Shipping Co v AKP Sovkomfl ot 
[1995] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 520, in which Justice Potter held that 
it would rarely, if ever, be appropriate to order a stay of 
execution of a New York Convention award when the 
award was enforceable by defi nition under the New York 
Convention.

C. An Arbitral Award Was Set Aside Where Tribunal 
Exceeded Its Powers

An application pursuant to Article 34(2)(a)(iii) of the 
Model Law to set aside a majority award made by an 
ICC arbitral tribunal was allowed by the Singapore High 
Court in PT Perusahaan Gas Negara (Persero) TBK v CRW 
Joint Operation [2010] SGHC 202. A dispute had arisen be-
tween the parties concerning certain Variation Orders re-
garding a construction project and in accordance with the 
contract (which adopted the standard provisions of the 
Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs Conseil (“FID-
IC”) Conditions of Contract for Construction (1st Edition, 
1999) with some modifi cations), the parties referred their 
dispute to a Dispute Adjudication Board (“DAB”), which 
rendered several decisions. The applicant submitted a No-
tice of Dissatisfaction (“NOD”) in relation to one specifi c 
decision from the DAB requiring it to make payment to 
the respondent of U.S. $17 million. The respondent fi led 
a request for arbitration with the ICC, seeking an award 
that, notwithstanding the NOD, the applicant remained 
obliged to pay the $17 million, and the ICC tribunal even-
tually made an award in favor of the respondent ordering 
the applicant to pay the $17 million.

The applicant argued to the Court that the ICC tri-
bunal had acted in excess of its powers by converting 
the DAB decision into a fi nal award without determin-
ing whether the DAB decision was made in accordance 
with the contract. The Court drew guidance from cases 
construing Article V(1)(c) of the New York Conven-
tion, which was analogous to Article 34(2)(a)(iii) of the 
UNCITRAL Model Law (the “Model Law”) and which 
provided, inter alia, that enforcement of an award may be 
refused on proof that the award deals with a difference 
not contemplated by, or not falling within the terms of, 
the submission to arbitration, or contains decisions on 
matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration. 
The Court held that the tribunal had indeed exceeded its 
powers as it was required under the contract to review 
the merits of the decision of the DAB before rendering an 

Endnote
1. The state “arbitrazh” courts have jurisdiction over most 

commercial cases and should not be confused with private 
arbitral tribunals.

* * *

SINGAPORE

Statutory Developments

International Arbitration (Amendment) Act 2009

The International Arbitration Act (“the IAA”) (which 
governs matters concerning inter alia the enforcement 
of foreign arbitral awards) was amended in 2009 to pro-
vide that an “arbitration agreement” may be made by 
electronic communications. This new defi nition does not 
apply to Part III of the IAA, which relates to the recogni-
tion and enforcement of foreign awards made in New 
York Convention contracting states, because the New 
York Convention’s defi nition of “arbitration agreement” 
has yet to be revised to include explicit reference to elec-
tronic communications. However, it is expected that the 
Singapore Courts will take a pragmatic approach to the 
requirement for an “agreement in writing” under Article 
II of the New York Convention and treat the word “writ-
ing” as including electronic correspondence.

The IAA was also amended in 2009 to empower the 
Ministry of Law to designate authenticating authorities 
to authenticate awards “made in Singapore” for purpos-
es of enforcement in other countries. This should assist 
the enforcement of Singapore awards in other New York 
Convention contracting states, as Article IV of the New 
York Convention requires a party to supply duly authen-
ticated awards and agreements or duly certifi ed copies 
thereof for the purposes of recognition and enforcement 
of awards in any New York Convention contracting 
country.

Case Law Developments

A. An Unsigned Arbitration Agreement Was Held 
to Be Valid

In Denmark Skibstekniske Konsulenter A/S I Likvidation 
(formerly known as Knud E Hansen A/S) v. Ultrapolis 3000 
Investments Ltd (formerly known as Ultrapolis 3000 Theme 
Park Investments Ltd) [2010] SGHC 108, an application to 
enforce an award from the Danish Arbitration Institute 
was challenged, inter alia, on the basis that a set of con-
tractual terms which were not signed did not constitute 
an arbitration agreement. The Singapore High Court 
observed that Article II.1 of the New York Convention 
required a written agreement but it did not require a sig-
nature and accordingly held that the fact that the contrac-
tual terms were not signed did not mean that there was 
no arbitration agreement. The Court held that it should 
take a pragmatic view of the defi nitions of “arbitration 
agreement” within the New York Convention and the 
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SPAIN

Case Law Developments
Refl ecting the impetus provided to the institution of 

arbitration and its acceptance (in particular, regarding 
international arbitration) in Spain in recent years by a 
variety of factors including (i) the passage of a UNCI-
TRAL Model Law-based arbitration act (Law 60/2003 of 
December 23), (ii) the formation and activities of the Club 
Español de Arbitraje (Spanish Arbitration Club), (iii) the 
increased internationalization of the Spanish economy 
and (iv) the woeful backlog plaguing the Spanish courts, 
Spanish courts continue to demonstrate an increasingly 
benign and favorable attitude towards arbitration in gen-
eral and to the New York Convention in particular. Three 
(relatively) recent decisions and one proposed legislative 
initiative presently pending enactment refl ect this gener-
ally favorable environment.

In April 2009, the Provincial High Court of Madrid—
in a simple ruling establishing territorial jurisdiction in 
the fi rst instance court in the defendant’s registered cor-
porate domicile in an action for recognition and enforce-
ment of a foreign arbitral award where the defendant 
had changed its physical domicile without affecting such 
change on the applicable public registry so as to give ef-
fective notice to third parties—engaged in a discursive 
recitation of the merits (and basic requirements) of the 
New York Convention, stressing its broad international 
acceptance and critical and successful role in furthering 
the “free circulation” of international arbitral awards.

Not to be outdone, Spain’s other principal appellate 
court, the Provincial High Court of Barcelona—in a Feb-
ruary 2010 ruling denying recognition and enforcement 
of a foreign arbitral award on the grounds (provided for 
in the New York Convention) that the award had decided 
issues not submitted to arbitration—took pains to state 
that the general point of departure for the Convention is 
a presumption in favor of recognition and enforcement, 
which presumption can only be overcome in the limited 
events and circumstances expressly set out therein.

A third and fi nal ruling, issued by the First Instance 
Court of Rubí in June 2007 (the appeal of which was dis-
missed by reason of settlement in April 2009), held that 
under the New York Convention the pendency of an an-
nulment action in the jurisdiction of the seat of an arbitral 
award (in this case, France) is not a suffi cient reason to 
deny recognition and enforcement of that award. The 
Rubí court held that the award was suffi ciently “bind-
ing” for purposes of Article V of the New York Conven-
tion by having been duly and defi nitively issued by the 
appropriate arbitral panel under the parties’ agreement. 
The Rubí court did not have occasion to address the more 
audacious circumstances addressed by the French Cour de 
Cassation, which permitted (in the celebrated Hilman deci-
sions of 1994 and 1997) the recognition and enforcement 
of a foreign arbitral award that had—more than just being 

award as to whether the respondent was entitled to im-
mediate payment of the U.S. $ 17 million. Accordingly, 
the award was set aside under Article 34(2)(a)(iii) of the 
Model Law. Although this case was a rare instance of the 
Singapore Courts setting aside an international arbitral 
award, it demonstrates that the Singapore Courts are pre-
pared to exercise their jurisdiction under the Model Law 
to intervene when such intervention is clearly justifi ed by 
the circumstances.

Chou Sean Yu
Wong Partnership LLP 

seanyu.chou@wongpartnership.com

* * *

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

Statutory Developments
The New York Convention was signed by the former 

Czechoslovakia on October 3, 1958 and an instrument of 
ratifi cation was deposited on July 10, 1959. The New York 
Convention entered into force within the Czechoslovak 
Republic (predecessor of the Slovak Republic) on October 
10, 1959.1 After the separation of Czechoslovakia, the Slo-
vak Republic became party to the New York Convention 
based on the principle of succession as of May 28, 1993. 

Slovak Arbitration Act No. 244/2002 Coll. deals 
with foreign arbitral awards in Articles 46 to 50. Article 
53 provides that “[t]his Act shall apply unless otherwise 
provided by a treaty binding on the Slovak Republic and 
constituting an integral part of its legal order.” A footnote 
to Article 53 specifi cally refers to the New York Conven-
tion as an integral part of the Slovak legal order. 

Case Law Developments
There are no reported cases readily available that cite 

or refer to the New York Convention. However, certain 
conference materials published on the Ministry of Jus-
tice’s website suggest that the New York Convention is 
applied in the Slovak Republic and that the grounds for 
denying enforcement are limited to those identifi ed in 
Article 5 of the New York Convention.2 

Andrea Carska-Sheppard
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP

Andrea.Carska-Sheppard@smithmoorelaw.com

Endnotes
1. Order of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs No.74/1959. 

2. Podpora aplika nej praxe rozhodcovských súdov v Slovenskej republike 
(Collection of conference presentations on the practice of the 
arbitration courts in the Slovak republic, http://www.justice.gov.
sk/dwn/l7/okpbs/okpbs_rk.pdf, dated May 23, 2007. 

* * *
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not be granted unless the opposing party has been afford-
ed an opportunity to submit its opinion upon the applica-
tion. There is an exception to this rule; if it is clear that the 
application is ill-founded, then the Svea Court of Appeal 
(“Court”) can reject it without hearing from the other 
party. In cases where the opposing party has challenged 
the award or submitted a motion for stay of execution, the 
Court may postpone its decision and, upon request by the 
applicant, order the opposing party to provide reasonable 
security in default of which enforcement might otherwise 
be ordered. 

In general, only the Court hears cases concerning the 
recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 
However, in view of the overriding responsibility of 
the Supreme Court for the development of case law, it 
has been deemed appropriate to allow an appeal to the 
Supreme Court. The appeal may be taken without fi rst 
seeking leave to do so. As a general rule, an appeal to the 
Supreme Court does not stay the lower court’s holding. 
Thus, if the Court grants an application for enforcement 
of a foreign award, the award may be immediately en-
forced even though that decision has been appealed to the 
Supreme Court. However, if the appeal appears prima fa-
cie to be well-founded, an application for stay of proceed-
ings will be granted. 

Case Law Developments
Sweden is generally recognized as an arbitration-

friendly country and the practice of the Court during the 
past few years shows that recognition and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral awards is seldom denied. 

A. The Arbitral Tribunal Determines Its Own 
Jurisdiction

If a party objects to enforcement of a foreign award 
due to the alleged non-existence of an arbitration agree-
ment between the parties, it is incumbent on the party 
requesting enforcement to submit the arbitration agree-
ment or to prove in some other manner that an arbitration 
agreement was concluded. In Planavergne v. Bergander, 
the Supreme Court addressed the enforcement of an 
arbitral award rendered in France after arbitral proceed-
ings between a French exporter and a Swedish importer 
of apples.2 The Swedish importer argued that, while the 
contract incorporated the Code of Practices for Fresh Ed-
ible Fruit and Vegetables in National and International 
Trade, which contains an arbitration clause, by reference, 
it did not expressly require the parties to arbitrate their 
dispute. In its judgment, dated September 30, 2003, the 
Supreme Court stated that once the arbitral tribunal had 
determined that there was such an agreement between 
the parties, it was incumbent on the party opposing en-
forcement to show that the arbitral tribunal had made 
that determination in error. Put somewhat differently, the 
initial burden of proof as to the existence of an arbitra-

subject of a pending annulment action—actually been 
annulled. 

Nonetheless, the decision refl ects a clearly pro-arbi-
tration, pro-New York Convention attitude of the Span-
ish courts which appears to bring them closer and closer 
in line with those of the most pro-arbitration/pro-New 
York Convention jurisdictions, such as France.

Proposed Statutory Developments
A recently proposed and currently pending amend-

ment to Spain’s arbitration law will (upon enactment) 
centralize all recognition and enforcement actions in the 
Regional High Courts of Justice, with the intent, and 
surely the effect, of harmonizing and strengthening cur-
rently disparate jurisprudence inevitably emanating from 
the multitude of courts of fi rst instance entrusted with 
jurisdiction for such matters under the 2003 arbitration 
law.

In short, insofar as international arbitration in gen-
eral—and the New York Convention in particular—are 
concerned, the “beat goes on” in Spain.

Clifford J. Hendel
Araoz & Rueda

Hendel@araozyrueda

Calvin A. Hamilton
Hamilton Abogados

chamilton@hamiltonabogados.com1

Endnote
1. A portion of the discussion in this note draws on a commentary 

authored by Mr. Hamilton published in the August 2009 issue of 
Mealey’s International Arbitration Report.

* * *

SWEDEN

Statutory Developments
Sweden ratifi ed the New York Convention in 1972 

without any reservations. Sweden has thus agreed to rec-
ognize and enforce foreign arbitral awards irrespective 
of whether the country where the award is rendered has 
ratifi ed the New York Convention or not. 

The provisions of the New York Convention are in-
corporated into the fi nal chapter of the Swedish Arbitra-
tion Act of 1999 (“SAA”).1 Thus, the grounds for refusal 
of recognition and enforcement set forth in Sections 54 
and 55 and Section 58 (2) of the SAA are virtually identi-
cal to those enumerated in Articles V and VI of the New 
York Convention.

One interesting feature of the Swedish procedure is 
that it is adversarial: an application for enforcement can-
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undischarged bankrupt that had entered into a security 
rights transfer agreement with his brother, Robert G., in 
order to exempt certain property from his bankruptcy 
estate in Sweden. Based on the transfer agreement, an 
arbitral award was issued in August 2001, in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, with Robert as claimant and Johnny as respon-
dent. There was no explanation in the award as to why a 
dispute had arisen between the parties or what circum-
stances had led to arbitration proceedings. The Supreme 
Court denied recognition on the ground that the parties, 
presumably in collusion with the arbitrators, intended 
to deceive the bankruptcy estate by creating a fi ctitious 
award. The circumstances in connection with the arbitral 
award were deemed to be of such a nature that it would 
be contrary to principles underlying the Swedish legal 
system to enforce the award. 

D. Pending Proceedings Do Not Stay Enforcement

Swedish law adopts a restrictive approach on the is-
sue of postponing enforcement based upon a pending 
challenge to the arbitral award or effort to have the award 
set aside. This was recently confi rmed by the Supreme 
Court in Republic of Latvia v. SwemBalt AB, which con-
cerned enforcement in Sweden of an award rendered in 
Denmark in an investment dispute between a Swedish 
company and the Republic of Latvia.6 The Swedish com-
pany argued that the Republic of Latvia had sequestered 
a company’s property in contravention of the bilateral 
investment treaty between Sweden and Latvia; the tri-
bunal found that the claim was justifi ed and ordered the 
Republic of Latvia to pay damages. The Republic of Lat-
via challenged the award before a Danish court. The same 
grounds invoked in the challenge proceedings were sub-
mitted as reasons to oppose enforcement of the award in 
Sweden. The Court found it unlikely that the Republic of 
Latvia would be successful in the challenge proceedings 
and declared that the award was enforceable in Sweden. 
The Supreme Court affi rmed. Hence, the stay of execu-
tion is not automatic, but is based on an evaluation of the 
prospects of success of the challenge.

Margarita Skeppstedt
Advokatfi rman Lindahl KB

margarita.skeppstedt@lindahl.se

Endnotes
1. Government Bill (Proposition) 1998/99:35, pp. 195-200. 

2. NJA 2003 p. 379. (NJA = Nytt Juridiskt Arkiv (Reports of Supreme 
Court Judgments and Decisions).) 

3. NJA 2009 not N 9. 

4. NJA 2010 p. 219.

5. NJA 2002 C 45, Supreme Court Decision of October 23, 2002 in case 
No. Ö2309-02.

6. NJA 2002 C 62.
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tion agreement is on the applicant, but once the arbitral 
tribunal fi nds that there is such an agreement, there is a 
presumption that the arbitral tribunal has reached the right 
decision. 

The same statement of principle was confi rmed by 
the Supreme Court in its recent decision dated March 24, 
2009, in Carbaque International v. Fabryka Wyrobów.3 The 
case concerned enforcement of a Polish award rendered 
by the Arbitration Court at the Polish Chamber of Com-
merce in Warsaw against the Swedish company Car-
baque International AB. In its award, the arbitral tribunal 
examined its own jurisdiction. The Court concluded 
that, based on the materials submitted in the case, the 
Tribunal’s determination that it had jurisdiction must be 
deemed to be correct. 

B. Non-Receipt of the Request for Arbitration Bars 
Enforcement of a Subsequent, Ex Parte Award

On April 16, 2010, in Lenmornii OAO v. Arne Lars-
son & Partner AB, Ö 13-09, the Supreme Court refused 
to enforce an award rendered by the International Com-
mercial Arbitration Court at the Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of the Russian Federation against a Swedish 
company. 4 The Russian party’s request for arbitration 
had been sent to the Swedish company at the address 
set forth in the parties’ contract. However, after the ex-
ecution of the contract but before the commencement 
of the arbitration, the Swedish company had changed 
its address without informing the Russian counterparty 
of the change. The request for arbitration was returned 
to the Russian claimant by the postal service. Thus, the 
Swedish respondent was actually notifi ed of the arbitral 
proceedings only after the application for enforcement 
of the award had been fi led with the Svea Court of Ap-
peal. The Russian claimant contended that the Swedish 
company should nevertheless be deemed to have been 
properly served, since it deliberately had failed to inform 
the counterparty of its new address. The Supreme Court 
found that the term “proper notice” in Article V(1)(b) of 
the New York Convention does not provide any guid-
ance regarding what constitutes suffi cient notice of an 
arbitration. However, the Court concluded that a party 
seeking enforcement must show that respondent actually 
received the initial request for arbitration. 

C. The Public Policy Exception Is Narrowly Defi ned

Swedish law takes a very restrictive approach to the 
notion of public policy in connection with recognition 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. There is only 
one case, Robert G. v. Johnny L., in which the Supreme 
Court has refused to recognize and enforce a foreign arbi-
tral award on public policy grounds.5 The circumstances 
in this case were exceptional because there was reason to 
believe that the award had been obtained for the purpose 
of perpetuating a fraud. The debtor, Johnny L., was an 
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performance of an agreement the termination of which 
is disputed, are not tantamount to partial awards, even 
when the arbitral tribunal would designate its order as 
such. As a result, such interim measures may not be chal-
lenged before the SFT. This important and clarifying deci-
sion, which also underscores the SFT’s policy of not in-
terfering with pending arbitration proceedings, has been 
very well received by the Swiss legal community.

Nicolas Piérard
nicolas.pierard@borel-barbey.ch

Alexandre de Weck
Borel & Barbey

alexandre.deweck@borel-barbey.ch
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* * *

TAIWAN
Taiwan is not a signatory party to the New York Con-

vention. Widely accepted and ratifi ed as the New York 
Convention may be, Taiwan is not able to be a party to 
that New York Convention due to its special international 
status. In order to solve all the possible problems that 
might arise from its peculiar situation, Taiwanese legisla-
tors try to follow the principles of the New York Conven-
tion to the extent possible. However, although Taiwan’s 
legal provisions are similar to the New York Conven-
tion, the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral 
awards in Taiwan still has some unique features. 

Under Taiwanese law, an arbitral award can be re-
garded as a foreign award if: (1) it is made outside of the 
territory of the Republic of China; or (2) it is made within 
the territory of the Republic of China, Taiwan, in accor-
dance with foreign law. 

The grounds for refusal of recognition or enforcement 
of a foreign arbitral award are provided in Articles 49 and 
50 of Arbitration Act of the Republic of China (hereinafter 
referred to as the “Arbitration Act”). The Arbitration Act, 
formally named “the Commercial Arbitration Act of the 
Republic of China,” was revised and came into force on 
December 24, 1998. The latest amendment to the Arbitra-
tion Act was made on December 30, 2009. 

As stipulated respectively in Articles 49 and 50 of the 
Arbitration Act, there exist two different categories of 
grounds for refusing to recognize and enforce a foreign 
arbitral award. 

SWITZERLAND

Case Law Developments
Until recently, it was not clear under Swiss case law 

whether the granting of a stay pending the resolution of 
annulment proceedings in the foreign country of origin 
of an arbitral award would prevent the recognition and 
enforcement of that award in Switzerland. In 1984, the 
Swiss Federal Tribunal (“SFT”) ruled that this was so, 
and that the arbitral award was consequently not bind-
ing.1 In the following years, however, the SFT has modi-
fi ed this rule on a case-by-case basis.

In a decision published in early 2009, the SFT clearly 
confi rmed that a general ex lege stay will not prevent the 
recognition and enforcement of an award in Switzerland 
according to the New York Convention.2 Rather, an ex-
press court decision granting such a stay is necessary to 
prevent enforcement of the award until the end of the 
annulment proceedings in the concerned foreign country. 

 In July 2010, the SFT reaffi rmed the basic principles 
relating to enforcement of international arbitral awards 
under the New York Convention when a violation of 
the Swiss public order is alleged by the appealing party 
challenging said enforcement.3 The claimant alleged in 
that case, inter alia, that an arbitral award rendered in the 
U.S. should not be confi rmed or enforced in Switzerland 
because both the sole arbitrator and the attorney for the 
respondent had in the past practiced before the same 
United States Court of Appeals, and the daughter of the 
arbitrator had worked as a trainee with the same law 
fi rm as one of the respondent’s attorneys. The SFT denied 
the claimant’s challenge on the ground that a party must 
challenge an arbitrator as soon as it learns of a reason to 
do so. In other words, it is unacceptable for a party to 
keep this argument in reserve, for use only if and when 
an unfavorable award is issued against it. Therefore, as 
claimant’s attorney in the arbitration proceedings had 
been informed during the proceedings about all relevant 
facts concerning prior contacts between the daughter of 
the arbitrator and the attorney for defendant and had not 
considered them as a ground for challenging the arbitra-
tor at that time, claimant could no longer use this ground 
in good faith against recognition and enforcement of the 
award. In addition, according to the SFT, the fact that the 
arbitrator and the attorney for defendant had practiced 
before the same United States court was obviously not a 
suffi cient ground for challenging the impartiality of the 
arbitrator.

It was not clear until recently whether interim meas-
ures (as opposed to interim awards related to jurisdiction 
or to the appointment of the arbitral tribunal) ordered by 
arbitral tribunals in Switzerland could be immediately 
challenged before the SFT. In April 2010, however, the 
SFT clearly excluded the possibility of bringing such 
immediate challenges.4 The SFT reasoned that interim 
measures, including measures ordering the provisional 
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administration of justice. This view is 
clearly demonstrated by the Article cited 
above, which stipulates that the court of 
our country “may,” rather than “shall,” 
refuse the recognition of an arbitral 
award.

In a recent amendment, Article 49, Para. 2 of the 
Arbitration Act was modifi ed to serve as a safeguard 
clause for the purpose of persuading other members of 
the international community to recognize and enforce 
Taiwanese arbitral awards. Article 49 (2) of the Arbitration 
Act (as amended) provides that: “[t]he court may issue a 
dismissal with respect to an application for recognition of 
a foreign arbitral award if the country where the arbitral 
award is made or whose laws govern the arbitral award 
does not recognize arbitral awards of the Republic of 
Taiwan.” 

This safeguard clause allows for the application of 
the principle of reciprocity, but also enables the courts of 
Taiwan to determine the enforcement of foreign arbitral 
awards after taking into consideration all relevant factors 
as well as the relevant background. This unique provision 
empowers the Court to recognize foreign awards without 
being strictly bound by the principle of reciprocity. 

By defi nition, a strict application of the principle 
of reciprocity means all awards rendered in countries 
which refuse to recognize Taiwanese arbitral awards in 
turn will not be recognized by Taiwanese courts, while 
foreign awards rendered in countries that recognize Tai-
wanese arbitral awards will be recognized and enforced 
by Taiwanese courts. However, it is not entirely predict-
able whether Taiwanese courts will refuse to recognize 
an arbitral award rendered in countries that have refused 
to recognize Taiwanese arbitral awards, or in countries 
that do not have any precedent of recognizing Taiwanese 
arbitral awards. In other words, Taiwanese courts have 
the discretion to decide whether or not to recognize and 
enforce foreign arbitral awards rendered in countries that 
do not have any precedent recognizing Taiwanese arbitral 
awards on a case-by-case basis. To date, Taiwanese prec-
edents indicate that arbitral awards made in 10 countries 
and 1 special administration region, namely the United 
States, Great Britain, Switzerland, Finland, France, Russia, 
South Africa, Vietnam, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong, will 
be recognized by Taiwan. 

B. Article 50 of the Arbitration Act

Article 50 of the Arbitration Act is almost identical 
to Article V of the New York Convention and Article 36 
(1) (a) of the UNCITRAL Model Law, and stipulates as 
follows: 

If a party applies to the court for recognition of a for-
eign arbitral award which concerns any of the following 
circumstances, the opposite party may request the court 

A. Article 49 of the Arbitration Act

Article 49 of Arbitration Act provides that: 

1. The court shall issue a dismissal with respect 
to any application submitted by a party for 
recognition of a foreign arbitral award, if such 
award contains one of the following elements:

i. the recognition or enforcement of the award 
would be contrary to the public policy of the 
Republic of China, Taiwan; or

ii. the subject matter of the dispute is not capable 
of settlement by arbitration under the laws of 
the Republic of China, Taiwan.

2. The court may issue a dismissal order with respect 
to an application for recognition of a foreign 
arbitral award if the court of the country where 
the arbitral award is made or whose laws govern 
the arbitral award does not recognize or enforce 
arbitral awards of the Republic of China.

Under Article 49 of the Arbitration Act, the courts 
have the power to dismiss an application for recognition 
of a foreign arbitral award even in absence of any request 
from the opposite party. 

It is noteworthy that the legislators used the word 
“may,” instead of “shall,” in Article 49, Para. 2 of the 
Arbitration Act. This language vests the court with the 
discretionary power to grant or refuse recognition to a 
foreign arbitral award, even when the court of the coun-
try where the award was made or whose laws govern 
the award refuses to recognize or enforce arbitral awards 
made in the Republic of China, Taiwan. The courts have 
historically exercised this discretion in favor of recogniz-
ing foreign awards. In All American Cotton Co., Ltd. v. 
Jian-Rong Textile Co., Ltd., 75-Tai-Kang-Tze-No.335, dated 
August 7, 1986, the Supreme Court ruled as follows: 

Article 32 (2) of the Commercial 
Arbitration Act (the former article of 
the current Article 49 (2) of Arbitration 
Act) provides: the court may refuse the 
enforcement of an arbitral award if the 
court of the country where the arbitral 
award is made refuses to recognize 
or enforce the arbitral awards made 
in the Republic of China. However, 
this principle of reciprocity shall not 
be interpreted as that this Court can 
recognize a foreign country’s arbitral 
award only after such country where the 
arbitration took place has recognized the 
ROC’s arbitral awards fi rst. Otherwise, it 
would not only undermine the spirit of 
international courtesy but also constitute 
an impediment to the enhancement 
of international cooperation in the 
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acts, in particular in   the Civil Procedural Code of Ukraine 
(“Code”).

Articles 390-398 of the Code govern the procedure 
for the recognition and enforcement of foreign court 
judgments. Notwithstanding the fact that these articles 
concern foreign court judgments, as opposed to foreign 
arbitral awards, Article 81 of the Law of Ukraine “On Pri-
vate International Law” No. 2709-IV, dated June 23, 2005, 
may be interpreted to mean that the words “foreign court 
judgments” include foreign arbitral awards and hence 
that these articles of the Code apply to the recognition 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards as well.1 

Ukrainian law has not changed much in the last year 
with regard to the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 
However, there has been one signifi cant change. Law No. 
1837-VI, dated January 21, 2010, amended the Code such 
that, when recognition and enforcement of a foreign ar-
bitration award is sought, reciprocity is presumed unless 
the contrary is proven. Thus, to avoid recognition and 
enforcement, the respondent must now demonstrate that 
courts in the state which is the seat of the arbitration do 
not recognize and enforce arbitral awards issued by the 
International Commercial Arbitration Court of Ukraine at 
the Chamber of Commerce of Ukraine and/or judgments 
of Ukrainian national courts. The impact of this amend-
ment remains to be seen.

Case Law Developments

A. ICC Arbitration Award Against Companies Based 
in Ukraine and Cyprus Recognized by District 
Court (Hefko Minerals and Metals Shipping AG v. 
Pivdenna Factoring Company Ltd., Case No. 2k-
1/09)

A Swiss company applied to the Zavodskyy District 
Court of Zaporizhzhya for recognition and enforcement 
of an arbitration award issued by the International Court 
of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce 
(“ICC”). The ICC awarded two co-claimants $426,625.36 
U.S. dollars in damages, arbitration costs of $3,000 and 
expenses amounting to 47,617.20 in Swiss Francs against 
two corporate respondents registered in Ukraine and Cy-
prus, respectively. The respondents were held to be jointly 
and severally liable for the above amounts. The court 
found that the arbitration award could be recognized on 
the territory of Ukraine and directed that the awarded 
amounts must be recalculated in Ukrainian currency as 
required by  the Code.

B. Defenses of Non-Arbitrability and Public Policy 
Rejected by Appellate Court (StalUkrSnab Ltd. v. 
Promeksim Ltd., Case No. 22ц-2125) 

A trial court granted the claimant permission to en-
force an arbitration award issued by the International 
Commercial Arbitration Court at the Russian Federation 

to dismiss the application within twenty days from the 
date of receipt of the notice of the application:

a. the arbitration agreement is invalid as a result 
of the incapacity of a party according to the 
applicable laws;

b. the arbitration agreement is null and void 
according to the law chosen to govern the said 
agreement or, in the absence of choice of law, the 
law of the country where the arbitral award was 
made;

c. a party is not given proper notice either of the 
appointment of an arbitrator or of any other 
matter required in the arbitral proceedings, or 
any other situations that give rise to lack of due 
process;

d. the arbitral award is not relevant to the subject 
matter of the dispute covered by the arbitral 
agreement or exceeds the scope of the arbitration 
agreement, unless the offending portion can 
be severed from and that will not affect the 
remainder of the arbitral award;

e. the composition of the arbitral tribunal or the 
arbitration procedure contravenes the arbitration 
agreement or, in the absence of an arbitration 
agreement, the law of the place of the arbitration; 
or

f. the arbitral award is not yet binding upon the 
parties or has been suspended or revoked by a 
competent court.

Article 50 of the Arbitration Act, reprinted in 1 CAA ARB. 
J. 34 (2002).

Thus, under Article 50 of the Arbitration Act, the 
court is under an obligation to consider whether to dis-
miss an application if, and only if, the opposite party has 
so requested based upon various conditions set forth in 
Article 50. 

Helena H.C. Chen
Formosan Brothers, Attorneys-at-law

helena@mail.fblaw.com.tw

* * *

UKRAINE

Statutory Developments
When ratifying the New York Convention, Ukraine 

made a reservation stating that “with regard to awards 
made in the territory of non-contracting States, it will 
apply the Convention only to the extent to which those 
States grant reciprocal treatment.” The same approach to-
wards reciprocity was fi xed in several Ukrainian national 
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Company NaftoGaz, the Kyiv Appeal Court held that 
interim awards of the Tribunal of Arbitration Institute of 
the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce shall be enforced 
in the same way as fi nal awards and in accordance with 
the New York Convention and national legislation of 
Ukraine. 

Eugene Blinov
Astapov Lawyers

blinov@astapovlawyers.com

Endnote
1. See also Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of Ukraine 

No. 12, paragraph 10 of adopted on December 24, 1999. 

* * *

UNITED KINGDOM

Case Law Developments
English courts have long been supportive of arbitra-

tion, both domestic and international. It is rare for an 
English court to refuse to enforce arbitration awards, 
and even more rare when the award is a foreign arbitra-
tion award covered by the New York Convention. In 
fact, there have been only three such cases in the 35 years 
since the New York Convention became part of English 
law. That statistic means that, on the rare occasion that 
an English court does refuse to enforce an international 
arbitration award, it is worth paying close attention to the 
reasons for that refusal. 

The third of the three cases in the past 35 years in 
which enforcement was refused is the very recent case of 
Dallah Real Estate and Tourism Company (“Dallah”) v. The 
Government of Pakistan [2010] UKSC 46. Aside from being 
a rarity, Dallah is also the fi rst time the highest court in 
England has refused to enforce a foreign arbitral award. 

Dallah, part of a Saudi conglomerate, concluded a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the Government of 
Pakistan in 1995 for the provision of housing for pilgrims 
in Mecca. In January 1996, the Government of Pakistan 
established a special purpose vehicle, the Awami Hajj 
Trust (“the Trust”), to perform its part of the bargain, and 
the Trust signed an agreement with Dallah (which agree-
ment was subject to an arbitration clause). Following a 
change in political power in Pakistan a few months later, 
the Trust ceased to exist as a legal entity. As a result, Dal-
lah suffered substantial losses as it had already expended 
sizable sums of money in acquiring land for the housing 
project.

Dallah commenced arbitral proceedings against the 
Government of Pakistan relying on the arbitration clause 
in its agreement with the Trust. An ICC tribunal (the “Tri-
bunal”) sitting in Paris determined that it had jurisdiction 
over the Government of Pakistan and awarded Dallah 
damages in excess of U.S. $20 million. Dallah brought its 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Respondent ap-
pealed this judgment to the Appellate Court of Donetsk 
Oblast. On appeal, the defendant asked the appellate 
court to reverse the judgment and reject recognition and 
enforcement of the award based on Articles 5(2)(a) and 
2(b) of the New York Convention. The appellate court 
held that the appellant’s argument concerning arbitrabil-
ity failed on the grounds that the contract was concluded 
between two parties, one of which was a foreign entity as 
required by the Ukrainian Law “On International Com-
mercial Arbitration,” and the contract contained a valid 
arbitration clause. The appellate court also rejected appel-
lant’s argument that recognition and enforcement of the 
award was contrary to the public policy of Ukraine. 

C. Foreign Arbitral Award Enforced Against a 
Ukrainian State-Owned Port (Evertrade v. State 
Enterprise Sea Trade Port of Kherson, Case No. 
N2-1628/10)

A French company sought enforcement of an arbitral 
award from the Suvorovskyy District Court of Kherson. 
The award, which had been issued by a Tribunal of the 
Arbitration Institute of the Stoc  kholm Chamber of Com-
merce, concerned the recovery of certain sums owed to 
the claimant by State Enterprise Sea Trade Port of Kher-
son (Ukraine). The defendant contested the application, 
arguing that the award was contrary to the public policy 
of Ukraine and that the applicant had been liquidated.

The court found that the award complied with both 
national law and the New York Convention, which 
was part of national legislation, since it was ratifi ed by 
Ukraine; had been issued in compliance with the princi-
ples of rule of law and the parties’ respective rights and 
obligations; and the award did not violate Ukrainian 
public policy. The court also held that, since the respond-
ent’s liquidation procedure was not yet complete, that 
process did not prevent enforcement of the award. 

D. Award Issued in Favor of Belarusian Potash 
Company (CJSC Belaruska Potash Company v. 
OJSC Sumykhimprom, Case No. 2-k-4/2010) 

This decision by the Zarichnyy District Court of 
Sumy is noteworthy for two reasons. First, it shows that 
Ukrainian courts recognize and enforce settlement agree-
ments approved in arbitration awards. Second, the court 
rejected claimant’s request for legal costs on the ground 
that the Code does not provide for compensation of legal 
costs incurred in the course of recognition and enforce-
ment of foreign awards. However, the court held that the 
applicant was free to claim these costs by way of a sepa-
rate proceeding.

E. Interim Awards May Be Recognized in the Same 
Manner as Final Awards (RosUkrEnergo AG v. 
NJSC Naftogaz of Ukraine, Case No. 22-22616/10) 

In a widely discussed and politically charged mat-
ter involving RosUkrEnergo AG and National Stock 
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“group of companies” doctrine is not universally recog-
nized and parties should ensure that all relevant entities 
should be parties to the arbitration agreement. Failure to 
do so may leave a party without a respondent or effective 
remedy. 

While Dallah is a foreign arbitration award, English 
law mirrors the New York Convention in its approach 
to the enforcement of domestic arbitration awards. A 
recent example of this is IRB Brasil Resseguros SA v CX 
Reinsurance Company Ltd [2010] EWHC 974 (Comm), in 
which lawyers from our fi rm successfully defended an 
award which the respondents had sought to challenge 
simply because they had lost, rather than on sound legal 
principles. 

Although Dallah is a case in which enforcement was 
refused, it was clearly an unusual case as even the arbitra-
tors expressed some doubt about whether they had ju-
risdiction. The decision demonstrates that English courts 
will apply a light touch to reviewing arbitration awards 
and only intervene if absolutely necessary and in the 
carefully specifi ed circumstances set out in the New York 
Convention. 

Kiran Soar
Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP

ksoar@blg.co.uk

Simon Jackson
Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP

sjackson@blg.co.uk

Carly Devlin
Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP

cdevlin@blg.co.uk

URUGUAY

Statutory Developments
Uruguay has signed and ratifi ed several treaties 

involving the recognition and enforcement of foreign 
arbitral awards in addition to the New York Convention: 
Montevideo Treaties of 1889 and 1940, Inter American 
Convention on Extraterritorial Validity of Foreign Judg-
ments and Awards, and the Mercosur Agreements regard-
ing International Commercial Arbitration. 

However, the country does not have any special law 
to regulate international commercial arbitration. That 
is about to change. At present, the Uruguay parliament 
has commenced the discussion of a proposed law in that 
regard, and the law has very good chances of being ap-
proved. The proposed law is virtually completely based 
on the UNCITRAL 1985 Model Law on International 
Commercial Arbitration. It expressly excludes the amend-
ments introduced in 2006 on the understanding that they 
imply an important disconnection from the text of the 

arbitration award to England and sought to enforce it un-
der the New York Convention.

The Government of Pakistan resisted enforcement 
under Article V(1)(a) of the New York Convention on the 
basis that the arbitration agreement did not bind it, and 
there was no “common intention” between the parties 
that the Government of Pakistan should be bound (this 
being the correct test under French law, the law govern-
ing the arbitration). Dallah argued that the tribunal had 
considered this question and decided that it did have 
jurisdiction and the court should not interfere with that 
fi nding.

The Supreme Court considered the weight to be at-
tached to the tribunal’s conclusion on these issues and 
accordingly, on its own jurisdiction. Lord Mance drew 
an analogy with an entirely different type of court and 
contest, concluding that “Dallah starts with advantage of 
service, it does not also start fi fteen or thirty love up.” 

That slight advantage was not enough as the Su-
preme Court refused to allow enforcement. In assessing 
whether there was a “common intention” that the Gov-
ernment of Pakistan should be bound, the Tribunal had 
focused primarily on the relationship between the Gov-
ernment of Pakistan and the Trust, but not on whether 
Dallah had any common intention with the Government 
of Pakistan (and it is worth noting that the Tribunal itself 
stated its conclusion was “very close to the line,” with 
two of the three arbitrators expressing hesitation). 

The Court also considered the fact that Article V(1) 
of the New York Convention is apparently permissive, 
providing that “recognition or enforcement of the award may 
be refused,” suggesting that the Court might have discre-
tion to enforce an award even if it concluded that the 
award had been made by a Tribunal without jurisdiction. 
The Court rejected this possibility as it would be remark-
able if the word “may” enabled enforcement of an award 
made without jurisdiction. 

Dallah reiterates the importance of accurately iden-
tifying the entities that should be parties to, and clearly 
stating the scope of, an arbitration agreement. This 
should always be a commercial priority when contracting 
with States or State agencies and groups of companies, 
where the “true” or best funded party may not always 
be the signatory to the terms but is no less important in 
the context of securing an agreement to arbitrate. Par-
ticular care should also be taken to secure all necessary 
consents when contracting with States or State agencies 
which may be fettered by national laws restricting their 
ability to refer disputes with private parties to arbitra-
tion. Similarly when considering groups of companies, 
although some tribunals, for example as in the ICC case 
of Dow Chemical v Isover St Gobain (ICC Award 4131), may 
consider a group of companies to be one and the same 
economic entity when determining their jurisdiction, the 
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tains a defi nition which states that the term “commercial 
activities” is “the performance of one or many trading 
acts by business people or organizations, including goods 
purchase and sale, service provision; distribution; trade 
representation and agency; consignment; renting and 
lease; hire purchase; construction; consultancy; technol-
ogy; licensing; investment; fi nancing; banking; insurance; 
exploration and exploitation; transport of goods and pas-
sengers by air, sea, rail, land, and other commercial acts 
as prescribed by law.” The defi nitions in both the CL and 
the OCA appear to be broad and would encompass every 
commercial activity for profi t whatever the nomenclature 
of the activity is. 

B. CPC 

In the Vietnamese legal context, the implementation 
of the New York Convention is subject to the Civil Pro-
ceedings Code of 2004 (“CPC”), which governs procedure 
on the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral 
awards in Vietnam. The CPC provides for the order and 
procedures for resolution of civil affairs and execution of 
civil judgments including arbitral awards.

Under the CPC, a petition for the recognition and en-
forcement of a foreign arbitral award must be fi led before 
the Ministry of Justice of Vietnam (“MOJ”). The MOJ then 
transfers the fi led petition to an appropriate court which 
will have authority to clarify any unclear matters in the 
petition. When the court considers the petition, it express-
ly does not have authority to review the dispute which 
has been resolved by a foreign arbitral tribunal and it 
shall only check and verify the foreign arbitral award and 
any attached document in relation to the CPC and inter-
national agreements, such as the New York Convention.

The grounds for non-recognition of foreign arbitral 
awards in Vietnam generally track those contained in Ar-
ticle V of the New York Convention, with one exception. 
An award may not be recognized and enforced in Viet-
nam where it is determined by the Court that such recog-
nition and enforcement would be contrary to the “basic 
principles of the laws of Vietnam.” This is similar to the 
language in Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention, 
albeit Vietnam changed “public policy” under the New 
York Convention to “basic principles of the laws of Viet-
nam” in the CPC. 

There is no legal guidance as to what constitutes 
“basic principles of the laws of Vietnam” and this can be 
broadly interpreted by the courts. As a result, this has 
been regarded as problematic insofar as recognition and 
enforcement of foreign arbitral awards are concerned. 

Case Law Developments
The New York Convention regime remains largely 

underdeveloped in Vietnam as there has been a lack of 
court practice in this regard. One public case, which was 
widely perceived to be the fi rst of its kind, was decided 

New York Convention. However, although the proposed 
law does not include the provisions of the actual UNCIT-
RAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration 
regarding the interpretation of the term “agreement in 
writing,” it does introduce some variation to the original 
1985 text by eliminating telexes as a way of evidencing 
the existence of the agreement while incorporating fac-
similes and “other electronic communications,” which 
would include emails.

Case Law Developments
According to articles 541 and 543 of the Code for 

General Civil Procedure, in Uruguay foreign arbitral 
awards must go through an exequatur proceeding before 
the Supreme Court of Justice prior to execution. There 
is not a signifi cant number of cases in Uruguay. The last 
two cases were decided in 2008 (case 85) and 2004 (case 
41). In the 2008 case referenced, above, the Supreme 
Court rejected the exequatur because the arbitral clause 
was contained in a contract which was not signed by the 
defendant and thus did not comply with the require-
ment established in Article II, section 1 and 2 and IV of 
the New York Convention. However, in general the Su-
preme Court has taken a very broad approach in favor 
of enforcement of arbitral awards and authorization of 
their execution in Uruguay (probably a more positive ap-
proach than the Supreme Court has taken with foreign 
judgments).

Andrés Durán Hareau 
Hughes & Hughes

aduran@hughes.com.uy
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Faculty of Law of Universidad de Montevideo
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VIETNAM

Statutory Developments

A. “Commercial” Activities 

When Vietnam acceded to the New York Convention 
in 1995, it made both of the reservations permitted under 
Article I(3) of the New York Convention. The Commercial 
Law of 2005 (“CL”) is applicable to the second reserva-
tion, which states that Vietnam will apply the New York 
Convention only to differences arising out of legal rela-
tionships, whether contractual or not, that are considered 
commercial under national law. The CL contains a defi ni-
tion of “commercial activities” as “activities for the pur-
pose of generating profi ts, including: sale and purchase 
of goods, provision of services, investment, commercial 
promotion and other activities for profi t.” The Ordinance 
on Commercial Arbitration of 2003 (“OCA”) also con-
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invalidated the construction contract; and (ii) the inclu-
sion of a provision in the same contract precluding Tyco 
Services Singapore Pte Ltd from complying with its tax 
obligations under the laws of Vietnam. 

Challenges and Prospects
Despite having acceded to the New York Conven-

tion 15 years ago, there still remains much to be seen as 
to how Vietnam will be able to implement such conven-
tion. The practice of courts in Vietnam has been scant but 
signifi cant as there is a tendency to review the factual 
circumstances of every case in light of whether the recog-
nition and enforcement of a foreign arbitral award would 
be contrary to the “basic principles of the laws of Viet-
nam.” This is contrary to the CPC which provides that 
courts do not have the authority to review the dispute 
in such instances of recognition and enforcement. This is 
also inconsistent with international practice. However, 
from the perspective of Vietnamese courts, if it appears 
that a review would be essential to determine whether the 
recognition and enforcement would contravene the “ba-
sic principles of the laws of Vietnam” then such de novo 
review will occur. Such review is dangerous as it actually 
opens the foreign arbitral award to the additional scrutiny 
of the courts in Vietnam. Unless this aspect is clarifi ed 
in another court case in Vietnam, or the CPC and other 
relevant laws of Vietnam are amended to provide clarity, 
this Court practice remains an impediment to the effective 
implementation of the New York Convention in Vietnam.

Kevin B. Hawkins
MAYER BROWN JSM (VIETNAM)

kevin.hawkins@mayerbrownjsm.com

on December 18, 2001 by the provincial court of Lam 
Dong Province. The court ruled in favor of the recogni-
tion and enforcement of an arbitral award rendered in 
Geneva, Switzerland by Kyunggi Silk Co., Ltd., a Korean 
company, against Visery Company, a Vietnamese com-
pany. The amount in dispute was around U.S. $400,000. 

The other known case involved the interpretation of 
the second reservation of Vietnam under the New York 
Convention restricting recognition and enforcement to 
commercial awards. In this case, the economic court of 
Ho Chi Minh City issued a decision on May 23, 2002 
recognizing an arbitral award rendered by an arbitral 
tribunal in Australia for the fi rst time (“Tyco Case”). The 
dispute arose between Tyco Services Singapore Pte Ltd, 
a Singaporean company and a subsidiary of a United 
States company, and Leighton Contractors Co., Ltd., a 
Vietnamese company, out of a contract signed in 1995 re-
lating to the development of a beach resort hotel. 

However, the lower court’s decision in the Tyco Case 
was reversed with fi nality by the appellate court. In its 
ruling, the appellate court stated that the dispute did 
not involve a commercial activity; hence, there was no 
requirement to enforce the award under the second res-
ervation of Vietnam to the New York Convention. Under 
the then prevailing commercial laws (not the present CL), 
commercial activities were limited and narrowly defi ned, 
relating mainly to trade in goods. As this was a construc-
tion dispute, the appellate court concluded that it was 
not arbitrable under the laws of Vietnam. 

Also, the appellate court in the Tyco Case ruled that 
the enforcement of the arbitral award would violate the 
basic principles of Vietnamese law. The violations were 
in respect of: (i) the lack of a construction permit which 
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Update from NYSBA Bahrain (GCC) Chapter

Dear Readers, 

Our New York State Bar Association International 
Section continues to prove, beyond any doubt, absolute 
commitment to its inherent leadership role throughout 
the international legal community.  

As you may be aware, with tremendous effort and 
dignity, which included over a year’s work behind the 
scenes commencing in May 2010, both Carl-Olof Bouveng 
and Michael Galligan were fi nally able to successfully 
recommend to Albany the adoption of a detailed program 
allowing the International Section to register chapters 
abroad when necessary to abide by local regulations.  This 
new development has, in effect, addressed many barriers 
that had previously interrupted our growth and the po-
tential of some events abroad.

The Bahrain Chapter was provided with the fi rst such 
approval and is honored to have been so recognized.  I 
am pleased to report that our colleagues are now en route 
to fi nalize the registration and activation process.  

The purpose of the Bahrain Chapter was initially to 
provide a legal forum for all interested local and inter-
national transactional lawyers in Bahrain or in neigh-
boring un-served countries.  We are hoping that this 
forum will allow us to accomplish the noble goals of the 
NYSBA, provide a safe and comfortable venue to network 
amongst peers, and provide a platform for the natural 
transfer of knowledge and expertise. 

Any keen observer and follower of international de-
velopments and legal precedents will no doubt appreciate 
the timing of this formation.  You have all seen the media 
coverage on the recent turbulence in Egypt, Tunisia, Bah-
rain and Libya (and other neighboring countries).  That 
said, we regrettably haven’t had an opportunity yet to 
analyze the legal differences between the different events.  
I am sure you will agree that case study topics are now 
abundant.

Although the international media may be simplifying 
developments for general consumption, as legal scholars 
I have no doubt that you will appreciate the subtle differ-
ences, legal arguments and possible constitutional issues 
relating to:

i. Constitutionality of proposed amendments to the 
countries’ respective constitutions (with or without 
referendums);

Update from Algeria
As most of you  have  heard , following popular upris-

ings in some neighbor countries, several civil associations, 
opposition parties, unions and human rights organiza-
tions recently formed the CNCD (National Coordination 
for Change and Democracy) and since February 12 , this 
organization holds  weekly demonstrations in Algiers,  
with the objective of  seeking change.

Indeed, the State is generally perceived as insuffi -
ciently modernized because of bureaucratic administra-
tion, corruption, absence of effective freedom of speech 
and lack of political alternative.

 In response to these protests, the Government 
amended various social and economic regulations and, on 
February 23, 2011, decided to repeal the 19-year-old state 
of emergency. More recently, the Government initiated a 
national debate about possible constitutional reform.

In addition to international media coverage of these 
recent events, one would probably also need to be in-
formed about the political background of the last 30 years 
or so, in particular violent riots in the 80s and the decade 
of violence in the 90s. 

During that period, the progressive entrance of the 
country into the new world economy drove the Govern-
ment to  move  away from its primary ideological choices. 
Signifi cantly, the Constitution was amended in order to 
allow a democratic society (multi-party in politics), cul-
tural diversity (offi cial recognition of the Berber people 
and their Tamazight language) and  movement  forward to 
a more liberal economy.

It is interesting to note that the formation of our (Eu-
ropean and U.S.) legal constitutional traditions has de-
veloped over centuries of social and political turbulences. 
Scholars generally admit the proposition that revolutions 
and reforms gave birth  to  those modern legal systems.

 Therefore, the recent movements require appropriate 
forum to consider their impact on a legal doctrine  level, 
especially considering that today’s events take place in a 
world much more integrated than it was centuries ago.

Karim Khoukhi, Esq
Khoukhi At Qwedar PLL

Algiers, Algeria
khoukhi@k-law.fr

* * *

Special Updates
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Tunisia’s uprising began in Sidi Bouzid, a poor town 
in the interior of the country. This has triggered a much 
wider series of protests and clashes with the police in 
Tunisia. The violent response of the authorities—with the 
police opening fi re on demonstrators—appears to have 
exacerbated the anger and led to the big day of the 14 
January when the unrest reached the centre of the capital, 
principally in the memorable street of Habib Bourguiba.

Despite all his attempts and promises to change, as 
the world watched, the President fi nally stepped down on 
14 of January, 2011.

He then fl ed to Saudi Arabia with his family.

What Happens Next? Prime Minister Mohamed 
Ghannouchi stated that he became the acting President 
under Article 56 of the Constitution. Many lawyers dis-
agreed with Ghannouchi’s interpretation as pursuant to 
Article 57 of the Constitution, the Constitutional Council 
should meet and the leader of one of the houses of the Tu-
nisian parliament should become an interim President. 

Decision of the Constitutional Council. The post of 
president is defi nitely vacant. Under Article 57, Fouad 
Mebazaa should become the interim President, with the 
obligation to call for elections within 45 to 60 days and to 
ask Prime Minister Ghannouchi to form a national unity 
government.

For Tunisia’s new interim national unity government, 
satisfying the political aspirations of the Tunisian public is 
a tough job. Further, they need to simultaneously restore 
the stability which has long been Tunisia’s crucial eco-
nomic asset.

Unforeseen Revolution. Unplanned, emergent, or-
ganic to Tunisian society, this revolution is not ruled by 
mechanical time. Soon enough spontaneity will give way 
to pre-meditation.

Certainly, a combination of three attributes that make 
Tunisian society highly distinctive, and different from 
other Arab countries, set the stage:

• literacy rates over 80%

• emancipation of women

• a demographic transition from high birth and death 
rates to low birth and death rate, in part due to high 
literacy and women’s rights.

At a Tipping Point. Tunisia’s interim President Fouad 
Mebazaa announced on 3 March 2011 details of new elec-
tions promised after the overthrow of the dictator.

Mr. Mebazaa said voting for a council of representa-
tives to rewrite the constitution would be held by 24 July. 
Until that time, a new interim government would run the 
country and he would continue in offi ce, even though the 

ii. The use of force by riot police, if any;

iii. The introduction of the army to police civil society 
by force, with or without properly declaring mar-
tial law;

iv. The de-centralization of the Rule of Law by im-
plied transfer of powers to local governors;

v. The limitation and practical issues to the principle 
of force majeure; and

vi. Inherent human rights issues which must be 
adopted in the new system, whether through a 
Declaration of Rights, statutes or constitutions.

I hope the upcoming months provide us with the 
necessary forums and opportunities to consider the mas-
sive implications to legal doctrines that have and will 
result from the revolutions, uprisings and civil debates 
raging in the Middle East.

I would welcome any of our members to visit the re-
gion (physically or electronically), especially at this time, 
and provide your input.  It’s not every day that nations 
rise and decide to address their civil contracts and agree-
ments with one another.

 
Regards,

Aymen Almoayed
Almoayed Chambers

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
aalmoayed@almoayedchambers.com

* * *

Background on the Jasmine Revolution in 
Tunisia

In return for slow but steady economic growth, the 
majority of Tunisians have accepted restricted political 
rights, a police state and an elite accused of corruption.

For foreign investors, Tunis has been a safe place to 
invest and a source of cheap labor; however, this model 
seems to have failed—or maybe it was always unsustain-
able over the long term.

The turmoil in Tunisia started with Mr. Mohamed 
Bouazizi. Mr. Bouazizi became a hero throughout the 
country when he doused himself in petrol and set him-
self on fi re on December the 17 because offi cials in his 
town prevented him from selling vegetables on the 
streets without permission.

Frustration with lack of freedoms, the excess of the 
ruling class and anger at police brutality coupled, with a 
large number of unemployed graduates, seem to have all 
converged to spark an unstoppable wave of public anger.
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5) Democracy assistance groups and other NGOs 
will be able to engage in the transitional 
process and guarantee human rights.

The Question Is: Will There Be a Broader Impact 
of the Jasmine Revolution on the Whole Region? 

Tunisia’s Jasmine Revolution was, in many ways, the 
most unlikely event to spark the current wave of liberal-
ization and democratization that is sweeping through the 
Arab world; starting from Egypt with the crumble of the 
long-feared regime of Hosni Mubarak to the “Revolution 
in Libya,” where enraged dissidents and the government 
are currently embroiled in titanic violence which has led 
to the freezing of the assets of Libya’s leaders, including 
Kaddafi , and the withdrawal of oil companies from the 
country. 

Timeline: A Chronology of Key Events
17 Dec.: Man sets himself on fi re in Sidi Bouzid 

over lack of jobs, sparking protests.

24 Dec.: Protester shot dead in central Tunisia.

28 Dec.: Protests spread to Tunis.

8-10 Jan.: Dozens of deaths reported in crackdown 
on protests.

12 Jan.: Interior minister sacked.

13 Jan.: President Ben Ali promises to step down 
in 2014.

14 Jan.: Mr. Ben Ali dismisses his government 
after a new mass rally before declaring a 
state of emergency, then steps down and 
fl ees.

15 Jan.: Parliamentary President, Mr. Fouad Me-
bazaa, sworn in as interim President.

27 Feb.: Prime Minister Ghannouchi resigns, re-
sponding to demands by demonstrators 
calling for a clean break with the past and 
the appointment of Beji Caid Essebsi as 
the new Prime Minister.

3 Mar.: The interim President announces that a 
council of representatives to rewrite the 
constitution would be held by 24 July and 
the general elections would be held 23 
October, 2011.

Mohamed Zaanouni
Zaanouni Law Firm

Tunis, Tunisia
Zaanouni.mohamed@zaanounilawfi rm.com

current constitution limits caretaker offi ce-holders to a 
60-day term. 

A general election has been scheduled for October 23, 
2011.

In addition, Fouad Mebazaa addressed the Tunisian 
people on Feb. 27, 2011 announcing his decision to ap-
point Mr. Beji Caid Essebsi as Prime Minister following 
the resignation of Mr. Mohamed Ghannouchi This is ex-
actly what protesters had been demanding. Ghannouchi 
had served under the country’s old dictatorship, and as 
far as they were concerned, until he went, their revolu-
tion was unfi nished.

The situation in Tunisia is now calmer, although the 
situation to the Ras Jedir border zone, where refugees 
fl ock by thousands from the Libyan territory, remains 
tumultuous. For days, Tunisia—which is itself still grap-
pling with the aftermath of a political revolt, has been 
overwhelmed with refugees, raising alarm among the 
international aid community. 

Reasons for Optimism
• Economic Prospects 

Although diffi cult, it is not desperate. Arguably 
the greater participation of the Tunisian people will en-
able the government to exact the necessary sacrifi ces 
equitably.

The newly acquired freedom will ultimately generate 
many gains that will offset and surpass the losses sus-
tained during the uprising.  As an example, productivity 
is expected to reach a double-digit increase in the next 
two to three years. This statistic, by itself, will motivate 
both domestic and foreign entrepreneurs and companies 
to invest in free and democratic Tunisia.

• The Jasmine (a Tunisian national fl ower) 
Revolution’s democratic prospects;

1) The branches of government have their 
respective prerogatives;

2) The independence of the judiciary is also 
of the utmost importance: It must regain its 
credibility in the eyes of the population and 
be the guarantor of the principle that the law 
is above all;

3) The embark of the government on a 
comprehensive decentralization effort both 
administratively and economically;

4) Local authorities are invariably more in 
tune with local populations and are better 
equipped to deal with their preoccupations 
and needs; and
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While the practice of “treaty shopping” remains con-
troversial and has yet to be universally adopted by the 
international legal community,10 two recent arbitration 
awards illustrate the circumstances in which investment 
tribunals may consider accommodating this strategy. In 
Mobil v Venezuela, an ICSID arbitral tribunal upheld its 
jurisdiction to hear Mobil’s claim that Venezuela national-
ized two of its exploration and production projects despite 
Venezuela’s claim that the corporation had engaged in 
illegitimate treaty shopping in pursuing its claim.11 The 
arbitration was brought pursuant to a BIT concluded be-
tween the Netherlands and Venezuela. However, Mobil 
only achieved standing to bring its claim under this treaty 
after inserting a Dutch holding company into its other-
wise non-Dutch corporate structure in anticipation of 
the nationalization and after Venezuela had unilaterally 
increased the royalty rates and taxes applicable to the oil 
projects. The Tribunal held that structuring an internation-
al investment to maximise available protections was “per-
fectly legitimate” in respect of potential future disputes 
but was an “abuse of process” in respect of disputes that 
had already arisen.12 It therefore upheld its jurisdiction in 
regard to the nationalization but denied jurisdiction over 
claims related to the unilateral royalty and tax hikes.

The decision in Mobil v Venezuela parallels that 
rendered in Yukos Universal v Russia.13 In this case, the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration at the Hague upheld its 
jurisdiction to hear a claim brought under the ECT by a 
holding company organized under the laws of the United 
Kingdom. This was the case despite the fact that the hold-
ing company, Yukos Universal, was a surrogate for, and 
ultimately controlled by, a series of former Russian oli-
garchs, including Mikhail Khodorkovsky. Russia argued 
that a mere holding company established in another sig-
natory to the ECT should not function to provide Russian 
nationals with a cause of action under a Treaty intended 
to govern international disputes between investors from 
one signatory and another signatory state. Stated differ-
ently, Russia argued that a holding company should not 
be allowed to create an international cause of action in 
what was essentially a domestic dispute. The Tribunal 
dismissed this objection. It held that, while it was sympa-
thetic to Russia’s arguments, the text of the ECT provided 
no basis for it to consider the nationality of any person or 
entity other than the investor bringing the claim.14 

Taken together, the decisions in Mobil v Venezuela and 
Yukos v Russia legitimize treaty shopping strategies em-
ployed at the front end of an overseas investment project’s 
lifecycle.15 These decisions also follow earlier affi rma-
tions of treaty shopping such as the decision in Aguas del 
Tunari v Bolivia.16 There it was unapologetically held that 
“it is not uncommon in practice and—absent a particular 
limitation—not illegitimate to locate one’s operations in a 

International Projects, Political Risk 
and Investment Treaty Shopping

International investment projects are exposed to 
signifi cant long-term political risk. Host states have the 
power to unilaterally reassess the terms of private partici-
pation in their economies and often do, as is evidenced by 
a string of expropriations across South America and Asia 
in recent years.1 When this occurs, foreign investors are 
often left with limited recourse. Local courts will likely be 
unsympathetic and unreliable and contractual arbitration 
clauses, where available, may be limited in their applica-
tion and scope. Resort to international investment arbitra-
tion under the Convention for the International Centre 
for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (the “ICSID 
Convention”) or similar international investment arbitra-
tion bodies is the best of a bad set of options. Notably, 
this option is only available where the “home” state of 
the foreign investor has executed a Bilateral Investment 
Treaty (“BIT”) or Multilateral Investment Treaty (“MIT”) 
with the “host” state that has illegitimately undermined 
or expropriated the investor’s interests. The United States 
has approximately 40 BITs that are currently in force.2 
Canada, on the other hand, is a party to only 24 BITs cur-
rently in force.3 This can be contrasted with the over 100 
BITs and MITs executed by the United Kingdom,4 includ-
ing the Energy Charter Treaty (the “ECT”).5 

BITs and MITs establish several key investment 
protection mechanisms typically unavailable pursuant 
to national legal regimes or generic contractual dispute 
resolution clauses.6 First, they provide foreign investors 
with a series of protective guarantees, such as guarantees 
of national and most-favoured nation treatment, fair and 
equitable treatment under international law, fair com-
pensation in the event of direct or indirect expropriation, 
as well as guarantees regarding the free repatriation of 
capital.7 Secondly, they provide foreign investors with 
the right to bring claims that such protective guarantees 
have been breached before impartial arbitration tribunals 
organized under such institutions as the ICSID and the 
International Chamber of Commerce or in accordance 
with the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.8 Where arbitra-
tion is pursued before the ICSID, foreign investors will 
also enjoy access to an enforcement mechanism specifi cal-
ly designed to facilitate the execution of awards rendered 
against sovereign states.9 Therefore, where a company is 
considering undertaking a foreign investment project in 
a country with which its home country has not executed 
a BIT or MIT, it would be prudent to consider incorporat-
ing a holding company in a third state which has con-
cluded such a treaty with the prospective host state, espe-
cially if the target jurisdiction has a history of heightened 
political risk and interference. 

Of International Interest
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* * *

  The Convention on the Use of 
Electronic Communications in 
International Contracts: Seeking 
Clarity and Uniformity in International 
Electronic Commerce 

The increasing volume of international commerce 
carried out exclusively through electronic communication 
requires clear, uniform and fair rules designed specifi cally 
to address contract formation and enforcement in an elec-
tronic context. Such rules exist for non-electronic inter-
national commerce and (in some countries) for domestic 
electronic commerce. To date, however, there is no such 
regime for international electronic commerce. To address 
this gap, the United Nations (the “U.N”) recently adopted 
the Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications 
in International Contracts (CUECIC).1 The CUECIC will 
provide greater legal certainty and minimize transaction 

jurisdiction perceived to provide a benefi cial regulatory 
and legal environment in terms, for example, of taxation 
or the substantive law of the jurisdiction, including the 
availability of a BIT.”17 These decisions also confi rm other 
earlier decisions in which jurisdiction was denied over 
claims based on treaty shopping employed well after 
the state action constituting the basis of the investment 
claim.18 The implications of this developing doctrine 
should not be ignored by companies with overseas inter-
ests or aspirations. Importantly, it means that investment 
protection additional to that provided by a home coun-
try’s BITs and MITs may be accessible through the careful 
incorporation of a holding company in a third jurisdic-
tion. This includes access to such treaties as the ECT, the 
only multilateral investment treaty dedicated specifi cally 
to protecting investment in the energy industry and re-
lated extractive sectors and covering over forty European 
and Central Asian states, including the CIS countries. 
That said, treaty shopping should not be undertaken 
lightly. Only certain investment treaties will grant stand-
ing to holding companies.19 It is also important to ensure 
that any “denial of benefi ts” clause contained in the 
treaty will not operate to restrict standing to companies 
with “substantial business activities” in the jurisdiction of 
the signatory.20 

Paul Blyschak
McCarthy Tetrault LLP

Calgary, Canada
pblyschak@mccarthy.ca
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1. Notable examples include recent expropriation programs 
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(2009) 10 Journal of World Investment and Trade 242. 
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Breaches of Contract Versus Breaches of Treaty” (2010) 27 Journal 
of International Arbitration 579. 
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International investment Law (Oxford, 2008) at 89 – 194. 

8. See Campbell MacLachlan, Laurence Shore & Matthew Weiniger, 
International Investment Arbitration: Substantive Principles (Oxford, 
2007) at 3.01 – 3.39. 
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When the CUECIC Applies 
The CUECIC will apply when parties in different 

states use electronic communications for the formation or 
performance of contracts.11 Thus if each party is located in 
a nation that has ratifi ed the CUECIC, obviously its rules 
apply. If only one is, depending on other circumstances, 
the CISG may apply, but bereft of rules tailored to elec-
tronic transactions. Or choice-of-law rules may deem one 
party’s domestic laws apply. In any event, determining 
the parties’ location is necessary in the fi rst instance. 

In the electronic age, the location of a contracting 
party is fraught with uncertainty. Picture the globetrotting 
entrepreneur in an airport Wi-Fi lounge working remotely 
from the offi ce whose server may be in yet another coun-
try. Under the CUECIC a party is presumed to be located 
where the party so “indicates”—without regard to nation-
ality, the location of information systems or hardware, 
domain name or e-mail address.12 Where a party indi-
cates more than one place of business, the relevant one is 
that most closely related to the subject of the contract.13 
To provide a check on potentially fi ctional indication of 
location, counterparties may rebut the presumption.14 
To avoid confl ict over what regime applies, contracting 
parties in a state that ratifi es the CUECIC should clearly 
indicate their place of business.

While the CISG is limited to contracts for sales of 
goods, the CUECIC is more open-ended15 and may be ap-
plied to contracts for services and software licenses.16

The CUECIC specifi cally excludes consumer con-
tracts, regulated fi nancial transactions, negotiable instru-
ments, foreign exchange transactions, and other payment 
transactions.17 Two things must be said about the exclu-
sion for consumer contracts. First, although this exclu-
sion for consumer contracts would seem to be a large 
one, as a practical matter, it is not so. Where a country 
has a domestic law like the U.S.’s UETA, which upholds 
the validity of electronic transactions, any choice-of-law 
analysis designating such a domestic law would apply 
the same general principles as the CUECIC’s to consumer 
contracts.18 Second, the imprecise defi nition of this exclu-
sion provides some leeway for parties in a consumer-
type transaction who desire the benefi ts of CUECIC 
application to craft their contract outside the scope of the 
exclusion.19 

The CUECIC’s Provisions
The CUECIC does two things primarily. (1) It affords 

legal equivalency for electronic communications in inter-
national commercial transactions. (2) It provides rules for 
determining how existing requirements based on tradi-
tional notions of contract formation and enforcement are 
fulfi lled in the context of electronic communications. 

costs in the electronic age. This article summarizes its key 
provisions and current status.

Background
Uniform rules governing contracts for the sale of 

goods across borders are provided by the Convention 
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).2 
Courts and arbitrators in the United States, Canada and 
74 other countries are bound to apply its rules (absent an 
opt-out by the contracting parties). The CISG, adopted 
in 1980, does not directly address contracts formed or 
performed through electronic communications. While 
CISG principles and customary law provide guidance 
for resolving questions of interpretation in an electronic 
commercial context, their application can be ad hoc, 
piecemeal and unsatisfactory.3

Many countries have domestic law and rules gov-
erning contracts in electronic commerce. Thirty-six have 
adopted legislation suggested by the United Nations 
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) 
Model Law on Electronic Commerce.4 For example, most 
U.S. states adopted the Uniform Electronic Transactions 
Act (UETA) or an equivalent, and Canadian provinces 
have enacted the Uniform Electronic Commerce Act or 
an equivalent.5 These laws, however, do not address 
international contracts.6

The resulting gap will be fi lled by the CUECIC, 
which will govern international contracts formed or per-
formed through electronic communications.7 Adopted by 
the U.N. in 2005, it has not yet entered into force, though 
it is expected to do so in the coming years. (By its terms, 
the CUECIC enters into force when three countries have 
ratifi ed. As of May 2011, eighteen countries had signed 
and two had ratifi ed. Neither the U.S., Canada, nor any 
member of the E.U. has signed or ratifi ed.8) 

The CUECIC generally will not alter substantive 
contract law of any ratifying state. Rather, it will provide 
uniform rules for the use of electronic communications in 
the formation or enforcement of contracts, under existing 
law. When a commercial dispute arises over a contract 
governed by the CISG, for example, the CISG will remain 
the primary guidepost for interpretation, except where 
the CUECIC may address questions particular to elec-
tronic communications.9 That said, given the exponential 
increase in transactions dependent upon electronic com-
munications, the CUECIC will have substantial effect in 
international commerce.

It should be noted that the CUECIC is not a sine qua 
non for enabling trans-border electronic commerce, as 
customary internet law and advisory opinions relating 
to the application of the CISG to electronic transactions 
may provide guidance in its absence. But the CUECIC 
will provide much greater clarity than such other sources 
could.10
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ance” that the information underlying the communication 
or contract is unaltered since “it was fi rst generated in its 
fi nal form” and that the information is capable of be-
ing displayed “complete and unaltered” if subsequently 
required or requested.29 In this way the CUECIC links the 
concept of originality to a reliable method of authentica-
tion of the integrity of the data.30

It should be noted that the foregoing rules are not 
specifi c to any particular form of technology. They also 
illustrate that the CUECIC does not simply give free rein 
to international traders to click now and worry about the 
consequences later. Rather, it spells out what parties must 
do to minimize uncertainty and disputes in e-commerce 
across borders. For example, taking the example of a 
retained original, a party wishing to avoid confl ict will 
know what is expected with regard to the “original” of 
the electronic contract.

As with form requirements, the CUECIC does not 
alter substantive law on the effect of time and place of 
dispatch and receipt of communications so much as those 
events affect formation and compliance with contracts. 
Rather, it provides default rules as to what constitutes 
time and place of dispatch and receipt in the electronic 
context. Time of dispatch of an electronic communication 
is the time it leaves the originator’s information system.31 
Receipt of an electronic communication is the time it is 
capable of being retrieved by the addressee.32 While many 
of the CUECIC’s provisions mirror those in domestic laws 
such as the U.S.’s UETA, here there is a difference. Where-
as the UETA pinpoints time of dispatch as the time a com-
munication enters the recipient’s information processing 
system, the CUECIC places it at the time it leaves the 
sender’s system. Arguably, therefore, “if the message gets 
lost in the electronic ether, it appears that the [CUECIC] 
places the risk on the recipient and the UETA places the 
risk on the sender.”33 As for place, dispatch and receipt 
are presumed to occur at the originator’s and addressee’s 
place of business respectively, regardless of where their 
servers are located.34

Websites containing proposals to conclude con-
tracts—e.g., e-retailers—are presumed to constitute invi-
tations to make offers (not offers) unless they explicitly 
state they intend to be bound in case of an acceptance.35 

The CUECIC also explicitly allows for contract forma-
tion involving so-called “electronic agents”—i.e., software 
programmed to search the internet for invitations for 
offers conforming to specifi ed parameters and which may 
conclude contracts autonomously, sometimes with a real 
person, more often with other automated software.36 In 
this regard, the CUECIC may stake a position closer to 
U.S. law than that of other countries.37

Most fundamentally, the CUECIC provides for equal 
treatment for contracts formed through electronic com-
munications vis-à-vis traditional written paper contracts: 
“A communication or a contract shall not be denied 
validity or enforcement on the sole ground that it is in the 
form of an electronic communication.”20 This expression 
of legal equivalency does not, however, confer absolute 
legal validity of electronic communications, as they must 
meet standards of reliability referenced throughout the 
CUECIC.21

Traditional contract form requirements are substan-
tially unchanged by the CUECIC. If, for example, a coun-
try’s existing law requires a contract to be in writing or 
signed by the parties, the CUECIC does not change this. 
What it does do is override any existing law that requires 
the writing or signature to be fulfi lled with paper and 
ink only or that otherwise excludes electronic formatting 
or communications. It also specifi es how the traditional 
requirements are met in the electronic context, generally 
by identifying the purpose of the traditional requirement 
and specifying how it should be met in the electronic 
context. It does so using suffi ciently general terms so as 
not to favor one type of technology over another or to 
become obsolete with technological advances. 

Traditional writing requirements exist for the pur-
pose of providing a permanent record evidencing the 
existence and nature of the parties’ intent to bind them-
selves.22 The CUECIC provides that writing requirements 
are met where the information contained in the electronic 
communication is “accessible so as to be usable for subse-
quent reference.”23 “Accessible” implies that the informa-
tion in the form of computer data should be readable and 
interpretable, and that the software necessary to read the 
content should be retained; “usable for subsequent refer-
ence” relates to both human and computer access.24

Traditional signature requirements exist for the pur-
pose of identifying the natural person associated with the 
document and certifying that person with the content of 
the document.25 The CUECIC provides that such require-
ments are met where a proven reliable method is used to 
identify a party and to indicate their intention in respect 
to the information contained in the electronic commu-
nication.26 The drafters felt it unnecessary to identify 
and elevate technological equivalents to signatures (i.e., 
“electronic signatures”), especially in light of the variety 
and pace of technological advances.27 

Traditional requirements for the retention of origi-
nal documents exist for the purpose of ensuring and 
evidencing an unaltered record of the parties’ original 
intent.28 The CUECIC overrides the requirement in its 
strict sense—countries cannot require retention of paper 
adorned by ink in a lawyer’s vault—and provides that 
the requirement is met where there is “a reliable assur-
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19. The exclusion applies to “contracts for personal, family or 
household purposes.” CUECIC Art. 2(1)(a).

20. Id., Art. 8, ¶ 1.

21. Explanatory Note ¶129.

22. Id., ¶144.

23. CUECIC, Art. 9, ¶ 2.

24. Explanatory Note ¶146.

25. Id., ¶151.

26. CUECIC, Art. 9, ¶ 3.

27. Explanatory Note ¶154-55.

28. Id., ¶167.

29. CUECIC, Art. 9, ¶¶ 4-5.

30. Explanatory Note ¶169.

31. CUECIC, Art. 10, ¶ 1.

32. Id., Art. 10, ¶ 2.

33. Gabriel, supra note 18 at 28.

34. CUECIC, Art. 10, ¶ 4.

35. Id., Art. 11.

36. Id., Art. 12.

37. Martin, supra note 3 at 491-92, fn. 130.

38. Gabriel, supra note 18 at 1.

* * *

 UN Commission on Social 
Development: Poverty Eradication

The 49th session of the United Nations Commission 
on Social Development was held in New York from 9-18 
February. The priority theme for this year was poverty 
eradication. The Commission examined employment as 
a pathway out of poverty, social protection mechanisms, 
micro fi nance, and various methods of fi nancing for social 
and sustainable development and achievement of the 
Millennium Development Goals. The Commission also 
reviewed other relevant programmes and plans of action 
relating to special groups including one related to Dis-
abled Persons.

During the session, several parallel events were held. 
One event, organized and moderated by Denise Scotto on 
behalf of the International Federation of Women in Legal 
Careers (FIFCJ) and supported by the International Sec-
tion of the New York State Bar Association, examined the 
question: “Does Micro Finance Really Help the Poor?” 
The panel brought together experts from a multi disci-
plinary perspective including three representatives affi li-
ated with micro fi nance institutions—Fonkoze, FINCA, 
and Jamii Bora. 

Denise provided an overview of the UN’s work 
showing how micro credit evolved into micro fi nance 
and further into inclusive fi nancing for development. She 
set forth questions for panel members to discuss, which 
included expansion of micro fi nance institutions them-

Looking Ahead
The U.S. State Department’s Offi ce of the Legal Advi-

sor is presently reviewing the CUECIC to determine how 
it comports with U.S. laws under principles of coopera-
tive federalism. A member of the U.S. delegation to the 
UNCITRAL working group that drafted the CUECIC 
believes it is “fully compatible with both the principles 
as well as the policies in the American domestic law of 
electronic commerce” and that American business would 
benefi t from U.S. ratifi cation of the CUECIC.38

Benjamin R. Dwyer
Nixon Peabody LLP

Buffalo, N.Y.
bdwyer@nixonpeabody.com

Endnotes
1. Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in 

International Contracts, full text and UNCITRAL Explanatory 
Note are available at http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/
texts/electcom/06-57452_Ebook.pdf (hereinafter “CUECIC”).

2. http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/sale_
goods/1980CISG_status.html.

3. See generally Charles H. Martin, “The Electronic Contracts 
Convention, the CISG and New Sources of E-Commerce Law,” 16 
Tul. J. Int’l & Comp. L. 467 (2008).

4. http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/electronic_
commerce/1996Model_status.html.

5. Id. New York’s recognition of electronic signatures is State 
technology Law § 304.

6. The U.S. federal E-sign law applies to international transactions. 
15 U.S.C. 7001(a). But because it does not apply in states that have 
adopted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, and that Act 
does not apply to international transactions, the effect of E-sign is 
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7. CUECIC, Art. 1, ¶ 1.
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Computer & Tech. L. J. 251, 259-60 (2007). 

10. Martin, supra note 3 at 479-80.

11. CUECIC Art. 1.

12. Id., Art. 1, ¶¶ 2-3, Art. 6.

13. Id., Art. 6, ¶¶ 2.

14. Id., Art. 6, ¶ 1.

15. Id., Art. 1.1 (applies to “electronic communications in connection 
with the formation or performance of a contract between parties 
whose places of business are in different states”).

16. Martin, supra note 3 at 470.

17. CUECIC, Art. 2.

18. Henry D. Gabriel, “United Nations Convention on the Use 
of Electronic Communications in International Contracts and 
Compatibility With the American Domestic Law of Electronic 
Commerce,” 7 Loy. Law & Tech. Ann. 1 (2007) at 12-13.
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prove the effectiveness of the international fl ow of funds 
that support micro fi nance. 

Heather Balke, Board Member of Fonkoze, USA and 
fi nancial expert, related that micro fi nance can and does 
help the poor as evidenced by the work of Fonkoze in 
Haiti. She emphasized that it requires long term invest-
ment, empowerment or individual capacity training, 
and industry creativity in designing new micro fi nance 
business models which consider a “double bottom line” 
that includes the social return. CJ Willie, a Board Mem-
ber of Microfi nancing Partners in Africa, also shared 
positive benefi ts that micro fi nance has shown in Africa, 
describing successful outcomes with partners on the 
ground, specifi cally acknowledging Jamii Bora Bank of 
Kenya. Here again, Susan cautioned against negative 
consequences of expansion which lead to multiple micro 
fi nance institutions lending to an individual resulting in 
over-indebtedness and a spiral into even more extreme 
poverty. 

In order for micro fi nance to be a useful tool for pov-
erty alleviation and development, certain safeguards 
need to be in place. Denise underscored the need for re-
sponsible fi nancial actions by the fi nancial industry, the 
private sector and government. Responsible fi nance also 
requires action by consumers or clients of micro fi nance 
institutions who should understand the available choices 
and the consequences of taking action. To ensure respon-
sible lending, Denise provided recommendations for 
legal reform which ensure that micro fi nance institutions: 
are well run; target the poor; keep transaction costs low; 
maintain low interest rates in order for clients to have 
reasonable chances of being successful in loan repayment; 
design appropriate installment cycles; avoid abusive col-
lective practices; assure client privacy; create partnerships 
with government and the private sector emphasizing 
people-centered development; deliver diverse products 
which “do no harm” to clients and abide by the appropri-
ate domestic law. 

Another parallel event analyzed country-specifi c 
overseas development assistance particularly relating 
to disabled persons. The Special Rapporteur, Mr. Shuaib 
Chalklin, moderated. An outcome of the panel stressed 
the need in all societies, but particularly in developing so-
cieties, for greater understanding of “disability” and “dis-
ability rights.” Another outcome emphasized building 
partnerships with disability NGOs, human rights NGOs, 
community based organizations and the private sector. 

Denise Scotto 
New York, NY

denise.scotto@gmail.com

* * *

selves, formation of new structures and business models, 
regulation, consumer protection, responsible lending and 
appropriate domestic law. 

One of the panelists, Dr. Wetzel, described that in 
order to assure success of micro fi nance programmes 
servicing women, an inclusive perspective beyond fi -
nancial education and investment must be in place. By 
addressing the value of their work in the family and the 
community, women’s sense of self worth is increased 
and their self esteem and capacity are enhanced. This 
realization counters the negative messages that they’ve 
internalized about themselves. Working in groups, cohe-
siveness among women is ensured, resulting in bonding 
so essential to the repayment of loans. Dr. Wetzel showed 
and explained the use of 3 silk screens that were integral 
in the training of women involved in micro credit projects 
in Bangladesh. One of the respondents, Susan Saiyorri, a 
former client who is now a worker within a micro fi nance 
institution in Kenya (Jamii Bora), recounted her personal 
story confi rming the need for integrating and maintain-
ing these services within micro fi nance institutions.

Maria Vilela, an attorney working within the legal 
offi ce of FINCA, a premier micro fi nance institution, 
described how FINCA offers services and products glob-
ally and that FINCA retains control over its country and 
regional affi liates. She echoed what Denise remarked in 
her opening, about the growth of micro fi nance institu-
tions and the desire to expand into more markets and to 
offer more products and services. Maria discussed how 
the need for expansion resulted in a need for capital and 
described the development of new structures for FINCA 
and other micro fi nance institutions to achieve this. There 
was consensus from panel members that these new 
structures should uphold social returns as the primary 
outcome as opposed to fi nancial performance and profi t 
as the measure of success in light of the case histories of 
Banco Compartamos (Mexico) and SKS (India) and the 
negative consequences of expansion.

Albert Bloomsbury, one of the co-chairs of the Inter-
national Contract and Commercial Law Committee of the 
International Section of NYSBA, speaking in his personal 
capacity, explained a mission of the NYSBA International 
Section as a custodian of New York law as an interna-
tional standard regarding cross-border transactions and 
commercial law. He stated that the Committee decided 
to study micro fi nancing related to international com-
mercial law issues. In his view, it is important to develop 
the conditions for establishing stable investment environ-
ments and regulatory systems including sound contract 
and property law as they are the foundations of sound 
economic relationships and global economic growth. 
He then discussed some examples of cross-border com-
mercial law issues that the Committee may handle to im-
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the fi rst CVD investigation on merchandise from China.5 
Commerce declared this policy change from Georgetown 
Steel in a memorandum issued by Import Administration 
on March 29, 2007.6 Commerce pointed out that China’s 
economy in 2007 was different from Soviet-style econo-
mies in 1980s. Notwithstanding both legal and practical 
challenges in applying CVD on goods from China, which 
will be discussed in Section 3(1) below, Commerce pro-
ceeded to create a new “hybrid,” i.e., applying both AD 
calculated by NME methodology and CVD to merchan-
dise exported from China. After the initiation of a CVD 
investigation on coated free sheet paper from China, in 
2007 four more CVD investigations on products from 
China were initiated by Commerce: (i) circular welded 
carbon quality steel pipe, (ii) new pneumatic off-the-road 
tires (“OTR”), (iii) light-walled rectangular pipe and tube, 
and (iv) laminated woven sacks.

China brought the above noted four CVD investiga-
tions before the WTO. On September 19, 2008, China 
requested consultation and on December 9, 2008, China 
requested the establishment of a panel. Before the WTO 
panel, China argued that the rationale for using an 
NME methodology to determine normal value in an 
AD investigation subsumes the rationale for imposing 
CVD on imported products. By applying both remedies 
simultaneously, Commerce offset any alleged subsidies 
twice—once when it calculated an AD margin on the 
basis of a “surrogate” market-determined cost of produc-
tion, and again when it calculated a CVD on the basis that 
the producer obtained its productive resources on non-
market-determined terms. On this issue, the United States 
responded that China failed to establish it’s “as such” 
and “as applied” claims.7 On October 22, 2010, the panel 
circulated its report, which decided that with respect to 
China’s “double remedy” claim it agreed with the United 
States that the measure challenged as China’s “as such” 
claims fell outside its term of reference since China failed 
to include that measure in its request for consultations. 
With respect to China’s “as applied” claim, the panel 
found that China had failed to establish the inconsistency 
of such double remedy with the provisions of the SCM 
Agreement.8 China appealed to the Appellate Body on 
certain issues of law and legal interpretations covered in 
the panel report. On March 11, 2011, the Appellate Body 
issued its Report, which reversed the panel’s fi ndings that 
Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement does not address the 
issue of double remedies and that China did not establish 
that the concurrent imposition of AD calculated on the 
basis of an NME methodology and CVD is inconsistent 
with Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement. Thereupon, the 
United States was found to be acting inconsistently with 
its obligations under the WTO. At its meeting on March 
25, 2011, the Dispute Settlement Body adopted the Appel-
late Body’s Report and the Panel report, as modifi ed by 
the Appellate Body report. 

WTO Dispute Settlement: United 
States—Defi nitive Anti-dumping and 
Countervailing Duties on Certain 
Products from China

The Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization 
(“WTO”) reversed an earlier WTO panel decision regard-
ing antidumping and countervailing duties (“AD” and 
“CVD”) applied simultaneously by the United States to 
four concerned Chinese merchandises and found that 
the United States acted inconsistently with its obligations 
under the WTO by imposing AD calculated using a non-
market economy (“NME”) methodology and CVD on the 
same products, without having assessed whether double 
remedies arose from such concurrent duties.

1. Holding
The Appellate Body of the WTO issued its Report on 

March 11, 2011 on United States–Defi nitive Anti-dumping 
and Countervailing Duties on Certain Product from China. In 
so doing, the Appellate Body reversed several aspects of 
prior panel decisions, especially the decision regarding 
the so-called “double remedy,” i.e., United States applied 
both AD calculated on a NME basis and CVD on sev-
eral products exported from China. The Appellate Body 
found that the United States’ imposition of double rem-
edies is inconsistent with Article 19.3 of the Agreement 
on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM 
Agreement”).1 

2. Facts and Procedural History
When calculating an AD on goods from a NME, the 

Department of Commerce (‘Commerce”) uses the infor-
mation from surrogate countries, i.e., market economy 
countries considered to be analogous, to obtain normal 
value.2 This constructed normal value should not con-
tain the subsidy elements from the NME countries. So 
the AD margins using a NME calculation methodology 
has already offset, to various degrees, the benefi ts of 
subsidies. Applying a CVD will have a high incidence 
of double counting the same subsidy. Traditionally, the 
United States government did not apply CVD to goods 
from NME countries. Commerce established this policy 
in CVD investigations on carbon steel wire rod imported 
to the United States from Czechoslovakia and Poland in 
1984. According to Commerce, the concept of subsidies 
and the misallocation of resources resulting from subsidi-
zation had no meaning in an economy that had no market 
and in which the activity was controlled according to a 
central plan.3 In Georgetown Steel Corp., et al., v. United 
States (“Georgetown Steel”), the Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit (“CAFC”) affi rmed Commerce’s discre-
tion not to apply CVD law to NME countries.4 In late 
2006, Commerce changed its earlier policy by initiating 
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(2) Further Implications of the WTO Ruling

After the four CVD investigations, there were 
around 20 more CVD cases. (See the table below.) How 
Commerce is going to comply with the WTO’s ruling, 
if Commerce decides to do so, may trigger a series of 
amendments to other CVD determinations. Although 
the Court in GPX has removed the legal obstacle of 
Georgetown Steel, Commerce is under pressure to deal 
with the practical problem. To avoid double counting, 
Commerce can decide to apply AD as the only remedy to 
merchandise from NME countries. Based on the policy 
direction Commerce takes, such possibility is very slim. 
Most probably, Commerce will repair the CVD methodol-
ogy to be reasonable, acceptable under judicial scrutiny 
and consistent with Article 19.3 of the SCM Agreement 
under the WTO.

4. Conclusion
Commerce applying CVD on China’s exports to the 

U.S. market is a protective policy in reaction to the United 
States’ long-term trade defi cit and the increasing pressure 
from domestic industries that are relatively fragile in the 
face of increasingly intensifi ed competition in the global 
market. Meanwhile, China’s economic transition also re-
quires Commerce to reconsider its previous position. The 
WTO and CIT rulings call upon Commerce to set up “pa-
rameters” in its CVD policy and practice towards NMEs. 
Nearly fi ve years has passed since Commerce’s fi rst CVD 
investigation on Chinese goods. It has become more and 
more imperative for Commerce to develop reasonable 
and mature calculation methodologies and confi ne its 
CVD practice within the judicial and WTO parameters. 

Jasmine Zhao-King
Zhao King, LLC

Elkridge, MD
jasmine@tradebridge.us

Endnotes
1. Article 19.3 of SCM Agreement stipulates that “when a 

countervailing duty is imposed in respect of any product, such 
countervailing duty shall be levied, in the appropriate amount 
in each case, on a non-discriminatory basis on imports of such 
product form all sources found to be subsidized and causing 
injury, except as to imports from those sources which have 
renounced any subsidies in question or from which undertakings 
under the terms of this Agreement has been accepted.… ”

2. Section 773(c)(1)(B) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.

3. 49 Fed. Reg. 19370, 19374 (May 7, 1984). 

4. 801 F.2d 1308 (Fed. Cir. 1986). 

5. Notice of Initiation of Countervailing Duty Investigations: Coated Free 
Sheet Paper from the People’s Republic of China, Indonesia and the 
Republic of Korea, 71 Fed. Reg. 68546, 68549 (November 27, 2006). 

6. Import Administration Memorandum: Countervailing Duty 
Investigation of Coated Free Sheet Paper from the People’s Republic 
of China – Whether the Analytical Elements of the Georgetown Steel 

3. Discussion

(1) Challenges to the United States AD and CVD 
Laws 

In Georgetown Steel, Commerce took the position that 
in a NME the government does not interfere in the mar-
ket process but supplants it, so subsidies have no mean-
ing outside the context of a market economy. The CAFC 
confi rmed Commerce’s position and further interpreted 
that Congress intended that any selling by NME coun-
tries at unreasonably low prices should be dealt with un-
der AD law.9 Commerce’s adoption of CVD to goods ex-
ported from an NME has raised both legal and practical 
challenges. The legal challenge is how to accommodate 
Georgetown Steel with Commerce’s policy change. The 
practical challenge is that Commerce has to develop a 
methodology to determine CVD on the products export-
ed from NME countries that can pass judicial scrutiny. 
Commerce dealt with the legal challenge by validating 
the necessity for policy change and changing the policy 
directly. However, Commerce has not yet established or 
made suffi cient effort to establish a mature methodology 
to calculate CVD on NME goods.

Worthy to note, parallel to WTO dispute settlement 
proceedings, Chinese respondents in AD and CVD inves-
tigations of ORT brought a lawsuit before the Court of 
International Trade (“CIT”) in GPX Int’l Tire Corp, et al. v. 
United States (“GPX”). Judge Restani of the CIT removed 
the legal obstacle erected by Georgetown Steel by holding 
“that Commerce is not barred by statutory language from 
applying the CVD law to imports from the PRC, but that 
Commerce’s…interpretation of the NME AD statute in 
relation to the CVD statute was unreasonable.”10 In terms 
of calculation methodology, similar to the fi ndings of 
the WTO Appellate Body, Judge Restani found fl aws of 
double counting. In GPX , the Court ordered Commerce 
either to forgo CVD or to develop a reasonable calcula-
tion methodology. However, “Commerce stubbornly ad-
heres to the position that it does not have discretion to do 
so.”11 Judge Restani therefore concluded that Commerce’s 
reluctance to develop a reasonable calculation meth-
odology is a “tacit admission, that, at this time, it is too 
diffi cult for Commerce to determine, using improved 
methodologies, and in the absence of new statutory tools, 
whether and to what degree double counting is occur-
ring. In accordance with the court’s remand instructions, 
the only option remaining for Commerce is not to apply 
CVD law.…”12 With respect to the AD and CVD law in 
the United States, it is not clear yet how the CAFC will 
determine the role of Georgetown Steel in Commerce’s 
policy change and Commerce’s CVD calculation method-
ology. However, with respect to the United States’ obliga-
tions under the WTO, it is defi nitely clear that Commerce 
needs to fi x its “hybrid” before driving on. 
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Case Number   Product Initiation Prelim Final Duty Order
1 C-570-906 Coated Free Sheet Paper 27-Nov-06 9-Apr-07 25-Oct-07
2 C-570-911 Circular Welded Carbon Quality Steel Pipe 5-Jul-07 13-Nov-07 5-Jun-08 22-Jul-08
3 C-570-913 New Pneumatic Off-the-Road Tires 7-Aug-07 17-Dec-07 15-Jul-08 4-Sep-08
4 C-570-915 Light-Walled Rectangular Pipe and Tube 24-Jul-07 30-Nov-07 24-Jun-08 5-Aug-08
5 C-570-917 Laminated Woven Sacks 25-Jul-07 3-Dec-07 24-Jun-08 7-Aug-08
6 C-570-921 Lightweight Thermal Paper 2-Nov-07 14-Mar-08 2-Oct-08 24-Nov-08
7 C-570-923 Raw Flexible Magnets 18-Oct-07 25-Feb-08 10-Jul-08 17-Sep-08
8 C-570-926 Sodium Nitrite 5-Dec-07 11-Apr-08 8-Jul-08 27-Aug-08
9 C-570-931 Circular Welded Austenitic Stainless Pressure Pipe 25-Feb-08 10-Jul-08 28-Jan-09 19-Mar-09

10 C-570-936 Circular Welded Carbon Quality Steel Line Pipe 29-Apr-08 9-Sep-08 24-Nov-08 23-Jan-09
11 C-570-938 Citric Acid and Citrate Salts 13-May-08 19-Sep-08 13-Apr-09 29-May-09
12 C-570-940 Tow Behind Lawn Groomers and Parts Thereof 21-Jul-08 21-Nov-08 19-Jun-09 3-Aug-09
13 C-570-942 Kitchen Appliance Shelving and Racks 26-Aug-08 7-Jan-09 27-Jul-09 14-Sep-09
14 C-570-944 Oil Country Tubular Goods 5-May-09 15-Sep-09 7-Dec-09 20-Jan-10
15 C-570-946 Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand 23-Jun-09 2-Nov-09 21-May-09 7-Jul-09
16 C-570-948 Steel Grating 25-Jun-09 3-Nov-09 8-Jun-10 23-Jul-10
17 C-570-950 Wire Decking 2-Jul-09 9-Nov-09 10-Jun-10
18 C-570-953 Narrow Woven Ribbons with Woven Selvedge 6-Aug-09 14-Dec-09 19-Jul-10 1-Sep-10
19 C-570-955 Magnesia Carbon Bricks 25-Aug-09 23-Dec-09 2-Aug-10 21-Sep-10
20 C-570-957 Seamless Carbon and Alloy Steel Standard Line 14-Oct-09 1-Mar-10 21-Sep-10 10-Nov-10
21 C-570-959 Coated Paper Suitable for High-Quality Print Graphics 20-Oct-09 9-Mar-10 27-Sep-10 17-Nov-10
22 C-570-961 Steel Fasteners 22-Oct-09
23 C-570-963 Sodium and Potassium Phosphate Salts 23-Oct-09 8-Mar-10 1-Jun-10 22-Jul-10
24 C-570-966 Drill Pipe 27-Jan-10 11-Jun-10 11-Jan-11 3-Mar-11
25 C-570-968 Aluminum Extrusions 27-Apr-10 7-Sep-10
26 C-570-971 Multilayered Wood Flooring 18-Nov-10

Countervailing Duty Investigations on Chinese Products Initiated After January 01, 2000

 

Opinion are Applicable to China’s Present-Day Economy dated March 
29, 2007 (available at http://ia.ita.doc.gov/download/prc-cfsp/
CFS%20China.Georgetown%20applicability.pdf.), p.5.

7. In US – Oil Country Tubular Goods Sunset Reviews, the Appellate 
Body gives the following interpretation of “as such” and “as 
applied” claims: (i) “In our view, ‘as such’ challenges against a 
Member’s measures in WTO dispute settlement proceedings are 
serious challenges. By defi nition, an ‘as such’ claim challenges 
laws, regulations, or other instruments of a Member that have 
general and prospective application, asserting that a Member’s 
conduct—not only in a particular instance that has occurred, but 
in future situations as well—will necessarily be inconsistent with 
that Member’s WTO obligations. In essence, complaining parties 
bringing ‘as such’ challenges seek to prevent Members ex ante from 

engaging in certain conduct. The implications of such challenges 
are obviously more far-reaching than ‘as applied’ claims.” See 
WT/DS268/AB/R, para. 172; (ii) by “as applied,” we refer to the 
types of claims involving challenges to a Member’s application of a 
general rule to a specifi c set of facts. Id. para. 6, footnote 22. 

8. WT/DS379/R.

9. 801 F.2d 1308 (1986) at 1310.

10. 645 F.Syoo.2d at 1234.

11. CIT Slip Op. 10-84 at 10. 

12. Id. at 11.

* * *
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where there was no suggestion that childcare needs were 
beyond the ordinary demands faced by employees to bal-
ance appropriate childcare and employment obligations. 
Discrimination claims based on family status fortunately 
were dismissed where changes in the employment condi-
tions only negatively impacted an employee’s ability to 
attend their children’s extracurricular activities or where 
there was insuffi cient evidence to establish that reasonable 
alternatives for providing care for a healthy and normal 
child were unavailable. 

Changes to the Test
Other decisions applied the second and third part of 

the test: the “serious interference with a substantial paren-
tal obligation” standard, but eliminated the fi rst part that 
limited its application to situations where the employer 
imposed a change.3 The rationale for the expansion of the 
test is that changes often originate within the employee’s 
family, as opposed to just being imposed by the employer. 
The test, therefore, also would be applied if a diagnosis 
of a medical condition in a child or parent would inter-
fere with work obligations the employee previously per-
formed without accommodation. 

Rejection of the Test
On the other hand, in a series of cases, the Canadian 

Human Rights Tribunal has rejected the Campbell River 
test entirely.4 According to the Tribunal, the test is too re-
strictive and imposes a higher threshold to demonstrate 
discrimination than is required to prove any other ground 
of discrimination. According to the Tribunal, the higher 
threshold of demonstrating a signifi cant interference due 
to a substantial obligation forces employees to tolerate 
some amount of discrimination to an unknown level be-
fore being afforded protection under human rights legisla-
tion. The result of the Tribunal’s rejection of the Campbell 
River test is that complainants have succeeded in estab-
lishing a prima facie case of family status discrimination in 
circumstances that involve ordinary parental obligations. 
For example, in one case, the Tribunal found discrimina-
tion where the employer had forced the employee to work 
part-time, rather than allowing her to work full-time on a 
modifi ed and more predictable shift schedule that would 
have enabled her to make childcare arrangements. This 
particular case did not involve any custody arrangements 
or the provision of care for a child requiring additional at-
tention due to a disability or other medical reasons.5 

More practical decisions have been determined by 
labour arbitrators and provincial human rights tribunals. 
An example would be where an employee claimed dis-
crimination for being forced to transfer to the afternoon 

Family Obligations: The New Frontier 
of Accommodation Obligations in 
Canada

Human rights legislation across Canada includes the 
typical prohibitions on discrimination and harassment 
that is based on sex, race-based grounds, disability, reli-
gion or creed and age as well as sexual orientation and 
marital status. It also includes a prohibition on discrimi-
nation based on an employee’s “family status.” “Family 
status” is universally defi ned in Canada as the status of 
being in a parent-child relationship. So, it applies to both 
childcare and eldercare. For many years, family status 
accommodation slipped under the radar. It was thought 
to protect against refusals to hire or promote working 
parents. There were few demands for working hours to 
accommodate childcare obligations or to deal with an 
elderly parent’s medical appointments. In the last decade, 
however, family status cases are on the rise. This trend, 
of obvious concern to Canadian employers, sees em-
ployees trying to utilize the protection offered by family 
status to prevent work from interfering with their family 
obligations. 

The Test to Trigger the Duty to Accommodate an 
Employee’s Family Status

While there had been a few human rights tribunal 
cases in the 1980s, the case that must be credited with 
setting off the phenomenon was decided by the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal in 2004 and is known as 
Campbell River.1 In this case, the British Columbia Court 
of Appeal set a standard for the triggering of family sta-
tus obligations and the consequent duty to accommodate 
on the part of Canadian employers. The Campbell River 
test involves three elements. It requires a complainant to 
demonstrate there has been (1) a change in a term or con-
dition of employment imposed by the employer, which re-
sulted in (2) a serious interference with (3) a substantial pa-
rental duty or obligation of the employee. This test required 
something more than the ordinary confl icts between 
work and parental obligations to prove a prima facie case 
of discrimination. In Campbell River, the test was met be-
cause the employee at issue had commitments associated 
with caring for a child with special needs that interfered 
with the change in work hours proposed by her employ-
er. Despite the employer’s business case that the change 
in work hours would better serve its customers, it was 
required to accommodate the employee’s need to provide 
after school care to her child with special needs.2

A number of decisions subsequently applied the 
Campbell River test and dismissed employee complaints 

 Legal and Investment Updates
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 FIBRAS, the Mexican REITS 

1. Introduction
The Mexican Real Estate Investment Trust1 or 

Fideicomisos de Inversión en Bienes Raíces (“FIBRAS”) repre-
sents a vehicle for the public issuance of real estate trust 
certifi cates (certifi cados bursátiles fi duciarios inmobiliarios) 
(“Certifi cates”). FIBRAS are the Mexican version of the 
Real Estate Investment Trust, or REIT, that have been op-
erating in the United States for many years. The purpose 
of the FIBRAS is to allow investors to participate in real 
estate development with a favorable tax regime along 
with the transparency and access to information appli-
cable to issuers in the Mexican Stock Exchange.

FIBRAS are the result of an amendment to the 
Mexican Income Tax Law (the “Income Tax Law”) that 
was passed in 2004, which has triggered a series of ad-
ditional tax reforms required to make the investment in 
Certifi cates issued by FIBRAS both attractive to the mar-
ket and tax effi cient. 

The fi rst issuance of Certifi cates by a FIBRA was suc-
cessfully placed in the Mexican Stock Exchange in March 
2011. The amount of this transaction was approximately 
U.S. $250 million, representing an important transaction 
by Mexican standards. Other transactions will surely fol-
low suit.

2. Nature of the FIBRAS
In order to obtain the tax benefi ts of a “real estate 

investment trust,” the FIBRAS must comply with the fol-
lowing requirements set forth in the Income Tax Law2:

(a) The FIBRAS must be established in accordance 
with Mexican law and the trustee of the FIBRA 
must be a credit institution resident in Mexico and 
authorized to act as such;

(b) The main purposes of the FIBRAS must be (i) the 
acquisition or construction of real estate destined 
for leasing, (ii) the acquisition of the right to 
receive income deriving from the leasing of real 
estate, or (iii) to grant loans for the purposes 
set forth in (i) and (ii), secured by means of a 
mortgage on the leased real estate;

(c) At least 70% of the FIBRA’s assets must be 
invested in (i) leased real estate, (ii) the rights to 
receive income from the leasing of real estate, 
or (iii) the loans mentioned in (b) above. The 
remainder must be invested in securities issued by 
the Mexican Federal Government and registered 
in the National Registry of Securities or in stock 
issued by debt investment companies (sociedades de 
inversion en instrumentos de deuda);

(d) The real estate acquired or built by the FIBRAS 
must be destined for leasing and may not be 

shift when the employer cancelled the midnight shift 
due to a lack of demand. The change confl icted with the 
complainant’s child access arrangement and he refused 
to accept the change. The employer twice delayed the 
complainant’s transfer and then provided additional time 
off while advising the employee to take the necessary 
steps to alter his arrangement. While the Human Rights 
Tribunal of Ontario declined to determine whether or not 
discrimination had been proven, it found that the em-
ployer’s efforts were reasonable and satisfi ed any duty to 
accommodate that may have existed.6

Conclusion
Lack of certainty in the law always is unsettling. 

Here, Canadian employers face uncertainty as to the ex-
tent of their obligation to consider employee’s personal 
family obligations in imposing work requirements. While 
the Campbell River test may very well impose a higher 
standard to prove discrimination and trigger the duty 
to accommodate, it is a sensible approach. To require 
Canadian employers to accommodate every employee’s 
family obligations would trivialize the very protection 
family status is designed to provide. 

Kristin Taylor 
Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP

Toronto, Canada
kristin.taylor@fmc-law.com
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1. Health Sciences Association of British Columbia v. Campbell 

River and North Island Transition Society, [2004] C.H.R.D. No. 33 
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2. See Gao v. Minco Mining and Minerals Corp, [2010] B.C.H.R.T.D 
No. 204; Falardeau v. Ferguson Moving (1990) Ltd., [2009] 
B.C.H.R.T.D. No. 272; Sawchuck v. Hastings Entertainment 
Inc., [2009] B.C.H.R.T.D. No. 407; and Canadian Staff Union v. 
Canadian Union of Public Employees (Reynolds Grievance), 
[2006] N.S.L.A.A. No. 15.
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v. Power Stream Inc. (Bender Grievance), [2009] O.L.A.A. No. 
447 followed in Alliance Employees Union, Unit 15 v. Customs 
and Immigration Union (Loranger Grievance), [2011] O.L.A.A. 
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Harry McDonald v. Mid-Huron Roofi ng, 2009 HRTO 1306.

4. See Johnstone and Canadian Human Rights Commission v. 
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Canadian Human Rights Commission v Canadian National 
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No. 23; and Whyte and Canadian Human Rights Commission v. 
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5. Johnstone and Canadian Human Rights Commission v. Canada 
Border Services, 2010 CHRT No. 20.

6. Saroyan v. Deco Automotive, 2011 HRTO 236.
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Exchange (Bolsa Mexicana de Valores) or recognized 
foreign markets;

(g) FIBRAS are not required to make monthly advance 
payments on account of income tax;

(h) FIBRAS may deduct for income tax purposes 
the depreciation of their buildings and/or 
constructions whether conveyed by the Settlors 
of the FIBRA or otherwise acquired by the FIBRA; 
and

(i) The transfer of real estate may be subject to a 
local transfer tax generally at a rate of 2% applied 
on the value of the real estate conveyed to the 
FIBRA pursuant to the tax laws of the relevant 
municipality (Municipios) of the States of Mexico, 
but some amendments have been taking place 
so that more municipalities are now exempting 
FIBRAS from this tax.

4. Final Comments
The new tax structure created in 2004 for the FIBRA 

has resulted in the creation of an interesting vehicle to 
invest in commercial real estate in Mexico. This vehicle 
is even more interesting for foreign tax residents as the 
Mexican Government has created an additional incentive 
for them by exempting them from paying taxes on the 
sale of their Certifi cates if they are sold through a stock 
exchange.

I expect FIBRAS to be very active in the Mexican mar-
ket in the following years especially since Mexican gov-
ernmental pension funds have recently been authorized 
to invest in FIBRAS, thus channeling the worker’s retire-
ment savings to the commercial real estate market. I also 
expect increasing interest from U.S. REITS to structure 
their Mexican investments through FIBRAS in order to ac-
cess the tax benefi ts deriving therefrom.

Héctor Arangua L.
Nader, Hayaux y Goebel, S.C.

Mexico City, Mexico
harangua@jnn.com.mx

Endnotes
1. For purposes of this article, when we mention FIBRAS we will 

only be referring to public FIBRAS (i.e. FIBRAS issuing certifi cates 
through stock exchanges), rather than to private FIBRAS.

2. Articles 223 and 224.

3. Net profi ts of the FIBRAS are calculated in accordance with 
specifi c Mexican tax regulations but in general terms net profi ts 
are calculated by subtracting authorized expenses and deductions 
from the income received by the relevant FIBRA.

4. Under Mexican law, the Certifi cates are held on behalf of the 
Certifi cateholders by these securities fi rms. Any entity or person 
that desires to buy Certifi cates shall execute a Stock Exchange 
Intermediation Agreement with said securities fi rms.

sold before the end of a term of 4 years as of its 
construction or acquisition. The real estate sold 
before the expiration of such 4 year term shall lose 
the benefi t of considering the transfer of such real 
estate as a tax free transaction;

(e) The FIBRAS’ trustees must issue Certifi cates and 
offer same by means of a public offering; and

(f) The FIBRAS must distribute to the holders of the 
Certifi cates (the “Certifi cateholders”), at least once 
a year, a minimum of 95% of the net profi t3 of the 
FIBRA for the preceding fi scal year.

3. Tax Benefi ts Applicable to FIBRAS
If the FIBRA complies with the requirements 

described in section 2 above, the FIBRA and its 
Certifi cateholders are eligible for the following tax 
benefi ts:

(a) The entity would be transparent for tax purposes, 
as the taxable income obtained by FIBRAS is 
attributed to the Certifi cateholders, whether 
Mexican or foreign tax residents;

(b) Mexican securities fi rms or Casas de Bolsa acting 
as depositaries of the Certifi cates on behalf of 
the Certifi cateholders,4 are required to withhold 
a portion of the net profi ts distributed to the 
Certifi cateholders at a rate of 28%, on an annual 
basis, unless the relevant Certifi cateholder is not 
subject to income tax (e.g. Mexican and registered 
foreign pension funds and retirement funds).5 
Mexican tax residents will be able to credit the 
withholding made by the securities fi rms against 
their annual income tax;

(c) Certifi cateholders who are not tax residents of 
Mexico are not subject to the Single Rate Business 
Tax (“IETU”),6 and the Value-Added Tax (“VAT”)7 
for their investments in FIBRAS8;

(d) Certifi cateholders who, in their capacity as 
settlors9 of a FIBRA, (“Settlors”) conveyed real 
estate to said FIBRA and received Certifi cates 
for the total or partial value of such real estate, 
may defer payment of the income tax and the 
IETU applicable to such taxable transfer until 
the Settlors sell their Certifi cates, or the FIBRA 
transfers the contributed real estate;

(e) Certifi cateholders will generally be subject to pay 
VAT at a rate of 16% if they conveyed construction 
to a FIBRA. The mere conveyance of land from 
Settlors to a FIBRA is not subject to VAT;

(f) Foreign tax residents are not subject to income 
tax, IETU or VAT with respect to the sale of 
their Certifi cates, provided such certifi cates are 
traded to third parties through the Mexican Stock 
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a specifi c joint venture to be more competitive and inno-
vative in the market. This particular joint venture, called 
“rete d’impresa” (business network), requires participat-
ing companies to cooperate and work on the basis of a 
common program in the context of which, each member 
may develop its own specifi c area of expertise. 

Members of the “rete” or network would also share 
their commercial know-how and work together on some 
specifi c projects and common business areas.

The essence of the “rete” or network is the common 
aim to increase the competitiveness and business oppor-
tunities for all the members.

On the legal side, the “network” contract has been 
left quite undefi ned and negotiable. In fact, the Italian law 
permits the members simply to cooperate in business or 
to create a legal entity called the “impresa collettiva non 
societaria” (non-corporate collective business), which is 
different from other similar entities like companies and 
“consorzi” (consortia).

When the members create an “impresa collettiva soci-
etaria” (or corporate collective business), they can operate 
in the market through this special corporate entity, which 
has complete fi nancial autonomy and is established with 
the assets that the members may contribute to this com-
mon entity.

However, if the members of “rete” or network prefer 
not to create a corporate entity, then they would establish 
what is known as an “impresa collettiva non societaria” 
(non-corporate collective business). The law allows mem-
bers to use different mechanisms to develop a common 
business and to cooperate.

As a result of the differentiation referred to above, the 
real innovation prescribed by the Italian law is that the 
“rete” or network organized as a common entity is recog-
nized, resulting in this being an alternative legal instru-
ment provided to small Italian companies in addition to 
others like “consorzi” or consortia.

The major question to be answered quickly by Italian 
lawyers, and the answer to which is not clear from the 
text of the law, pertains to the possibility of considering 
these common “entities” as actual legal entities. In this 
case, if the answer to this question will be affi rmative, this 
kind of “rete” or network could have a proper intangible 
and invisible essence, like a corporation. In addition, it 
could enter into a contractual agreement and it could 
hold ownership rights in assets and goods contributed 
by members to the “network” entity. It is likely irrelevant 
that the text of the rule does not specifi cally defi ne this 
kind of “rete” or network as a real legal entity, because 
it has all the necessary requirements to be considered 
tantamount to a real corporation with complete fi nancial 
autonomy.

5. The Income Tax is a corporate tax that levies multiple items of 
taxable income coming from Mexico or foreign countries at a rate 
of 30% calculated on an accrual basis.

6. The IETU levies the sale of property, the lease of property and the 
provision of services at a rate of 17.5% with limited deductions. 
The IETU is payable to the extent it exceeds Income Tax and only 
for the applicable difference.

7. The VAT levies the sale of property, the lease of property and the 
provision of services at a rate of 16% (or 11% if the taxpayer is 
located in the Mexican border) on a payment basis.

8. Subject to confi rmation with the Mexican tax authorities in some 
cases.

9. Settlors of the FIBRAS or any other Mexican trust are the parties of 
the trust that convey the assets (in this case the real estate) to the 
trustee for the purposes of the trust.

* * *

 The Italian Doctrine of “Contratto 
Di Rete” or “Network Agreement”: 
Interesting Practical Implications 

In the Italian economy, small and mid-size companies 
are very common, and often the most successful.

However, nowadays, in a globalized world, where 
competition is increasingly fi erce, and economic competi-
tors are powerful and resourceful, this typical Italian way 
of doing business may become unsuccessful. In a few 
words, all of Italy’s small companies (according to As-
sociazione Italiana Politiche Industriali, 99.6% of the Ital-
ian companies have less than fi fty employees) are under 
attack.

The Italian Parliament has taken notice of this issue, 
and recently created a new doctrine to help small and 
mid-sized companies compete with big international 
corporations. In fact, Parliament has introduced new rule 
(article 3, paragraph 4-ter of law number 33/2009, that 
slightly changed with law 122/2010), which aims to help 
small and mid-sized companies. 

The approach that is being encouraged by the Ital-
ian legislature is networking and joining forces with one 
another to create a standard contract known as the “rete 
d’impresa” (business network). 

This is an innovative and interesting solution; how-
ever, it is still not successful or widespread in Italy. Ac-
cording to statistics, very few “business network” con-
tracts have been entered into or registered, and for this 
reason criticisms have been raised from many different 
directions.

Analysis of the “Network” Contract and Legal 
Issues 

What exactly is the “business network” contract? Ar-
ticle 4-ter of rule 33/2009 explains that with this specifi c 
contract, small business people and companies can form 
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tem. In fact, the network contract could be an interesting 
remedy to encourage the many small Italian companies 
to join forces, without altering their equity capital. In 
this manner, this new rule could turn out to be an im-
portant instrument to help Italian businesses face market 
globalisation.

Obviously, it is still too early to make assessments or 
draw fi nal conclusions. There is still no Italian case law, 
and the new law has also been criticised for its excessive 
conciseness. 

However, this conciseness could turn out to be a good 
strong point of the law because it permits businessmen 
operating in the market to create and enter into the most 
advantageous and suitable form of “rete” or network con-
tract for a specifi c and concrete purpose. 

Alessandro Benedetti
Francesco Epifani

BLB Studio Legale
Milano, Italy

milano@blblex.it

* * *

 Recent Changes in the Swedish 
Companies Act (2005:551)

The Swedish legislature has undertaken to simplify 
Swedish company law in an attempt to facilitate business-
es, particularly start-ups and small business. Numerous 
changes to implement this objective have been passed, the 
latest of which are briefl y described below.

Share Capital Requirements
On April 1, 2010, it became signifi cantly less costly 

to incorporate private companies limited by shares. The 
minimum required share capital in such companies has 
been reduced from SEK 100,000 to SEK 50,000. Even be-
fore these changes, incorporation was an expeditious and 
simple procedure, normally effectuated by acquiring a 
“shelf company.”

Mandatory Audits Abolished
As of November 1, 2010, the mandatory requirement 

that all companies limited by shares appoint an audi-
tor has been abolished. Companies not reaching certain 
thresholds, including number of employees, balance 
sheet total and net turnover, are no longer under a duty 
to appoint an auditor to conduct audits. The rule aims to 
reduce the regulatory burden for small-sized enterprises. 
This change emanates from EU harmonization. Accord-
ingly, such companies may, in their Articles of Associa-
tion, elect not to appoint auditors.

 This statement is confi rmed by the passage of the 
Italian rule, which states that inside the “rete,” there may 
exist some specifi c bodies like the shareholders’ meeting 
and board of statutory auditors. At the end of the day, 
there are no doubts on the legal status of the “rete” or 
network.

The “Network” Contract: Practical Issues 
The Italian “network” contract is a specifi c act gov-

erned by law, written in the form of an actual certifi ed 
contract and must contain:

• Personal details of the members (members can be 
individuals or corporations/companies);

• A specifi c description of the innovative aims that 
the “rete” is to pursue and a specifi c description of 
the methods that the “rete” intends to develop;

• A specifi c description of a common program that 
should enucleate the single rights and duties of the 
members; 

• If the contract establishes a common patrimonium, 
the specifi c criteria for the valuation of the single 
assets contributed by the members must be 
specifi ed;

• Personal details of the individual or corporations 
that undertake the authority to represent the “rete” 
or network;

• A specifi c description of the methods followed 
for purposes of making decisions and ensuring 
participation on the part of all of the network’s 
members.

Finally, each member must register the contract in 
a specifi c public register called “Registro delle imprese” 
(companies register). The “rete” or network becomes ef-
fective when the last member has registered the contract.

Subject to these specifi c legal requirements, the con-
tents of the contract are open and fl exible. Members are 
free to draft specifi c clauses to stress certain aspects that 
they think are particularly important to their “rete” or 
network.

However, if the members create that kind of “rete” or 
network with complete fi nancial autonomy, the contract 
should be very precise to defi ne the specifi c elements of 
the “rete” or network, the internal bodies and their single 
powers.

Conclusions
It is important to stress the innovative impact that 

this new rule could have on the Italian economic sys-
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 Freezing Injunctions and Cross-Border 
Disputes: Perspectives from England 
and the British Virgin Islands

The Author, Daniel Saoul, a barrister at 4 New Square 
in London, addressed the NYSBA’s London Chapter. He 
discussed the obtaining of freezing injunctions in England 
and the BVI in support of litigation or arbitration on 
foot elsewhere. He has put pen to paper and summarised 
some of his main points for Newsletter readers.  What 
follows is intended merely to serve as an introduction to 
the topic, and not as a comprehensive academic paper or 
practitioner’s guide.

Introduction
Litigation, or arbitration, is on foot or about to be 

commenced. The claimant suspects that the defendant 
will try to frustrate any Court judgment obtained down 
the line by dissipating its assets in the interim, other than 
in the ordinary course of business. What the claimant 
wants to do is freeze the defendant’s assets (or at least a 
proportion of them that equates to the value of the Claim) 
to prevent this from happening before trial; a “freezing” 
injunction.

The availability of injunctions of this kind—which 
operate in personam against defendants, and must be 
distinguished from proprietary injunctions, which oper-
ate in rem and relate to specifi c assets which have alleg-
edly been misappropriated—is a topic that has divided 
the highest courts of England and Wales and the United 
States. In England, the House of Lords fi rst approved the 
granting of such injunctions in principle in 1975, in the 
now famous Mareva case, as well as in one less frequently 
cited decision that preceded it, Nippon v Karageorgis. The 
test that was set down for the granting of such injunctions 
was, in short, as follows: (1) the claimant must have a 
good arguable case against the defendant; (2) there must 
be a real risk of the defendant dissipating its assets other 
than in the ordinary course of business, so as to frustrate 
any judgment that might be obtained against it in due 
course; and (3) it must be just and convenient, in all the 
circumstances, to freeze the defendant’s assets (or at least 
a proportion of them). 

The powerful and crippling nature of such injunc-
tions has not been lost on the English Courts. The “freez-
er”—unavailable prior to 1975 in England because it was 
thought to constitute too invasive an action against a per-
son who had not yet been tried—has been described as a 
“nuclear weapon” by one appellate Judge (Donaldson LJ) 
with another upping the ante and calling it “thermo-nucle-
ar” (Jacob J, as he was then). As many English practition-
ers well know, acting for a client who has been restrained 
by a freezing injunction can be like contesting litigation 

Shareholders’ Rights
On January 1, 2011, numerous new rules relating to 

shareholders’ rights became effective. Some of the more 
notable rules are outlined below.

Public companies, the shares of which are traded 
on a regulated marketplace, may benefi t from new rules 
that apply to the convening of shareholders’ meetings. 
Previously such companies had to incur substantial costs 
for publication of the complete meeting notice in at least 
one national daily newspaper. Such companies may now, 
with few exceptions, notify the shareholders by means of 
a simplifi ed notice. Other public companies may also opt 
for simplifi ed notifi cation. 

The notifi cation must be announced in its entirety 
only in the Swedish Gazette (Post- och Inrikes Tidningar), 
as well as made available on the website of the company. 
In addition, an advertisement containing very brief in-
formation about the notifi cation must be published in 
at least one national daily newspaper. The notifi cation 
must be made no later than three weeks (normally four 
weeks for other public companies) before the sharehold-
ers’ meeting. Contemporaneously relevant documents 
in relation to the meeting must be made available on the 
company’s website (proposed decisions, etc.). 

Further, the notifi cation shall set out the sharehold-
ers’ rights at the meeting to request information from the 
company’s directors. In addition, each shareholder now 
has a right, in the event of a vote, to request the company 
to enter the outcome of the vote in the minutes of the 
general meeting. 

Moreover, in respect of shareholders’ rights, all Cen-
tral Securities Depository companies are affected by the 
new regulations on proxies to shareholders’ meetings, the 
maximum period of validity of which is extended from 
one to fi ve years. This will make it much easier for asset 
managers and other intermediaries who will no longer 
need to renew the proxy annually. 

Future Changes
As exemplifi ed above, the Swedish legislator has al-

ready adopted a wide range of regulatory changes in or-
der to facilitate business. Further initiatives are expected 
to become effective, including, for example, the possibil-
ity to incorporate private companies limited by shares on 
the Internet, less burdensome requirements pertaining to 
the contents of the Articles of Association, abolishment 
of share certifi cates, and abolishment of the requirement 
that some of the directors must reside in the European 
Economic Area.

Felix Boman
Advokatfi rman Lindahl KB

Stockholm, Sweden
Felix.Boman@lindahl.se

* * *
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Since the fi rst freezing injunction was granted in 
England in 1975, the English Court’s jurisdiction to grant 
freezing orders has been extended to assist in precisely 
such situations. Although in 1979 the House of Lords 
held that freezing injunctions could not be awarded by 
the English Court where there was no substantive action 
before it that it had jurisdiction to determine by way of 
fi nal judgment (i.e. no substantive claim before the Eng-
lish Court, no freezing order—the case is Siskina v Distos 
Compania Naviera SA, known as The Siskina) the position 
has since been changed by statute, with the result that, 
in appropriate cases, the English Court now has a “long-
arm” jurisdiction to order worldwide freezing orders, 
encompassing a defendant’s assets across the globe, even 
where the main claim is proceeding outside of England. 
So, other than the core criteria mentioned above, what are 
the additional requirements for obtaining such expansive 
relief in England? And what is the position in the BVI?

Obtaining Freezing Injunctions in England in 
Support of Foreign Litigation

The law in this area is complex and, depending on the 
scenario (e.g., whether the main claim is before a Court in 
an EU member state or not etc.) can involve brain-teasing 
(or numbing) interplay between the Senior (formerly Su-
preme) Courts Act 1981, the Civil Jurisdiction and Judg-
ments Act 1982 (as amended), the Judgments Regulation, 
the Brussels and Lugano Conventions and the English 
Civil Procedure Rules. For simplicity, the following as-
sumptions are made here:

• the matter in question is civil/commercial;

• the English High Court is not the natural territorial 
jurisdiction for the underlying dispute;

• proceedings have been, or will simultaneously 
be, commenced in the most appropriate overseas 
forum.

Section 25 of the Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 
1982 (the “1982 Act,” as amended) gives the English High 
Court a specifi c power to grant interim relief in support 
of foreign courts (removing the previous common law 
restriction in The Siskina). The jurisdiction bestowed by 
Section 25 of the 1982 Act is intended to be a supportive, 
ancillary jurisdiction. The point is to ensure that practical 
justice is achieved through international judicial coopera-
tion; but the risk is that action—and in particular action 
of purportedly worldwide effect—taken by the English 
Court might hinder, unduly overlap or be inconsistent 
with the approach taken by the court seized with the 
merits. Subsection 25(2) of the 1982 Act provides the Eng-
lish Court with an opportunity to consider this risk. It 
provides:

On an application for any interim relief 
under subsection (1) the court may refuse to 
grant that relief if, in the opinion of the court, 

with one hand tied behind your back. Freezing injunc-
tions are also usually coupled with orders for disclosure 
of the defendant’s assets—and a failure to disclose can, 
in appropriate cases, be punished by contempt of court 
proceedings, or in extreme situations, with the entering 
of judgment without trial. Such is the competitive ad-
vantage they can offer, freezing injunctions are heavily 
sought after—and contested—in England, and signifi cant 
amounts of money can be spent on obtaining or resisting 
them. The same is true in the British Virgin Islands, an 
increasingly active jurisdiction for commercial disputes 
where the legal system broadly follows English common 
law (indeed, the ultimate court of appeal for BVI cases is 
the Privy Council in London). 

There are some protections for defendants: an ap-
plicant for a freezing injunction (who will usually fi rst 
be heard without notice and ex parte, i.e., without the De-
fendant being notifi ed or given an opportunity to attend, 
though a contested hearing will take place subsequently) 
must give full and frank disclosure of all relevant mat-
ters, including all possible defences available to the de-
fendant, and must also give an undertaking in damages, 
to the effect that, should the injunction prove wrongly 
granted, and the defendant be exonerated at trial, the 
claimant will have to compensate the defendant for any 
losses it might have suffered due to the injunction.

U.S. Supreme Court: No to Freezing Injunctions

Notably, the U.S. Supreme Court declined to follow 
the English path when, in 1999 in the case of Grupo Mexi-
cano de Desarrollo v Alliance Bond Fund, it was invited to 
rubber stamp the freezing injunction as a legitimate form 
of procedural relief. In a knife-edge 5-4 majority verdict 
delivered by Justice Scalia, the Supreme Court empha-
sised that in England the adoption of Mareva injunctions, 
as they are often called, was “a dramatic departure from 
prior practice.” Despite an intervention on behalf of the 
United States in favour of freezing injunctions, the Su-
preme Court concluded that “the requirement that the credi-
tor obtain a prior judgment is a fundamental protection in our 
debtor-creditor law” and that, despite the Court’s equitable 
powers it had “no authority to craft a ‘nuclear weapon’ of the 
law” such as a freezing injunction and “…the debate con-
cerning this formidable power over debtors should be conduct-
ed and resolved where such issues belong in our democracy: in 
the Congress.” Whilst it is notable that under New York 
law the local District Court is prepared to grant freezing 
orders, it will not do so in respect of assets beyond its 
borders, so their scope is limited.

So where does this leave the international practition-
er with a case on foot elsewhere than England or the BVI, 
such as the United States or perhaps Switzerland (noting 
that Swiss Courts, amongst others, will not grant relief 
in respect of assets located beyond local borders), who 
feels that freezing relief would be hugely benefi cial but, 
for one reason or another cannot get it from the court or 
tribunal seized of the substantive proceedings?
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for there to be a “real connecting link” between England 
and the subject matter of the supportive interim relief 
sought (Van Uden Maritime BV v Firma Deco-Line). The 
precise impact of this criterion on the granting of world-
wide freezing orders by the English court is not clear, 
in particular given the personal nature of that remedy. 
A cautious interpretation would suggest that, where 
the “real connecting link” test applies, the English court 
should not seek to interfere with assets within the juris-
diction of other Member States, or, at least that, for it to 
potentially to do so by way of a worldwide freeze, the 
defendant must at least be resident within the English 
court’s jurisdiction. The underlying rationale is that the 
Court that makes the order should be the one best placed 
to police it. If neither assets nor defendant are located 
within the jurisdiction, it will almost always be impossi-
ble to show a suffi cient connecting link to make a world-
wide order. Whilst the “real connecting link” test does 
not, strictly speaking, apply to cases where the primary 
court is outside of the EU, it is clear that in those cases 
if no such link exists there will need to be some other 
compelling factor to justify ordering worldwide relief 
(see Mobil Cerro Negro v Petroleos de Venezuela), e.g., that 
there would otherwise be no way of policing an apparent 
fraud.

Apart from the additional requirement for a real 
connecting link in intra-EU cases, certain factors will, in 
general, weigh especially heavily. By way of example, 
in Motorola the claimants, alleging fraud against the de-
fendants, sought a freezing order from the English court 
in support of substantive proceedings in the Southern 
District of New York in circumstances where two of the 
defendants were resident outside the jurisdiction and 
had no connection with England. The application did not 
succeed against those defendants. The Court of Appeal 
concluded that there was no utility in making an order it 
had no practical means of enforcing. That said, it is inter-
esting to note that the application was sustained against 
another defendant, a Turkish national resident in Turkey, 
in respect of assets of his outside of England, because he 
also held assets in England which could be the subject 
of contempt (sequestration) proceedings in the event of 
disobedience.

The infl uence of the primary court’s own injunctive 
powers—and whether it has elected to exercise them or 
not—is somewhat more subtle. Whilst the English court’s 
powers will not be limited to those of the court seized 
with the substantive proceedings (see Cuoghi), the ques-
tion of whether that court has the power to and/or has 
elected to order an equivalent injunction will nevertheless 
be relevant. Broadly speaking, the most important guide-
lines appear to be that:

• where the primary court has the power to make a 
worldwide freezing order, but has elected not to do 
so, this will strongly mitigate against the making of 

the fact that the court has no jurisdiction 
apart from this section in relation to the 
subject matter of the proceedings makes it 
inexpedient for the court to grant it.

The Expediency Test

The 1982 Act provides no guidance as to which fac-
tors might make it expedient, or inexpedient, to grant an 
order. One must therefore look to the common law for 
assistance: helpfully, the Court of Appeal has considered 
this issue on a number of occasions—the key appellate 
decisions in this area are Haiti v Duvalier (Mareva Injunc-
tion) No.2; Credit Suisse Fides Trust SA v Cuoghi; Refco Inc v 
Eastern Trading Co and Motorola Credit Corp v Uzan (No.6). 

The starting point, as stated in Cuoghi, is that it is pre-
sumed to be expedient to grant the relief if the respond-
ent is resident in England, and inexpedient if he is resi-
dent elsewhere. This is clearly a blunt approach, and it 
has been the subject of subsequent refi nements. The most 
frequently cited case providing more detailed guidance is 
Motorola, in which the Court of Appeal set out the follow-
ing fi ve considerations which a Court hearing a Section 
25 application for a worldwide freezing order should par-
ticularly bear in mind:

• whether the making of the order will interfere with 
the management of the case in the primary court 
(e.g., whether the order is inconsistent with an 
order made by the primary court or overlaps with 
it);

• whether it is in the policy of the primary 
jurisdiction not itself to make worldwide freezing / 
disclosure orders;

• whether there is a danger that the orders made will 
give rise to disharmony or confusion and/or risk 
of confl icting, inconsistent or overlapping orders 
in other jurisdictions, in particular the courts of the 
state where the person enjoined resides or where 
the assets are located;

• whether at the time the order is sought there is 
likely to be a potential confl ict as to jurisdiction 
rendering it inappropriate and inexpedient to make 
a worldwide order; and

• whether, in a case where jurisdiction is resisted 
and disobedience to be expected, the court will be 
making an order which it cannot enforce.

Further, in Motorola the Court made it clear that the 
position of each respondent must be considered sepa-
rately: the fact that it may be expedient to make an order 
against one co-respondent does not automatically make it 
expedient to do so against another.

In addition, it is important also to note the require-
ment, where the primary court is in an EU Member State, 
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Injunctions from the English Court in Support of 
Arbitrations

The English court’s power to order interim remedies, 
including injunctions, in support of arbitrations, is set out 
in Section 44 of the Arbitration Act 1996 (the “1996 Act”). 
Section 44 provides that the court will have the same 
power to order interim injunctions in support of arbitral 
proceedings as it does in support of legal proceedings 
(Subsection 44(2)(e)). Notably however:

• the court may only act if or to the extent that 
the arbitral tribunal has no power, or is unable 
effectively to act equivalently (subsection 44(5); e.g. 
before the tribunal has been constituted); 

• where freezing injunctions are concerned, the 
court’s power can only be exercised on an 
application on notice, and with the permission of 
the tribunal, or by written agreement of the parties, 
unless the case is one of urgency (subsections 44(3) 
and (4)); and

• section 44 can be contracted out of (subsection 
44(1); compare with section 25 of the 1982 Act, the 
effect of which as to substantive jurisdiction is not 
completely clear).

Subsection 2(3) of the 1996 Act provides that the pow-
ers under Section 44 apply in relation to all arbitrations, 
i.e. regardless of where the seat of the arbitration is. How-
ever, by analogy with subsection 25(2) of the 1982 Act, 
subsection 2(3) of the 1996 Act provides that “…the court 
may refuse to exercise any such power if, in the opinion of the 
court, the fact that the seat of the arbitration is outside England 
and Wales or Northern Ireland…makes it inappropriate to do 
so.”

As to the matters going to the appropriateness or oth-
erwise of ordering extra-territorial injunctions in support 
of foreign-seated arbitrations, the leading authority is the 
judgment of Walker J in Mobil Cerro Negro Ltd v Petroleos 
de Venezuela SA. Clearly, the court will fi rst have to con-
sider (where an application for a freezing injunction is 
concerned) whether the threshold tests of a good arguable 
case and a real risk of dissipation are met. Beyond this, 
however, in Mobil it was argued by the Claimant (seeking 
a worldwide freezing order in support of a New York ar-
bitration, in a non-fraud case) that issues of comity largely 
fell away, since in the context of an arbitration there was 
little risk of “criss-crossing” orders from various national 
courts, and equally little risk of treading on the tribunal’s 
toes, since, in the instant case that tribunal had not yet 
been constituted. 

On the facts, Walker J concluded that there was in-
suffi cient evidence of a risk of unjustifi ed dissipation of 
assets by the defendant to warrant an injunction in any 
case. However, for completeness he went on to consider 

such an order by the English court (Cuoghi, Refco) 
though not determinatively so (Ryan v Friction 
Dynamics Ltd, per Neuberger J); and

• where the primary court does not have the power 
to make the order sought (such as in the case of 
a claim before the U.S. Federal Court), then the 
English court should consider whether there 
is any reason why the primary court might be 
affronted by an English order. If there is none (and 
especially if the foreign judge has indicated that 
he/she would welcome an English order) then the 
English court should feel comfortable exercising 
its own powers, assuming that all other relevant 
criteria are satisfi ed (Cuoghi, Motorola). To date, the 
English court has been robust in intervening in 
such situations. In Motorola, for instance, the fact 
that the U.S. court was constitutionally prohibited 
from making a pre-judgment freezing order was 
interpreted not as a decision not to make that 
order, but as a situation where it would welcome 
the assistance of the English courts.

Policing International Fraud

In general, the English court will step in more read-
ily in fraud cases. In such situations, its role in fi ghting 
or mitigating the consequences of prima facie dishonest 
behaviour will be emphasised and its worries about com-
ity somewhat lessened. The extreme example of this is 
Duvalier, a fraud case where the substantive proceedings 
were ongoing in France and where there was no appar-
ent link between the defendant (the former Haitian dicta-
tor who had fl ed Haiti post-revolution) or its assets and 
England, save that the defendant’s solicitors were based 
in England and were presumed to have access to infor-
mation relating to the whereabouts of their client’s assets. 
The aforementioned decision in Motorola also illustrates 
the willingness of the English court to extend itself where 
there is powerful evidence of fraud. Millett LJ in Cuoghi, 
summarised the position thus: 

In other areas of law, such as cross-border 
insolvency, commercial necessity has 
encouraged national courts to provide 
assistance to each other without waiting 
for such cooperation to be sanctioned by 
international convention. International fraud 
requires a similar response. It is becoming 
widely accepted that comity between the 
courts of different countries requires mutual 
respect for the territorial integrity of each 
other’s jurisdiction, but that this should 
not inhibit a court in one jurisdiction from 
rendering whatever assistance it properly 
can to a court in another in respect of assets 
located or persons resident within the 
territory of the former.
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proceedings in the jurisdiction, the court had no power to 
order free-standing injunctions against parties being sued 
elsewhere, even if such injunctions would, on their face, 
assist the foreign court or tribunal in question. 

This restriction failed to give due recognition to the 
fact that there will be situations where securing a BVI 
freezing injunction as part of a strategy of international 
litigation will be highly desirable and/or necessary—for 
instance where shares in a BVI company are an asset 
which one wants to secure, or where a BVI company is 
somehow implicated in the main claim and a local order 
will be more easily enforceable against it. This was a point 
made by Lord Nicholls, in the Hong Kong context, in his 
judgment in the Privy Council decision of Mercedes Benz 
AG v Leiduck.

Consequently, BVI practitioners have litigated crea-
tively to circumvent the restriction in The Siskina. Essen-
tially, two approaches have been adopted by claimants/
applicants:

• formulating and issuing a BVI-specifi c claim 
against the target defendant, relying on a different 
cause of action from that being prosecuted in 
the primary court, and applying for a freezing 
injunction in support of that fresh claim. This is 
the cleanest approach, and is most likely to be 
available where the target defendant is domiciled 
in the BVI and is not a party to the main action, 
but can be implicated in the events giving rise to 
that claim, e.g. on the basis of an alleged economic 
tort (conspiracy, inducing a breach of contract, 
etc.) or accessory liability for an equitable wrong 
(dishonest assistance in a breach of trust or 
knowing receipt); or

• issuing proceedings in the BVI which duplicate the 
claim on foot overseas, and applying for a freezing 
injunction by piggy-backing on these repetitious 
proceedings (which proceedings the claimant 
would then typically volunteer to stay, pending 
resolution of the primary claim). 

Whilst the second of these two approaches might, pri-
ma facie, appear to be an abuse of process, it is a method 
that has been used with some success by local practition-
ers who have found the BVI High Court willing to act, in 
particular in fraud cases, in the interests of justice and to 
plug a gap in the international judicial process, notwith-
standing the transparency of the procedural device used. 
But this approach has not yet been tested at appellate 
level.

Recent Developments

Against this background, it is perhaps unsurprising 
that efforts were being made by BVI legal practitioners 
to bring the position into line with that in England, and 
to regularise what has, for some time, been viewed as a 

the extent to which it would, or would not be, right to 
order such an injunction pursuant to the power conferred 
on the court by section 37(1) of the Supreme Court Act 
1981 (as it then was) and section 44(3) of the 1996 Act, 
as tempered by section 2(3), on the assumption that the 
defendant had no assets within the English court’s ju-
risdiction. His conclusion was clear: matters of comity 
remain important. In the absence of fraud, a link between 
England and the defendant or its assets was necessary if 
it was to be just and convenient (under the 1981 Act) or 
appropriate (under the 1996 Act) to grant a worldwide 
freezing injunction. In this particular case, given that the 
seat of the arbitration was New York, and that there was 
no other connection between the defendant and England, 
the appropriate step was for the claimant to seek to in-
junct the defendant in Venezuela, i.e., its home jurisdic-
tion and where the majority of its assets were located.

In practice, the English court’s approach to the grant-
ing of worldwide freezing injunctions in support of for-
eign arbitration is equivalent to that adopted in relation 
to foreign litigation—indeed in Mobil Walker J considered 
the jurisprudence relating to overseas litigation at length, 
and the language he used in reaching his decision closely 
mirrored that found there. Put simply, whether a party 
is seeking a worldwide freezing order from the English 
court in support of foreign litigation or arbitration, it 
will almost certainly need to show that the defendant is 
resident within the jurisdiction, or has signifi cant assets 
within the jurisdiction which an English order can be en-
forced against, unless (in non-EU cases) a good arguable 
case of fraud can be established —and even then the Eng-
lish court will need to be persuaded that it is right for it 
to make a worldwide, and not purely domestic, order in 
circumstances where a foreign court or tribunal has been 
seized of the substantive proceedings.

The Position in the British Virgin Islands

Orthodoxy

As a broad generalisation, the BVI High Court fol-
lows English common law where matters of private inter-
national law are concerned. This means that, with regard 
to injunctive relief in support of foreign proceedings, the 
position is (at least in theory) different in the BVI from 
that in England.

Indeed, whilst, as explained, the English court’s juris-
diction to order interim relief in support of foreign litiga-
tion and arbitration is provided for by statute, namely 
the 1982 Act and the 1996 Act respectively, the BVI has no 
equivalent legislation, and so the Courts there fall back 
onto the case law. 

Until recently, it was assumed that this meant that the 
BVI High Court was limited by what appeared to be the 
broad principle arising out of Lord Diplock’s judgment 
in The Siskina, namely that in the absence of substantive 
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necessarily meant not following The Siskina, the two deci-
sions being irreconcilable.

The judgment in Black Swan was understood to be un-
der appeal to the Eastern Caribbean Court of Appeal, and 
might well have gone up from there to the Privy Council 
for ultimate determination, but indications are now that 
the matter has settled before Bannister J’s verdict was 
tested at appellate level. That said, doubtless other cases 
on the issue will come through sooner or later given how 
fertile a source of high-value commercial litigation the 
BVI has become.

Indeed, whilst Bannister J’s decision is to be wel-
comed for the same reasons as the private member’s bill 
it usurped, refi nement of it by the appellate courts would 
be useful: in particular, the Judge approved dicta to the 
effect that no substantive cause of action was required 
against the respondents to the injunction, which does 
not chime with the existing core principles for freezes. It 
might be more felicitous to say that no substantive cause 
of action against the respondents need be articulated so 
long as they are suffi ciently associated with a cause of ac-
tion being litigated elsewhere—as in the Black Swan case, 
where the respondent companies were said to be under 
the ownership or control of the main defendant in the 
South African litigation (a private individual) and to be 
the legal owners of valuable assets which should properly 
be attributed to that wrongdoer. This is the kind of issue 
that is specifi c to multi-party cross-border litigation and 
which would benefi t from an express extension to tradi-
tional principles. Recognition of this would be a positive 
step in helping to clarify the ambit of the newly estab-
lished injunctive power of the BVI High Court, and to 
bring it more closely into line with the position enshrined 
by statute in England.

Daniel Saoul
4 New Square

London, England
D.Saoul@4newsquare.com

local legal anomaly detrimental to the reputation of the 
BVI’s judicial system as one that is protective of legiti-
mate international commercial activity. In a bill carrying 
the working title of the BVI Administration of Justice 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 2009, local lawyers were 
proposing statutory wording to the effect that “the Court 
shall have the power to grant interim relief under this section 
in relation to proceedings commenced or to be commenced in 
another jurisdiction whether or not the subject matter of the 
proceedings is justiciable before the Court.”

However, a more recent development has super-
seded the private members’ bill. In Black Swan Investment 
I.S.A v Harvest View Ltd and others, the Honourable Mr 
Justice Bannister QC, the Judge of the BVI Commercial 
Court (which hears business disputes valued at over U.S. 
$500,000) was required to consider precisely whether the 
BVI High Court had jurisdiction to freeze the assets of 
BVI registered companies implicated in substantive pro-
ceedings on foot overseas (in that case in South Africa).

In short, his Lordship distinguished The Siskina on 
the basis that it did not expressly deal with the situation 
where the respondents to the proposed freezing injunc-
tion were within the jurisdiction, and that the question 
remained open for determination. The Judge relied on 
the judgment of Lord Nicholls in Mercedes Benz AG and 
of the House of Lords in a case called Channel Tunnel v 
Balfour Beatty Ltd in support of this proposition. Relying 
on these opinions to fi ll what he perceived as a lacuna 
in the authorities, Bannister J concluded that there were 
sound policy reasons why a party to a dispute taking 
place overseas (because that was the appropriate forum) 
seeking a money judgment there against someone with 
assets in the BVI should be able to have resort to those 
assets—and to protect them by way of a freeze in the in-
terim, where the usual criteria were otherwise met. Nota-
bly, this decision and its reasoning is, broadly, on all fours 
with that of the Jersey Court of Appeal in Solvalub Ltd v 
Match Investments Ltd, save that in that case the Court felt 
that following Lord Nicholls in Mercedes-Benz (as it did) 
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Younger addressed issues 
relating to international arbi-
tration from the U.S. perspec-
tive while Mr. Nunes Pinto 
gave his thoughts on how 
international arbitration has 
been developing in Brazil. 
After the presentations, there 
was a Q&A session moder-
ated by Mr. Gonçalves with 
active interaction from the 
audience, comprised of more 
than 50 Brazilian lawyers that 
practice in the international 
arena.

Rafael Villac Vicente de Carvalho
Peixoto e Cury Advogados

Sao Paulo, Brazil
rafael.villac@peixtoecury.com.br

Brazil
On March 15th, the Bra-

zil Chapter of the New York 
State Bar Association (“NYS-
BA”) organized the seminar 
“International Arbitration 
in Brazil and in the US.” 
The seminar was hosted by 
Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, 
Marrey Jr. e Quiroga Advo-
gados and had in the discus-
sion panel the then-president 
of the NYSBA, Stephen 
Younger.  President Younger 
led the discussion with José 
Emilio Nunes Pinto, a highly renowned practitioner and 
arbitrator, and Eduardo Damião Gonçalves, an arbitration 
practitioner and partner of the hosting fi rm. 

After the introductory remarks about the Brazil Chap-
ter activities given by its chair, Isabel Franco, President 

Chapter News

The panelists (from left to right): Mr. Nunes Pinto,
Mr. Gonçalves and President Younger

Introductory remarks by Isabel Franco The members of the Brazil Chapter with the panelists (from 
left to right) Helen Naves, Rafael Villac, Mr. Nunes Pinto, Mr. 
Gonçalves, Isabel Franco, President Younger, José Ricardo 
Martins, Eugenio Deliberato and Carlos Mauricio Mirandola
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overview of the litigation process from commencement of 
the action to trial, means of enforcement of the judgment, 
and the enforceability of foreign judgments and arbitral 
awards. 

In addition, there are seventeen essays on topics 
related to international debt collection, such as an over-

view of international commercial arbitration, an 
in-depth treatment of the enforcement of judg-

ments in the European Union, discussions of 
international debt collection and trusts, in-

ternational debt collection and the Vienna 
Convention on Contracts for the Inter-
national Sale of Goods, and dispute 

boards. These essays are written by 
various experts and would, by them-
selves, constitute a valuable book.

International Commercial Secured Transactions has a 
similar format and concept: discussions of the law for 
each of about three dozen countries share a common tem-
plate, and are written by local practitioners. The treatment 
of Canada is broken down by region; a similar breakdown 
is not provided for the United States because each of the 
fi fty states has adopted the Uniform Commercial Code. 
The template is practical, starting with an overview of 
how secured transactions work in that country, followed 
by a description of international letters of credit, the 
statute law, the types of personal property that can be se-
cured, the leasing of goods, the priority rules for compet-
ing liens, and the recovery and repossession of collateral. 
Again, a detailed table of contents quickly pinpoints for 
you the very place to fi nd the answer to your question. As 
with the fi rst book, this one also includes several essays 
on related topics, such as credit insurance and the securiti-
zation of court judgments.

In conclusion, I heartily recommend these two books 
to any practitioner who needs a quick overview of the law 
of other countries.

Ken MacDonald, LL.B., LL.M.
Henry K.Hui & Associates

Toronto, Ontario
kenmacdonald@hkhlawyers.com.

Franklin, David, ed., International Commercial 
Debt Collection

Franklin, David and Harms, Steven A., ed., 
International Commercial Secured Transactions

Both published by Thomson Reuters

These two new books provide highly valuable, 
timely and practical guides for busy practitioners 
whose fi les sometimes involve foreign juris-
dictions. Mr. Franklin, chair of the Interna-
tional Creditors’ Rights Committee of 
the NYSBA, using his uniquely broad 
range of contacts in the legal profes-
sion around the world, which he 
has built up over several decades 
of practice, has compiled two di-
gests of the laws of a broad range 
of jurisdictions from every continent and all parts of the 
world.

International Commercial Debt Collection is 838 pages 
long and covers fi fty countries, including all the juris-
dictions of greatest interest such as the United States, 
Canada, the People’s Republic of China, Brazil, India, 
and Western Europe. To guide the reader through this, 
there is a carefully-thought-out and detailed table of 
contents. Coverage of Canada is broken down into sec-
tions for each of the major regions—British Columbia, 
the Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes. For the 
United States, there are separate sections for New York, 
California, Illinois, Florida, Texas, Georgia and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Each is written by a practitioner in the 
relevant jurisdiction and his or her contact information is 
listed in case you need further assistance.

All of the discussions of the various jurisdictions 
are based on a shared template so that each discussion 
is organized in the same way, which helps readers fi nd 
the treatment of a particular issue quickly, and aids in 
comparing multiple jurisdictions on a particular aspect 
of their laws. The discussions cover such practical topics 
as pre-litigation collection procedures (e.g., government 
record searches available to reveal assets of the debtor), 
prerequisites for the local courts to take jurisdiction, the 
effect of forum selection clauses and choice of law claus-
es, basic requirements for fi ling suit, limitation periods, 

 Book Reviews
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International boutique law fi rm, Bench Cooper Singh 
LLP, opened its doors in July 2010, uniting its unique in-
ternational experience and languages to serve the global 
legal community. 

NYSBA member Lisa Bench Nieuwveld heads the 
international dispute resolution and international com-
mercial transaction groups. Lisa has just returned to the 
United States after spending 6 years in The Netherlands 
working with medium and large law fi rms abroad. Lisa 
has worked extensively on international arbitrations, both 
commercial and investor-state disputes as well as on in-
ternational transactional deals. Lisa speaks Dutch, Span-
ish and basic French. Lisa will be joined by partners 
Courtney Cooper, who will head the fi rm’s International 
trade group, and Jaspreet Singh, who will head the Immi-
gration and Appellate group. The fi rm will practice in the 
areas of International Arbitration and Litigation, Immi-
gration, Appellate Litigation, International Trade and 
Corporate Services.

Bench Cooper Singh LLP is located at 244 Fifth 
Ave., Ste. J256, New York, New York 10001. Phone: 
646.807.4646.

Lisa Bench Nieuwveld
BENCH COOPER SINGH LLP

New York
benchnieuwveld@benchcoopersingh.com

* * *

Dr. Hong Tang, a well-known practicing lawyer and 
scholar focusing on international law and policy and a 
member of the NYSBA International Section, is currently 
offering limited pro bono services relating to the U.S. 
“Trade Adjustment Assistance” (TAA) Program to U.S. 
workers, fi rms, communities, and farmers that are nega-
tively affected by globalization and international trade. 
Requests for the aforementioned limited pro bono services 
are welcomed. Members who are also interested in pro-
viding TAA-related pro bono services are encouraged to 
contact and coordinate with Dr. Tang. Dr. Tang can be 
reached at tang@lawyer.com.

 Member News

Annual MeetingAnnual Meeting
January 23-28, 2012
Hilton New York
1335 Avenue of the Americas
New York City

International Section
Program
Wednesday, January 25, 2012

Save the Dates
To register go to www.nysba.org

N E W  Y O R K  S T A T E  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N
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New International Section Members
Robyn A. Abraham
Amina Adams
Thomas Joseph Akacki
Suzana Stoffel Martins Albano
Edmund R. Altone
Vinicius Juca Alves
Rajiv Amlani
Richard A. Andrews
Asari A.C. Aniagolu
Jenny Paula Balestrini
Brian Anthony Barbour
Rosa Giovanna Barresi
Jessica Lyn Bartlett
Craig Steven Baumgarten
Howard A. Bender
Francois F. Berbinau
Frances C. Berger
Eric E. Bergsten
Jack W. Berk
Monika Bhatt
Alessandro Bianchi
HyoSung Jonathon Bidol-Lee
Lindsey Jennifer Blank
Eric Howard Blinderman
Meredith Marie Bloch
Bouke Anthonie Boersma
Simeon Boyar
Charles L. Brackbill
Tom H. Braegelmann
William Robert Brennan
Michael Brown
Mary Rose Brusewitz
Emma Louisa Buckthal
Stephanie A. Bugos
Michael Burdei
Ekaterina Lvovna Butler
Mark R. Butscha
Martin Byrne
Rebecca Biber Callaway
Matthew Perry Canini
Liangrong Cao
Massimiliano Caruso
Jaiana Casanova Portalatin
Zoragina Castillo
Ronny Castro
Melissa Anne Causey
Ernesto Cavelier
Rana Ceylan
Jad Chamseddine
W. Jonathan Chan
Shubha Mathur Chandra
Diane Chapman
Megha Jonnalagadda Charalambides
Jiwon Jeannine Choi
Flora Ming Hsuan Chou

Matthew Janssen Christensen
Jack Wing Chee Chung
Maxime Cloutier
Gregg A. Coffey
Robert A. Cohen
Francis G. Conrad
Vinodh Sabesan Coomaraswamy
Susana Mellisa Alicia Cotera Benites
Denny Cowger
Nicholas Craft
Matthieu Cyrus
Florian Dauny
Olivier Chodron De Courcel
Kenneth Delafrange
Qiu Di
Anthony Peter DiCaprio
Bonnie L. Dixon
Debra Leigh Doby
Dennis Doyle
David Cody Dydek
Kirsty Dymond
Nikolai N. Dythtchenko
Lauro Da Gama E Souza
Elika Eftekhari
Mariana Eguiarte Morett
Marwa Elbially
Izukanne Emeagwali
Beatriz Ensenat
Omar Ahmed Farah
Farah Christine V. Fard
Meredith Finch
Robert J. Fortin
Caroline Frauman
Sandra Friedrich
Tetyana Victorivna Gaponenko
Yijun Ge
Francesca Giannoni-Crystal
Theresa Gibbons
Andrea Lee Gittleman
Christopher Goetz
Hillel Goldman
Amita Gopinath
Gail R. Gordon
Joshua Gordon
Murray Gottheil
Wayne D. Gray
Britton B. Guerrina
Gerhard Gunz
Lady Luz Guzman
Tal Hacohen
Gregory Boris Hafkin
Peter J. Halasz
Christian Hammerl
Keith Wayne Heard
Mitchell Elliott Hochberg

Christina Anne Hoefsmit
Jacob Schall Holberg
David Howe
Liu Xin Hui
Howard Owen Hunter
Inho Hwang
Gonzalo Garcia-Fuertes Iglesias
Karel Jaros
Mark G. Johnston
Russell Scott Jones
Melissa Beth Jones-Prus
Srinivasa R. Jonnalagadda
Aurelie Kahn
Jessica Marie Karbowski
Hamilton F. Kean
Leslie R. Kellogg
Muhammad Kashif Khan
Andrei Kharchanka
Humphrey Gitonga Kiara
Jennifer K. Kim
Benedict John Kirchner
Noah E. Klug
Okoriba S. Korubo
James Steven Koumanakos
Jakub D. Kucharzyk
Sooyeun Kwon
Heather Renee Lasher
Michael Nicholas Lazorchak
Andrew Lee
Gary Lee
Kongjin Lee
Yuri Lee
Daina Sandra Leimanis
Naiara Regina Leite Da Silva
Edward K. Lenci
Dean W.M. Leslie
Andrew Scott Lewner
Chang-Yin Li
Jialue Li
Lan Li
Yingjie Li
Enrique E. Liberman
Ira J. Lipton
Melina Lito
Rachel Elizabeth Lopez
Donato Silvano Lorusso
Nancy Lu
Roland Luo
Miaomiao Lzu
Malerie Ma
Kathryn Grant Madigan
William Maloney
Abigail Joan Dryden Marcus
Daniel James Martin
Eileen Marie Martin
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Jose Ricardo Bastos Martins
James Tacen McClary
Michael J. McCullough
Stefano Mechelli
Michelle Mersey
Waffi yah Massoud Mian
Cristina Isabel Miller-Ojeda Hagglund
Lisa B. B. Moell
James Edward Moon
Rebecca Eunhye Moon
Alessandro Morandi
Ekaterina Mouratova
Angel M. Munoz
Tracy Jerald Murphy
Helen Naves
Andrew Michael Nelson
Mark Eli Nerenberg
Jessica Neuwirth
Jin Ni
Mauricio E. Norona
Akiko Ogawa
Aaron Peron Ogletree
Mojoyinola Morolayo Onijala
Anna Ovcharenko
Damla Ozger
Vanesa Isabel Pagan
Donna M. Pakan
Vijaya Rangan Palaniswamy
Noel J. Para
Vincent E. Pellecchia
Peter J. Pettibone
David M. Pfeiffer
Gregory B. Pietrzak
Adam J. Platt
Kathleen E. Plog
Jerome Poitou
Carla Jillian Polson
Calin Pop
Kate M. Powers
Vilma Preta
Kerry Shapleigh Price

Christine Tara Quigley
Carolina Ramirez
Rekha Rangachari
Hans-Eric Rasmussen-Bonne
Muhammad Salman Ravala
Tiffany Brianne Redies
William Reichert
Natalie Jorquera Reyes
Alexandre Reynaud
Manuel G. Rivera
Larisa Romanenko
Adam J. Rosen
Daniel S. Rubin
Yonatan Gavriel Rubin
Sherif Saad
Aleida Sainz
Alejandro San Miguel
Kavita M. Savani
Gerald William Sawczyn
Steven Scholz
Mourad Seghir
Avani B. Shah
Holly Shannon
Naoko Inoue Shatz
Ryo Shiba
Benjamin David Shih
Stephen I. Siller
Evan Simpson
Douglas E. Singer
Anton Skuratovskyy
Rami Smaira
Eloris Ann Snyder
Robert Edward Snyder
Pedro Silveira Campos Soares
Yifan Song
Mariella Soussou
Samuel Sroka
Christopher James Stanley
Nicole Michelle Stephansen
Jacob Srsic Stoehr
Maria Esperanza Stookey

Charles W. Stotler
Shikhil Suri
Edna Sussman
Eric William Swartz
Leonid Talisman
Albert C. Tan
Pia Tempongko
Christopher Thompson
Kenneth L. Thompson
Tuuli Inkeri Timonen
Nikolaus Toufar
Tuong-vi Tran
Pippa Famatta Tubman
Oliver Tuholske
Benjamin Warren Tuiskula
Liana Turrin
Rashida Tyler
Gaelle Uzan
Julien Valliorgues
Theodore Vassilakis
Anha (Annie) Doan Vo
Richard R. Volack
Christian Votava
Richard Anthony Walawender
Xiang Wang
Rachel Leah Warach
Mark Lotfi  Wasef
Peter Grant Weiss
Jason Wayne Whiteley
Alberstain Winfi eld
Sarah Holley Wolf
Robert L. Wolff
Xin Yi Ye
Sokyong Yun
Andrew J. Zapata
Leslie Zhang
Yiqun Zhang
Yin Zhong
Anna Zieba
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A wealth of practical resources at www.nysba.org

For more information on these and many other resources go to www.nysba.org

The International Section publications are 
also available online
Go to
www.nysba.org/IntlChapterNews (New York International Chapter News)

www.nysba.org/IntlPracticum (International Law Practicum)

www.nysba.org/IntlLawReview (New York International Law Review)

to access:
• Past Issues (2000-present)*

• Searchable Indexes (2000-present)

• Searchable articles that include links 
to cites and statutes. This service 
is provided by Loislaw and is an 
exclusive Section member benefi t*

*You must be an International Section member and 
logged in to access.

Need password assistance? Visit our Web site at www.
nysba.org/pwhelp. For questions or log-in help, call 
(518) 463-3200.
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Vice-Chair/Diversity
Kenneth G. Standard
Epstein Becker & Green, P.C.
250 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10177
kstandard@ebglaw.com

Vice-Chair/Law Student Outreach
Howard A. Fischer
Securities & Exchange Commission
3 World Financial Center
New York, NY 10281
FischerH@Sec.gov

Vice-Chair/Liaison U.S. State Bar 
International Sections
Michael W. Galligan
Phillips Nizer LLP
666 Fifth Avenue, 28th Fl.
New York, NY 10103-5152
mgalligan@phillipsnizer.com

Vice-Chair/Liaison w/International 
Law Society
Nancy M. Thevenin
Baker & McKenzie LLP
1114 Avenue of the Americas, 42nd Fl.
New York, NY 10036
nancy.thevenin@bakermckenzie.com

Vice-Chair/Liaison w/American Bar 
Association
Mark H. Alcott
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & 
Garrison LLP
1285 Avenue of the Americas, 28th Fl.
New York, NY 10019-6064
malcott@paulweiss.com

Vice-Chair/Liaison w/NY City Bar Assn.
Paul M. Frank
Hodgson Russ LLP
1540 Broadway, 24th Fl.
New York, NY 10036
pmfrank@hodgsonruss.com

Vice-Chairs/Membership
Allen E. Kaye
Offi ce of Allen E. Kaye, PC
111 Broadway, Suite 1304
New York, NY 10006
akaye@kayevisalaw.com

Eberhard H. Rohm
Duane Morris LLP
1540 Broadway
New York, NY 10036-4086
ehrohm@duanemorris.com

Daniel J. Rothstein
Law Offi ces of Daniel J. Rothstein
747 Third Avenue, 32nd Fl.
New York, NY 10017
djr@danielrothstein.com

International Section Offi cers
Chair
Andre R. Jaglom
Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse & 
Hirschtritt LLP
900 Third Avenue, 12th Fl.
New York, NY 10022-4728
jaglom@thshlaw.com

Chair-Elect
Andrew D. Otis
Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt
& Mosle LLP
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178-0061
aotis@curtis.com

Executive Vice-Chair/CIO
Glenn G. Fox
Alston & Bird LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
glenn.fox@alston.com

First Vice-Chair
Thomas N. Pieper
Chadbourne & Parke LLP
30 Rockefeller Center, Room 3541
New York, NY 10112
tpieper@chadbourne.com

Secretary
Neil A. Quartaro
Watson Farley & Williams LLP
1133 Avenue of the Americas, 11th Fl.
New York, NY 10036-6723
nquartaro@wfw.com

Treasurer
Lawrence E. Shoenthal
6 Dorothy Drive
Spring Valley, NY 10977
lbirder@aol.com

Executive Committee Liaison
Stephen P. Younger
Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler LLP
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
spyounger@pbwt.com

Vice Chairs/International Chapters
Eduardo Ramos-Gomez
Duane Morris LLP
1540 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
eramos-gomez@duanemorris.com

Calvin A. Hamilton
Hamilton Abogades
Espalter, 15, 1 Izq
E-28014 Madrid SPAIN
chamilton@hamiltonabogados.com

Gerald J. Ferguson
Baker Hostetler
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10111
gferguson@bakerlaw.com

Jonathan P. Armstrong
Duane Morris LLP
10 Chiswell Street
London EC1Y 4UQ
UNITED KINGDOM
jparmstrong@duanemorris.com

Vice-Chair/ Liaison w/American 
Society of International Law
Christopher Joseph Borgen
St. John’s University School of Law
8000 Utopia Parkway
Belson Hall, Room 4-24
Jamaica, NY 11439
borgenc@stjohns.edu

Vice-Chairs/CLE
Daniel J. Rothstein
Law Offi ces of Daniel J. Rothstein
747 Third Avenue, 32nd Fl.
New York, NY 10017
djr@danielrothstein.com

Christopher J. Kula
Phillips Nizer LLP
666 Fifth Avenue, 28th Fl.
New York, NY 10103-0084
ckula@phillipsnizer.com

Timo P. Karttunen
Baker & Hostetler LLP
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10111
tkarttunen@bakerlaw.com

Vice-Chair/Co-Chair
Publications Editorial Board
David W. Detjen
Alston & Bird LLP
90 Park Avenue, 14th Fl.
New York, NY 10016-1302
david.detjen@alston.com

Vice-Chairs/Committees
Michael J. Pisani
167 Rockaway Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530
mjpisani@optonline.net

Neil A. Quartaro
Watson Farley & Williams LLP
1133 Avenue of the Americas, 11th Fl.
New York, NY 10036-6723
nquartaro@wfw.com
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John F. Zulack
Flemming Zulack Williamson
Zauderer LLP
One Liberty Plaza, 35th Fl.
New York, NY 10006-1404
jzulack@fzwz.com

John Hanna Jr.
Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP
One Commerce Plaza
Albany, NY 12260
jhanna@woh.com

Joyce M. Hansen
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
33 Liberty Street
Legal Group, 7th Fl.
New York, NY 10045
joyce.hansen@ny.frb.org

Vice-Chair/Special Projects
A. Thomas Levin
Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein P.C.
990 Stewart Avenue, Suite 300
P.O. Box 9194
Garden City, NY 11530-9194
ATLEVIN@MSEK.COM

Vice-Chair/Sponsorship
Diane E. O’Connell
Price Waterhouse Coopers LLP
300 Madison Avenue, 34th Fl.
New York, NY 10017
diane.oconnell@us.pwc.com

Delegates to House of Delegates
Michael W. Galligan
Phillips Nizer LLP
666 Fifth Avenue, 28th Fl.
New York, NY 10103-5152
mgalligan@phillipsnizer.com

Plan now to join your friends and colleagues for the 2011 Seasonal Meeting of the International Section in 
Panama. The meeting will be held September 20-24, 2011. The theme of the meeting is “Latin America as an 
Engine for Economic Recovery and Growth.”

The meeting will feature experts in their fields of law from all over the world. Don’t miss this opportunity to 
participate.

Panama is small country, yet it has a great variety of attractions—exotic tropical rainforests, beautiful 
mountain refuges, Caribbean-style beaches, a thousand islands, seven living Indian cultures, a Miami-style 
sophisticated capital city, scads of Spanish colonial historical sites, golf, diving, sportfishing, not to mention 
that 8th wonder of the world and engineering marvel, the Panama Canal. It is hard to think of any other 
destination in the world that has such a variety of attractions so close by and so easy to get to. Panama is one 
of the safest countries in Latin American for tourists.

As part of Central America, Panama is just a short plane ride away. There are direct flights from New York and 
Newark.

Panama has the most accessible exotic nature in the world. Its position as a narrow land bridge connecting 
two continents endows it with some of the world’s most pristine and bio-diverse rainforests in national parks 
covering 5 million acres.

N E W  Y O R K  S T A T E  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O NN E W  Y O R K  S T A T E  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N

International SectionInternational Section
Seasonal MeetingSeasonal Meeting

Panama City, PanamaPanama City, Panama
September 20-24, 2011September 20-24, 2011
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Africa
Hon. George Bundy Smith
Janiece Brown Spitzmueller

Asia and the Pacifi c Region
Lawrence A. Darby III

Awards
Michael M. Maney
Lester Nelson
Lauren D. Rachlin

Central & Eastern Europe
Daniel J. Rothstein
Serhiy Hoshovsky

Chair’s Advisory
Carl-Olof  E. Bouveng
Michael W. Galligan

Corporate Counsel
Barbara M. Levi
Allison B. Tomlinson

Cross Border M&A and 
Joint Ventures
Gregory E. Ostling

Foreign Lawyers
Maria Tufvesson Shuck

Immigration and 
Nationality
Jan H. Brown
Matthew Stuart Dunn

Insurance/Reinsurance
Chiahua Pan
Edward K. Lenci
Stuart S. Carruthers

Inter-American
Alyssa A. Grikscheit
Carlos E. Alfaro

International Antitrust and 
Competition Law
Olivier N. Antoine
Boris M. Kasten

International Arbitration 
& ADR
Nancy M. Thevenin

International Banking 
Securities & Financial 
Transactions
Joyce M. Hansen
Eberhard H. Rohm

International Contract & 
Commercial Law
Albert L. A. Bloomsbury

International Corporate 
Compliance
Carole L. Basri
Rick F. Morris

International Creditors 
Rights
David Franklin

International Distribution, 
Sales & Marketing
Andre R. Jaglom

International Employment 
Law
Aaron J. Schindel

International 
Entertainment & Sports 
Law
Howard Z. Robbins

International 
Environmental Law
Andrew D. Otis
John Hanna Jr.
Mark F. Rosenberg

International Estate and 
Trust Law
Michael W. Galligan
Glenn G. Fox

International Family Law
Rita Wasserstein Warner
Jeremy D. Morley

International Human 
Rights
Santiago Corcuera
Cynthia Lynn Ebbs

International Insolvencies 
and Reorganizations
Garry M. Graber

International Intellectual 
Property Protection
(International Patent 
Copyright and Trademark)
L. Donald Prutzman
Eric Jon Stenshoel

International Investment
Christopher J. Kula
Lawrence E. Shoenthal

International Law Practice 
Management
James P. Duffy III

International Litigation
Thomas N. Pieper
Jay G. Safer
Jennifer R. Scullion

International Privacy Law
Lisa J. Sotto

International Real Estate 
Transactions
Meryl P. Sherwood

International Tax
Lodewijk Berger
James R. Shorter Jr.

International Trade
Robert J. Leo
Dunniela Kaufman

International 
Transportation
William Hull Hagendorn
Neil A. Quartaro

International Women’s 
Rights
Denise Scotto
Shannon Patricia McNulty

Public International Law
Christopher Joseph Borgen
Mark A. Meyer

United Nations and 
Other International 
Organizations
Jeffrey C. Chancas
Edward C. Mattes Jr.

Women’s Interest 
Networking Group
Meryl P. Sherwood
Birgit Kurtz

International Section Committees and Chairs
To view full contact information for the Committee Chairs listed below please visit our website at
http://www.nysba.org/Intl/CommChairs
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ALBERTA
Pierre P.G. Magnan

ALGERIA
Abd El Karim Khoukhi

ARGENTINA
Guillermo Malm Green
Juan Martin Arocena

AUSTRALIA
David Russell
Richard Arthur Gelski

AUSTRIA
Otto Waechter

BAHRAIN
Ayman Tawfeeq Almoayed

BRAZIL
Isabel C. Franco

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Donald R.M. Bell

CAMEROON
Irene Mabune Ntetmen

CHILE
Fernando A. Eyzaguirre
Francis K. Lackington

CHINA
Jia Fei
Chi Liu
Song Huang

COLOMBIA
Carlos Fradique-Mendez
Ernesto Cavelier

COSTA RICA
Hernan Pacheco

CYPRUS
Christodoulos G. Pelaghias

CZECH REPUBLIC
Andrea Carska-Sheppard
Jiri Hornik

DENMARK
Finn Overgaard

DUBAI
Peter F. Stewart

ECUADOR
Evelyn L. Sanchez

EL SALVADOR
Zygmunt Brett

ESTONIA
Marti Haal

FINLAND
Ami Kiira Paanajarvi
Juha J. Koponen

FLORIDA
Leslie N. Reizes

FRANCE
Pascale Lagesse
Yvon Dreano

GERMANY
Mark Devlin
Axel Heck
Rudolf F. Coelle

HUNGARY
Andre H. Friedman

INDIA
Sudhir Mishra

IRELAND
Eugene P. Carr-Fanning

ISRAEL
Eric S. Sherby
Ronald A. Lehmann

ITALY
Cesare Vento
Marco Amorese

JAPAN
Shirou Kuniya

KENYA
Atiq Saifuddin Anjarwalla

KOREA
Kyung-Han Sohn

LUXEMBOURG
Ronnen Jonathan Gaito

MALAYSIA
Yeng Kit Leong

MEXICO
Santiago Corcuera
Juan Carlos Partida

NETHERLANDS
Grant M. Dawson
R.A.U. Juchter Van Bergen 
Quast

NIGERIA
Lawrence Fubara Anga
Amaka Anthonia Itegboje

ONTARIO
Stephen J. Maddex
Chris MacLeod

PANAMA
Alvaro J. Aguilar
Juan Francisco Pardini

PERU
Guillermo J. Ferrero
Jose Antonio Olaechea

POLAND
Szymon Gostynski

QUEBEC
David Franklin

PHILLIPINES
Efren L. Cordero

PORTUGAL
Pedro Pais De Almeida

ROMANIA
Corin Trandafi r

RUSSIA
Jennifer I. Foss
Maxim Barashev

SINGAPORE
Eduardo Ramos-Gomez

SPAIN
Clifford J. Hendel
Calvin A. Hamilton
Albert Garrofé

SWEDEN
Carl-Olof E. Bouveng
Peter Utterstrom

SWITZERLAND
Pablo M. Bentes
Martin E. Wiebecke
Nicolas Pierard

TAIWAN
Ya-hsin Hung

THAILAND
Ira Evan Blumenthal

TUNISIA
Mohamed Zaanouni

TURKEY
Mehmet Komurcu

UK
Randal John Clifton Barker
Anne E. Moore-Williams
Jonathan P. Armstrong

UKRAINE
Oleg Samus
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